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Boston University has ten Schools and Colleges which admit undergrac;tuate 
students and six Schools whi~h are for graduate study only, as listed below . For 
more information on each of the Schools and Colleges see the section on 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs within the University. 
School for the Arts 
College of Basic Studies 
Henr y M . Goldman School of 
Graduate Dentistry 
School of Education 
College of Engineering 
Graduate School (Arts and Sci-
ences) 
School of Law 
College of Liberal Arts 
School of Management 
School of Medicine 
Metropolitan College 
School of Nursing 
School of Public Communication 
Sargent College of Allied Heal t h 
Professions 
School of Social Work 
School of Theology 
undergraduate and graduate study 
undergraduate study (two years only) 
graduate study only 
undergraduate and graduate study 
-undergraduate and graduate study 
graduate study only 
graduate study only 
undergraduate study only 
undergraduate and graduate study 
graduate study only 
undergraduate and graduate study (part time 
and full time) 
undergraduate and graduate study 
undergraduate and graduate study 
undergraduate and graduate study 
graduate study only 
graduate study only 
Courses are also offered by the following programs, from which information 
may be requested by writing to the address given: 
Program in Artisanry 
620 Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston, MA 02215 
University Professors Program 
745 Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston, MA 02215 
Summer Term 
755 Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston, MA 02215 
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Each year Boston University publishes a bull etin for all und erg raduate programs and separate bull etin s fo r each Schoo l 
and Co llege, Summer Term, and Overseas Programs. Requests for the undergraduat e bulle tin should be add ressed to 
the Ad missions Office and those for oth er bull etin s to the individual Schoo l or College. 
This bu lleti n contains curr ent information regardin g the calendar, admissio ns, degree requir eme nts, fe~s, regulati on~, 
and co urse off erin gs. The policy of the Univ ersity is to give advance noti ce of change , when ever poss ible, to permit 
adjustment. The Univ ersity reserves the right in its sole jud gment to make changes of any natur e in its program, calendar , 
or academic sched ule w henever it is deemed necessary or desirab le, incl uding changes in course content , th e resche~-
ulin g of classes wit h o r without exte nding the academic te rm , canceling of sched uled classes and other academic 
activities , and requiring or affording alternatives for schedul ed classes or other academic activities , i n any such case 
givi ng such not ice thereof as is reasonabl y practicable und er the circumstances. 
Bosto n University Bulletin s (USPS 061-540) are publi shed twe nty times a year : one in January, one in March, fo ur in 
May , fo ur in June, six in July, one in August , and three in Septembe r. Second-class postage is paid at Boston , Massa-
chusetts 02215. 
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Calendar 1980-1981 
Note: this calendar pertains to the Graduate School of Management only. Undergraduate 
students should refer to the standard University calendar. 
SUMMER I 
SUMMER II 
SEMESTER I 
Registration begins 
Registration ends 
Instruction begins 
Holiday, classes suspended 
End of session 
Registration begins 
Registration ends 
Instruction begins 
End of session 
New and continuing students on-campus 
bill clearance at George Sherman Union• 
GSM students only, instruction begins , 5:30 p.m. 
Holiday , classes suspended 
Mid-semester 
Registration begins for Semester 111980-1981 
Holiday , classes suspended 
Classrooms reserved for Monday night classes 
Fall recess-instruct 1on suspended at 1 :00 p.m. 
SEMESTER II 
Instruction resumes 
Instruction ends 
Final exams begin 
Final exams end 
New and continuing students on-campus 
bill clearance at George Sherman Union • 
Instruction begins 
Holiday , classes suspended 
Spring recess 
Mid-semester 
lnstructiom resumes 
Classrooms reserved for Monday night classes 
Registration begins for Semester I 1981-1982 
Holiday, classes suspended 
Instruction ends 
Final exams begin 
Final exams end 
Commencement day 
Monday, March 31, 1980 
Monday, May 19, 1980 
Monday , May 19, 1980 
Monday , May'26, 1980 
Thursday , July 3, 1980 
Monday, March 31, 1980 
Monday, July 7, 1980 
Monday , Ju'ly 7, 1980 
Thursday, August 21, 1980 
Sunday, August 31 through 
Wednesday , September 3, 1980 
Wednesday, September 3, 1980 
Monday, October 13., 1980 
Saturday, October 25, 1980 
Thursday, November 6, 1980 
Tuesday , November 11, 1980 
Friday, November 14, 1980 
Wednesday , November 26, 1980 
Monday , December 1, 1980 
Monday , December 15, 1980 
Tuesday , December 16, 1980 
Tuesday , December 23, 1980 
Friday, January 16 through , 
Monday , January 19, 1981 
Monday, January 19, 1981 
Monday, February 16, 1981 
Saturday, March 7 through 
Sunday, March 15, 1981 
Saturday, March 14, 1981 
Monday, March 16, 1981 
Friday, March 20, 1980 
Wednesday, April 8, 1981 
Monday, April 20, 1981 
Monday, May 4, 1981 
Tuesday, May 5, 1981 
Tuesday, May 12, 1981 
Sunday, May 17, 1981 
• Registration for evenin g programs and late registration for day programs continue duri ng the fi rst week of classes, 
Septe mber 4-10 and January 19-23. 
Studen ts registering at the School of Medicine , the Henry M . Go ldm an Graduate Schoo l of Dentistry, the School of 
Law, or Metropolitan College should check those Schoo ls' calendars for registration dates. 
The University , in scheduling classes on religious holidays , int ends that students observin g those holidays be given 
ample opportunity to make up their work. Faculty members who wish to observe religiou s holiday s will arrange for 
another faculty membe r to meet their classes or for canceled classes to be rescheduled . 
The University assumes no liabilit y for fai lure to provide educatio nal or related services arising out of or due to causes 
beyond the reasonable co ntro l of the University. The University will , however, exert reasonable efforts to provide 
comparable or substantially eq uivalent services, but its inability to do so shall not subject it to liabilit y. 
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For additional information on graduate programs at the School of Management 
please contact the following offices: ' 
General MBA Program 
Room 133 
685 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
617/353-2673 
Health Care Management Program 
Room 202 
704 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
617/353-2730 
vi 
Public Management Program 
Room 310 
212 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
617/353-2312 
Doctoral Program 
Room 302 
704 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston , Massachusetts 02215 
617 /353-4075 
School of Management 
The School of Management, one of Boston University's sixteen Schools and 
Colleges, has offered graduate degree programs to qualified men and women 
since 1915, two years after its establishment as the College of Business Admin-
istration. Today, more than 1,100 students are enrolled in its programs at the 
master's and doctoral levels. 
The School's change in name reflects both an expansion of services and a 
fundamental change in mission as an educational institution. Recently updated , 
its graduate programs respond to the growing demand for greater management 
capability in almost every field of endeavor: private industry (whether in large 
corporations or small enterprises), government, and nonprofit services. Since 
most of the skills and techniques of management originated and are commonly 
practiced in business enterprises, much of the curriculum focuses on the private 
business sector. However, the School seeks to demonstrate the applicability of 
business management skills and techniques to nonbusiness institutions and ac-
tivities as well. 
A student entering these management programs is preparing for an increasingly 
significant role in today's complex society. This is reflected in the educational 
orientation ofthe School and its curriculum. They are based on a concept that 
emphasizes not only technical competence but also the professional's ethic of 
service. Rigorous courses provide the potential manager with professional edu-
cation applicable both to the broader context of modern society and to success 
within individual public- or private-sector organizations. 
The School's graduate programs benefit from a dynamic relationship between 
leading scholars in the field of management and practicing executives in both 
the public and private sectors. The faculty of the School endeavors to develop 
the abilities of every student through a variety of teaching techniques-lectures, 
cases, role-playing, seminars, and directed study. No single teaching technique 
is emphasized to the exclusion of others. Close relationships among faculty, 
students, and representatives of the management community further contribute 
to the relevance of the graduate programs. 
Boston University is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and 
Colleges and by pertinent agencies in the educational fields which it serves. Both 
the full- and part-time Master of Business Administration degree programs are 
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schqols of Business. The 
Master of Business Administration degree program with a concentration in Health 
Care Management is accredited by the Accrediting Commission on Education for 
Health Services Administration. 
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
Graduate Degree Programs 
Graduate degree programs of the School of Management include the Master of 
Business Administrat>on (MBA); the MBA with concentrations in health care 
management or public management; and the Doctor of Business Administration 
(OBA). The Master of Engineering in Manufacturing (M .Eng.) and the MBA are 
offered with the University's College of Engineering; and the Master of Arts in 
Economics (MA) and the MBA are offered with the University's Graduate School. 
Master of Business Administration 
The Master of Business Administration degree program emphasizes management 
in general rather fhan concentration in any one functional area. Experience has 
shown that a successful manager tends to progress through several management 
functions and that early specialization, while useful in the short run, may limit 
career potential. This approach to graduate management education enables the 
student to: 
1. Cultivate the ability to think logically and apply analytical tools to decision 
making 
2. Develop knowledge and skills in particular managerial functions 
3. Develop an awareness that effective leadership requires empathic under-
standing of the needs and motivations of individuals within ah organization 
4. Achieve a professional perspective, beyond immediate responsibilities, on 
the total management role, integrating concepts and decision-making tools 
into a framework of managerial expertise 
To ensure a basic understanding of computer systems, students are required 
to satisfy a computer requirement . This may be accomplished either by waiver 
examination or by successful completion of the computer requirement course. 
Through their MBA studies, students develop managerial skills and talents 
which can be applied in various types of organizations. Throughout the program 
students are exposed to problems, examples, and cases drawn from business, 
service, and various not-for-profit enterprises. 
General MBA 
The program consists of sixteen courses (64 credits), ten core and six elective. 
Core courses in the first part of the program emphasize the basic managerial 
tools and disciplines of quantitative methods, economics, behavioral science ; 
and accounting. Those in the next segment stress the application of the basic 
tools and disciplines within the major management functions of finance, mar-
keting, and operations management. The final core element consists of two 
courses in the area of management policy designed to integrate the various tools 
and concepts developed previously. 
The latter part of the program consists of six elective courses through which 
the student may acquire further general exposure or explore a specific area in 
greater depth. These may be selected from elective offerings of the School of 
Management or graduate-level courses offered by other Schools and Colleges of 
the University. 
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The Master of Business Administration program may be pursued on either a 
full- or part-time basis. Admission requirements, as well as curriculum and fac-
ulty , are the same for both full- and part-time study . Movement between full-
and part-time status requires no formal request for transfer. 
FULL-TIME SCHEDULE 
A degree candidate studying full time normally completes the degree require-
ments in two academic years or in one and one-half years with summer study, 
carrying four courses each semester. The ten core courses and the computer 
requirement are offered during the day . Most electives meet once a week, from 
5:30 to 8:30 p.m. The first half of the ·program consists of eight courses and the 
computer requirement, as follows : 
First Semester 
GSM AC 710 
GSM ME 711 
GSM OB 714 
GSM QM 715 
Financial and Managerial 
Accounting 
The Economic Environment 
Human Behavior in 
Organizations 
Quantitative Methods 
Second Semester 
GSM Fl 721 
GSM ME 729 
GSM MK 723 
GSM OM 725 
Financial Management 
Economic Decision Analysis 
Marketing Management 
Operations Management 
GSM QM 700 (Computer Requirement) in either semester 
The second half of the program consists of electives and ' two Management Policy 
courses. 
Third Semester 
GSM MG 739 Management Policy, I 
Electives (3) 
PART-TIME SCHEDULE 
Fourth Semester 
GSM MG 742 Management Policy, II 
Electives (3) 
Degree candidates may complete any part of or all their degree requirements 
while studying part time, i.e., carrying fewer than three courses in a semester. 
Studying part time, a student normally completes the program in four academic 
years, or in three years with summer study, carrying two courses during the day 
or evening each semester. The duration of study is longer, however, for those 
students registering for only one course in some semesters. Evening courses 
generally are offered for a three-hour period, from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m., once a 
week. Part-time students must observe the prerequisite structure of the program 
and would complete 
GSM AC710 
GSM ME 711 
GSM OB 714 
GSM QM 715 
Financial and Managerial Accounting 
The Economic Environment 
Human Behavior in Organizations 
Quantitative Methods 
before moving to the second group of four courses 
GSM Fl 721 
GSM ME 729 
GSM MK 723 
GSM OM 725 
Financial Management 
Economic Decision Analysis 
Marketing Managei:nent 
Operations Management 
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In addition, part-time students should complete GSM QM 700 (Computer Re-
quir~ment) ~uring ~he first half of the program . The second half of the program 
consists of srx electives and two required Management Policy courses , GSM MG 
739 (Management Policy , I) and GSM MG 742 (Management Policy, II). 
ELECTIVES 
~ student 's c.hoice of electives and their relevance to career objectives play an 
integral part in the development of a total management program . Electives may 
b~ ~se~ to pursue further in-depth study in a particular management function or 
drscrpline and to add breadth to the common body of knowledge in management 
through study in related fields . Most electives in the School are offered in the 
evening to accommodate both full- and part-time students. 
The majority of students finds that elective offerings in the Graduate School of 
Management provide sufficient flexibility to meet indi vidual student needs. Some 
students elect related course offerings from other graduate programs within 
Boston University from a variety of fields including: 
Computer Science 
Economics 
Education 
Engineering 
Health Care 
Law 
Mathematics 
Psychology 
Political Science 
Public Relations 
Sociology 
Urban Affairs 
~ermission to cross-register for elective courses in other Schools and Colleges 
rs granted by the MBA Program Director . 
DIRECTED STUDY 
Directed study provides the opportunity for students to conduct research in a 
specific area of interest under the direct guidance of a member of the faculty . 
Su~h study n:iay be undertaken in lieu of an elective course requirement. Appli-
cations for directed study are available in the MBA Program Office. 
MBA with Concentration in Health Care Management 
In cooperation with the Boston University Medical Cente-r, the School offers a 
program l.ea~ing to the MBA with concentration in health care management. The 
program rs armed at developing competent managers for a wide variety of em-
plo.y.~ent settin.gs in the health care industry, including hospitals, long-term care 
facrlrtres, prepaid group practices, other ambulatory care services, mental health 
a.nd related hum .an services, health planning and service d~velopment capabili-
ties, an? .health insurance ~nd regulatory bodies. The Boston University School 
of Medrcine offers a part-trme Master of Public Health program for individuals 
who want to broaden their perspective on the operation of the health care 
industry but who do not intend to pursue a career in management. 
The design of the health care management program includes a specially 
adapted core curriculum, a structured set of course requirements in the area of 
health care management which allows the student to pursue specialized interests, 
and a field experience program in collaboration with leading health care insti-
tutions throughout New England. Students normally pursue a three-month full-
time practicum, arranged by the University, in a health facility; part-time students 
who are r~gula~ly employed in a health setting may substitute a special project 
executed in therr employment setting. 
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In cooperation with the Center for Law and Health Sciences ,. it is possible for 
a student to complete a Juris Doctor (JD) with emphasis on health law and an 
MBA with concentration in Health Care Management within a four-year period . 
FULL-TIME SCHEDULE 
The student normally spends two academic years in full -time study with a full-
time practicum during the intervening summer . Courses designated GSM HA are 
normally offered only in the evening to accommodate part-time students. Due 
to the sequence of course offerings , the student who pursues the pr0gram full 
time and does not begin the program in September may need more than twenty-
one months to complete all requirements or may not have access to all elective 
courses . The normal sequence of courses during the two years is as follows: 
First Year 
First Semester 
GSM AC 710 
GSM HA 716 
GSM OB 714 
Financial and Managerial 
Accounting 
Introduction to Health 
Care Delivery Systems 
Human Behavior in 
Organizations 
GSM QM 715 Quantitative Methods 
Summer 
Health Care Management Practicum 
Second Year 
First Semester 
GSM MG 739 Management Policy , I 
GSM HA 733 Health Care Marketing 
Elective (from GSM HA 830 serie s) 
Elective (Health Management ) 
PART-TIME SCHEDULE 
Second Semester 
GSM Fl 721 
GSM HA 726 
GSM OM 725 
GSM ME 729 
Financial Management 
Management of Health 
Care Facilitie s 
Operations Management 
Economic Decision Analysis 
Second Semester 
GSM MG 742 Management Policy, II 
GSM ME 711 The Economic Environment 
Elective (from GSM HA 890 series) 
Elective (GSM) 
The part-time schedule is designed for men and women employed in greater 
Boston who have the interest and the ability to pursue a rigorous and demanding 
program on their own time. All courses are offered in the evening; an evening 
course generally meets from 5 :30 to 8:30 p.m. once a week . Ordinarily, students 
with outside employment attend the program two evenings a week. Students 
who are not employed full-time in a health setting will be expected to pursue a 
three-month, full-time practicum in a health care setting . At two courses per 
term the program can be completed in thirty-three months including summer 
study or in forty-five months without summer study. The normal sequence of 
courses for the program is shown below: 
First Year 
First Semester 
GSM AC 710 Financial and Managerial 
Accounting 
GSM HA 716 Introduction to Health 
Care Delivery Systems 
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Second Semester 
GSM HA 726 Management of Health 
Care Facilities 
GSM QM 715 Quantitative Methods 
5 
Second Semester 
Second Year 
First Semester 
GSM ME 729 
GSM OB 714 
Economic Decision Analysis GSM HA 733 
Human Behavior in GSM OM 725 
Organizations 
Health Care Marketing 
Operations Management 
Third Year 
First Semester 
GSM Fl 721 Financial Management 
Elective (from GSM HA 830 series) 
Fourth Year 
First Semester 
GSM MG 739 Management Policy, I 
Elective (health care) 
ELECTIVES 
Second Semester 
GSM ME 711 The Economic Environment 
Elective (from GSM HA 890 series) 
Second Semester 
GSM MG 742 Management Policy, II 
Elective (GSM) 
The health care elective in the curriculum outlined above may be selected from 
the health management electives offered by the School of Management or from 
the list of courses offered by other Schools and Colleges in the University (see 
Health Care Electives in other Schools under Course Descriptions) . Permission 
to cross-register for electives in other Schools and Colleges is granted by the 
Health Care Management Program Office. The Graduate School of Management 
elective must be selected from elective offerings, including directed studies , of 
the School of Management. 
MBA with Concentration in Public Management 
The MBA with a concentration in public management combines the strengths of 
traditional management educat ion with an emphasis on the unique skills required 
for the management of government and nonprofit institutions in the United 
States. 
The program provides managerial training for students who plan to spend part 
or all of their careers in public and/or nonprofit settings . Of the eleven required 
courses, two courses deal specifically with public sector problems; the remaining 
nine cover basic managerial tools , theories, and functions that have both private 
and public sector applications. The five elective courses offer an opportunity for 
further general exposure or deeper exploration into areas of specific interest. 
The program may be pursued on either a full- or part-time basis. Full-time 
students, without significant experience in the public or nonprofit sectors, are 
required to complete a summer internship in a public or nonprofit agency be-
tween the two academic years . 
More information about the program is provided in a separate brochure which 
is available from the Public Management Program Office. 
FULL-TIME SCHEDULE 
A degree candidate studying full time normally completes the degree require-
ment in two academic years by carrying four courses each semester and com-
pleting a summer internship between the two academic years. Courses desig-
nated GSM PM normally are offered only in the evening, to accommodate part-
time students. The normal sequence of courses is as follows: 
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First Year 
First Semester 
GSM AC 710 
GSM OB 714 
GSM PM 717 
GSM QM 715 
Summer Term 
Financial and Managerial 
Accounting 
Human Behavior in 
Organizations 
Public Management, I-
The External Environment 
Quantitative Methods 
Public Management Internship 
Second Year 
First Semester 
GSM ME 729 Economic Decision 
Analysis 
GSM MK 723 Marketing Management 
Electives (2) 
PART-TIME SCHEDULE 
Second Semester 
GSM Fl 721 
GSM ME 711 
GSM OM 725 
GSM PM 727 
Financial Management 
The Economic Environment 
Operations Management 
Public Management, II-
Internal Resources 
Second Semester 
GSM MG 742 Management Policy 
Electives (3) 
The part-time schedule is designed for men and women employed in Greater 
Boston. Degree candidates studying part-time normally complete the program in 
four academic years by carrying two courses each semester. Courses generally 
meet in the evening once a week from 5:30 to 8:30 p .m. The normal sequence 
of courses is as follows: · 
First Year 
First Semester Second Semester 
GSM AC 710 Financial and Managerial GSM PM 727 Public Management, II-
Accounting Internal Resources 
GSM PM 717 Public Management, I- GSMQM 715 Quantitative Methods 
The External Environment 
Second Year 
First Semester Second Semester 
GSM OB 714 Human Behavior in GSM OM 725 Operations Management 
Organizations GSM MK 723 Marketing Management 
GSM ME 711 The Economic Environment 
Third Year 
First Semester Second Semester 
GSM Fl 721 Financial Management Electives (2) 
GSM ME 729 Economic Decision Analysis 
Fourth Year 
First Semester -second Semester 
Electives (2) GSM MG 742 Management Policy, II 
Elective (1) 
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ELECTIVES 
The public management electives in the curriculum outlined above may be 
selected from electives to be announced during the 1980--81 academic year. 
Students also may select from among the electives offered at the School of 
Management as part of its graduate business administration curriculum or its 
health care management program, which concentrates on the management of 
health delivery and regulatory systems . 
In addition, electives may be selected from other graduate-level courses of-
fered at other Schools and Colleges at Boston University and, in certain cases, 
at other universities in the Boston area. 
Dual-Degree Programs 
Formal dual-degree programs require separate application and admission to the 
MBA Program and either the College of Engineering or the Department of Eco-
nom ics in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. The curriculum in the dual-
degree programs is tightly structured and integrated . A student must therefore 
secure admission to both sponsoring programs before course work can begin. 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING AND MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
The coordinated program combining the Master of Business Administration and 
Master of Engineering in manufacturing degrees is offered by the University's 
College of Engineering and School of Management . Providing a broad back-
ground in business admini stration , the program is designed to develop middle-
and top-level management skills for manufacturing industries . The course of 
study is arranged so both degrees may be completed in two academic years and 
the intervening summer. Students from a wide range of engineering disciplines 
are eligible to apply . Detailed information may be obtained from the College of 
Engineering, 110 Cummington Street, Boston , Massachusetts 02215 . 
MASTER OF ARTS AND MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
The coordinated program combining the Master of Arts degree with a concen-
tration in economics and the Master of Business Administration degree is offered 
by the University 's Graduate School (Arts and Sciences) and the School of Man-
agement . Information about this program may be obtained from the Graduate 
School , 705 Commonwealth Avenue , Boston , Massachusetts 02215 . 
Combined Degree Program 
In cooperation with the School of Law, there is a combined degree program 
leading to the MBA with concentration in Health Care Management and the Juris 
Doctor (JD) degree. As with dual-degree programs, separate application and 
acceptance to each School is required. The most rapid completion of the program 
(about forty-eight months ) requires that the student begin Health Care Manage-
ment course work during the first semester of the second year of study at the 
School of Law. Information can be obtained from the Health Care Management 
Program Office or the Center for Law and Health Sciences, 209 Bay State Road, 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215. 
Additional Programs 
In addition to the formally coordinated programs described above , it is possible 
for MBA students to pursue concurrently another Boston University graduate 
degree. Formal admission is required by both programs. The course of study is 
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developed in consultation with the MBA Program Director and the adviser in the 
other degree program. The completion time for both degrees may be reduced 
with careful planning . For instance, candidates for the JD degree offered by the 
Boston University School of Law who are also candidates for the general MBA 
degree may earn both degrees in a four-year period . Separate application must 
be made to the School of Law and the School of Management, and information 
regarding study for both degree programs may be obtained from the School of 
Management, Room 133, 685 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston , Massachusetts 
02215. 
Candidates for the Master of Science (MS) degree offered by the School of 
, Public Communication , Boston University, who are also candidates for the MBA 
degree may also earn both degrees in a reduced time period. Separate application 
must be made to the School of Public Communication and the School of Man-
agement, and information regarding study for both degree programs may be 
obtained from either the School of Public Communication, 640 Commonwealth 
Avenue, or the School of Management, Room 133, 685 Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215. 
Doctor of Business Administration 
The Doctor of Business Administration Program at Boston University is designed 
to prepare students for the expanding fields of professional research and con-
sulting in industry , universities, government, and nonprofit corporations ,- Major 
fields of study include accounting, finance , marketing , management policy, op-
erations management, and organizational behavior. Students may elect a minor 
field of study in any of these areas or, additionally , in economics , management 
information systems, quantitative methods , or international business . 
Doctoral students complete a minimum of eleven courses in addition to the 
ten core courses and the computer requirement of the MBA program . The first 
group of courses beyond the MBA requirements is geared toward developing 
strong research skills. It includes studies in advanced statistical analysis , behav-
ioral research methods, econometric modeling, and quantitative methods . 
In the second phase of the program , doctoral students concentrate on their 
major and minor fields. Two research seminars are offered in each major area. 
To complete major and minor area requirements, students select from several 
options in conjunction with their departmental advisers . These include School 
of Management graduate electives , independent research , courses at other 
Schools and Colleges within Boston University, and courses at other colleges 
and universities in metropolitan Boston. 
All doctoral students must fulfill an internship requirement. Most will be re-
quired to take an applied r~search internship . In certain case~, however, ~he 
Committee accepts relevant experience as evidence of having fulfilled the applied 
research internship and allows students to complete a teaching internship. 
The completion and successful defense of a dissertation proposal and the 
dissertation itself are the final requirements for the receipt of the OBA degree. 
Defense of the dissertation proposal takes place when a student has secured a 
chairperson and at least two other members for a dissertation com~ittee . _Fol-
lowing successful proposal defense, the student begins work .on the d1~sertat1?n. 
Oral defense of both the dissertation proposal and the completed d1ssertat1on 
is open to the Boston Univers ity faculty community . . 
The Doctor of Business Administration Program may be pursued on either a 
full-time or part-time basis. Admission requirements, as well as curriculum and 
faculty, are the same for part-time and full-time students . 
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FULL-TIME SCHEDULE 
The length of time required for completion of the DBA degree is dependent 
upon the academic background of each student. Students who enter the program 
with a baccalaureate degree only follow the sequence in the preceding descrip-
tion of the MBA program to fulfill the MBA core course requirements. Full-time 
students enroll in three or four courses per semester. Beyond the MBA core 
courses, · a full-time student uses the following guidelines to progress through 
the program. 
Year 1 (twelve months) 
GSM ME 911 Foundation course-Economics 
GSM OB 914 Foundation course-Organizational Behavior 
GSM QM 915 Foundation course-Research Methodology 
GSM QM 916 Foundation course-Quantitative Methods 
Major or minor area course requirements (two to four) 
Year 2 
GSM 918 Major area research seminar , I 
GSM 919 Major area research seminar , II 
Major or minor area course requirements (remainder) 
Teaching or applied research internship 
Years 3-4 
Major and minor area examinations 
Preparation and defense of dissertation proposal 
Dissertation 
Dissertation defense 
PART-TIME SCHEDULE 
Evening courses are offered from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. once a week. A part-time 
student enrolls in two courses per semester, following the same sequence as 
full-time students. 
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Policies and Procedures 
The MBA Programs Office coordinates much of the day-to-day administrative 
activity of the School 's graduate programs. This office directs classroom assign-
ments, course and examination scheduling, and advanced standing procedures. 
The office is also a repository for student records and registration information . 
General information on registration procedures, policies, transcripts, grade 
changes, withdrawal, and other registration-related material is available in this 
office, Room 131, 685 Commonwealth Avenue, 617/353-2673. 
Registration 
Registration is conducted under the direction of the University Registrar and the 
School of Management. When a graduate student is accepted to the School of 
Management and confirms his or her intention to enroll, a registration form and 
information are mailed to the student. The student then completes the registra-
tion form for the following semester and returns it to the School. If the form is 
received before the billing deadline, the student will receive a statement of 
charges from the Office of the Comptroller. Upon payment, the student's ac-
count is cleared and a Class Entry Permit (which is shown to the instructor for 
admission to the class) is mailed to the student. If the student's payment is 
mailed but not received by the deadline, the account is cleared when the payment 
is received. However, the student must then obtain the Class Entry Permit by 
visiting the Registrar's Office in person before the official on-campus registration 
period or by picking it up at registration in the George Sherman Union ballroom. 
Students can complete the registration process in person before the beginning 
of the semester. The same steps which are listed above apply. Payments can be 
made at the Comptroller's Office, located on the fourth floor at 881 Common-
wealth Avenue. In-person registration takes place continuously during office 
hours from the end of the previous semester to the beginning of on-campus 
registration for the present semester .. Students are expected to complete regis-
tration and bill clearance before .the start of each semester. · 
Candidates for admission may not register until they have received a formal 
statement of acceptance. 
REGISTRATION ,\ND BILL CLEARANCE DEADLINE 
The University definition of an officially registered student is one who has sub-
mitted course selection on a registration form, paid or cleared all charges , and 
has been approved by the Comptroller. No student, including graduate students 
on continuing student status, will be allowed to complete this registration process 
after the third week of classes. 
(Semester I 1980-1981-Wednesday, September 24, 1980) 
(Semester 111980-1981-Friday, February 6, 1981) 
Students who are applying for loans or who have been offered financial assistance 
may have those offers revoked if they have not completed this registration 
process by the deadline. 
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ASSESSMENT OF CHARGES 
Full-time students under the four-course system are charged full tuition and fees 
if they enroll for three or four courses . (See Metropolitan College for exception.) 
Students permitted to register for more than the equivalent of 18 credit hours 
will be assessed at the hourly rate of their School or College of registration . Part-
time students are assessed at the rate of the School or College offering the 
course or at the special fee rate if the course is designated as such . 
EARLY REGISTRATION 
Early registration policies and procedures apply to continuing students. Registra-
tion occurs in November and April for the spring and fall semesters, respectively. 
Under this procedure continuing students receive registration materials from the 
School, select courses for the next semester, and return the registration form to 
the School of Management for approval and processing. A bill is prepared , and 
all other procedures are the same as for new student registration. 
LATE REGISTRATION 
A fee of $25 ($10 for part-time students) is charged to those students who do not 
register during the official period . In no event may a student register later than 
one week following the close of the official registration period without written 
approval of the Dean of the School or his or her authorized representative. 
CROSS REGISTRATION 
Within Boston University 
Where permissible, students may cross-register and receive degree credit for 
elective courses taken in other Schools and Colleges in the University. Enrollment 
in courses outside the School of Management is based on the availability of 
space. The MBA Program Director must approve cross-registration course selec-
tions. 
With Other Universities 
Several Colleges and Schools within Boston University have formal cooperative 
arrangements for cross-registration at nearby institutions . Students may be eli-
gible to take courses at Brandeis and Tufts under this cooperative arrangement. 
Information and permission should be obtained from the School of Management . 
Adding or Dropping a Course 
Courses may be added or dropped by filing a Drop/Add form in the MBA 
Programs Office. 
IMPORT ANT DA TES TO OBSERVE 
1. After the first class meeting, a course may not be added without the signature 
of the instructor . 
2. A course dropped during the first five weeks will not appear on a student's 
permanent record. 
3. A course dropped after the first five weeks will appear on the permanent 
record with a W. Students will be charged for any W-grade course. No course 
may be dropped later than two weeks before the beginning of final exami-
nations . 
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Attendance 
There is no general policy governing class attendance . It is the prerogative of 
each faculty member to set attendance standards for a given course. 
Study Audits 
Each semester during the sixth week of class the Registrar 's Office produces and 
mails to every registered student an audit , which is a listing of the courses for 
which the student is registered. The student is responsible for contacting the 
Recorder of the School to correct any course errors or other incorrect data. If a 
student fails to receive a study audit by the end of the seventh week the College 
Recorder should be contacted immediately. 
Identification Cards (ID) 
Identification cards are issued to every new student upon registration at Boston 
University . Full-time students who are not on the University Food Plan are issued 
a photo ID by the University Registrar. Those students on the Food Plan receive 
their photo ID cards from the Director of Housing . All photo ID cards are made 
during On-Campus Registration . 
New part-time students who are not on the University Food Plan are issued a 
non-photo ID card. 
A student is entitled to a new card only when there are changes to the infor-
mation on the card. Replacement ID cards are made for those lost after the 
student has paid the appropriate fee at the Comptroller 's Office. Food cards are 
issued at the Office of Housing, 19 Deerfield Street ; all others are issued at the 
University Registrar 's Office . Paid receipts must be shown before any card can 
be issued. 
Name Changes 
Currently enrolled students may change their names upon producing sufficient 
evidence and identification. The student will be asked to complete the ID/Name 
Change Form. 
Students who are no longer registered at Boston University or who have 
graduated must submit legal documentation, such as a marriage certificate or 
court order, along with the reason for the change to the University Registrar , 881 
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston , Massachusetts 02215. Massachusetts residents 
are required to submit a notarized letter stating the reason for the change and 
the old and new legal names. 
Misspelled names can be corrected by simply presenting a current driver 's 
license or Boston University identification card. 
ID Number Change and Assignment 
Students not possessing a social security number will be assigned an ID number 
by the School of Management. Correcting an ID number is accomplished by 
presenting sufficient proof of the correct ID number . A social security card or 
driver's license will suffice in most cases. 
Change of Address 
Students are expected to maintain up-to-date local and home addresses. During 
any semester or summer session , if it is necessary to change an address , the 
Personal Data Change Form should be used. This form is available at the MBA 
Program Office, the University Information Center , and at the Registrar 's Office . 
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Changes in residence hall addresses are the responsibility of the Office of 
Hou~ing, 19 ~eerfield Street . A local address change form must be completed at 
the time of withdrawal from University housing. 
Grades 
CREDIT 
In the School of Management graduate programs, a one-semester course is 
value? at 4 credits for purposes of internal University records such as the com-
putation of grade point indexes, the assessment of transfer credit and the 
assessment of tuition charges. ' 
HONOR POINTS 
Honor points are the numerical equivalent assigned to each letter grade. 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
The grade point averag~ is obtained by ?ividing the total honor points earned by 
the total semester cred1!s of those su_b1ects completed, including the grades of 
all repeated courses, with the following exceptions: the letter grades H and p 
are not c~mputed in th~ grade point average . I grades are not computed in the 
grade point average until and unless additional required work is fulfilled and an 
appropriate. letter gra~e assigne~. J grades are not computed in the grade point 
average ~ntil the required work in the same or continuing course is completed. 
At that time, the total credits for the course are computed in GPA on the basis 
of the last grading date. 
GRADING SYSTEM 
The following letter grades are authorized for use in the graduate programs of 
the School of Management: 
letter Grade 
A 
A-
B+ 
B 
B-
C+ 
C 
C-
D 
F 
AU 
w 
14 
Honor Points 
4.0 
3.7 
3.3 
3.0 
2.7 
2.3 
2.0 
1.7 
Not applicable 
0 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
Explanation 
The grades in the "A" range represent 
superior performance. 
The grades in the "B" range represent 
good performance. 
The grades in the " C" range represent 
passing performance. 
The "D" grade is not authorized for use 
in the Graduate School of Management. 
Fail/no credit 
Incomplete/additional work required 
Registration in the same or continuing 
course necessary to complete requirements 
Audit/no credit 
Withdrew after five weeks 
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INCOMPLETE COURSE WORK 
If, for acceptable reasons, a student fails to take the final examination or to 
complete any other required work within a course, he or she receives the grade 
of I with no letter grade indication. Within the time limit set by the individual 
School or College but no later than the end of the following semester, the 
student must complete the course requirements. In MBA courses, if the student 
does not complete those requirements, the I grade is changed to an F grade. If 
the student does complete the course requirements, the I grade is replaced with 
the appropriate letter grade. Certain exceptions are made for work not completed 
in the case of courses requiring two or more semesters of work. 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
Grade reports are mailed to the student at his or her home address approximately 
three weeks after the end of each semester. 
TRANSCRIPTS OF GRADES 
To secure an academic transcript of grades , a transcript request form must be 
filled out at the School of Management or at the Office of the University Registrar. 
Letter requests providing complete attendance data will also be honored. All 
transcripts are forwarded by U.S. Mail approximately two weeks from receipt of 
request. 
The regular transcript fee is $2:00. Transcripts ordered at one time in excess of 
ten will be $2.00 per copy up to ten and $1.00 each thereafter. 
Auditing Courses 
An auditor is a student who attends a class for the purpose of acquiring knowl-
edge , but not to earn credits . Auditors are admitted to class on a space-available 
basis according to the rules of the School or College offering the course . They 
are subject to the same charges, fees, and regulations prescribed for regular 
students. Not all courses are open to audit. 
Leave of Absence and Withdrawal 
Students who wish to withdraw or take a leave of absence from the University 
should obtain and return a Withdrawal/Leave of Absence form t6 the School of 
Management. 
Upon receiving the Withdrawal/Leave of Absence form, the Registrar will make 
the following arrangements for refund of payment. 
SEMESTER I • 1980-81 
Prior to the start of classes'(Before September 4) Tuition and Fees ..... 100% 
During the first two weeks of classes (September 4-17) Tuition only .. ... 80% 
During the third week of classes (September 18-24) Tuition only .. ... . . 60% 
During the fourth week of classes (September 25-October 1) Tuition only .40% 
During the fifth week of classes (October 2-8) Tuition only .... . . ..... 20% 
After the fifth week of classes (From October 9) Tuition and Fees ..... . 0% 
SEMESTER II • 1980-81 
Prior to the start of classes (Before January 19) Tuition and Fees . . ..... 100% 
During the first two weeks of classes (January 19-February 1) Tuition only 80% 
During the third week of classes (February 2-8) Tuition only .. . ....... 60% 
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During the fourth week of classes (February 9-15) Tuition only ....... .40% 
During the fifth week of classes (February 16-22) Tuition only .. ....... 20% 
After the fifth w.eek of classes (From February 23) Tuition and Fees .. .. . 0% 
The application fee and deposits toward tuiti~n and/or room and board are 
not refundable. 
No fees are returned after the beginning of classes. A credit balance in the 
student 's account resulting from a withdrawal, overpayment , or adjustment will 
be refunded. 
Students who wish to take a leave of absence or withdraw from the University 
between semesters or during the summer should notify the School of Manage-
ment . A Withdrawal/Leave of Absence form will then be sent, which should be 
completed and returned . 
A student is considered registered and responsible for all charges until a 
Withdrawal/Leave of Absence form is submitted. 
A leave of absence accomplished through the filing of a Leave of Absence form 
does not result in an extension of the time limit for degree completion . Exten-
sions of the time limit are granted by the Academic Standards Committee. 
Reinstatement 
Reinstatement for students on leave of absence is accomplished by registering 
for a later semester. 
Examinations 
Examinations are given at the discretion of the instructor. Final examinations are 
required in most courses and are given during the scheduled examination period . 
Academic Performance Review 
On at least an annual basis, the academic records of all students are reviewed . 
Following such a review , students are notified if they are in academic difficulty . 
Suspension or Dismissal 
Boston University, through its various faculties or appropriate committees, re-
serves the discretionary right to suspend or dismiss any student from the Uni-
versity for failure to maintain a satisfactory academic record, acceptable personal 
behavior, or satisfactory standards of health. 
MBA Program 
ACCELERATION OF PROGRAM 
Students may accelerate their program through transfer of credit and/or waiver 
of core courses. Approval of transfer of credit requests and permission to take 
waiver examinations is given by the faculty of the School of Management. Both 
require formal application . 
Transfer of Credit 
Following acceptance, petitions for the transfer of credit for specific courses may 
be submitted for consideration by the faculty . Candidates who wish to petition 
for transfer of credit must do so within their first semester of study. 
Transfer of credit for courses completed in an MBA program accredited by the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (MCSB) may be granted 
for the core required courses . In transferring core courses for credit, careful 
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matching by course content will be required in order to insure that related core 
course areas of the MBA program of study are satisfied . 
Each course submitted for consideration by the faculty for possible transfer of 
elective credit must clearly evidence a level of academic content deemed appro-
priate to the MBA program of study. 
Waiver of Courses 
Following acceptance, students with strong undergraduate preparation or grad-
uate course work in specific course areas may be eligible to waive some core 
requirements by examination. Waivers are not granted for elective courses. A 
student applying to take a waiver examination(s) should have completed related 
course work with satisfactory grades within the past five years. 
Waiver examinations are offered in February, August, and October of each 
year. A fee of $10.00 is charged for the writing of each waiver examination. A 
candidate seeking advanced standing by waiver examination is encouraged to 
write the required examination(s) prior to his or her first semester course en-
rollment, and must do so at the scheduled time during the first semester of 
study. 
SUMMER STUDY 
MBA core courses and some elective courses are offered during the summer for 
degree candidates. 
CHANGING A CONCENTRATION (PROGRAM OF STUDY) 
An MBA student wishing to transfer from one MBA concentration to another 
must petition to do so. It is the Program Director 's decision whether or not such 
a transfer request will . be granted. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
Boston University confers the degree of Master of Business Administration on 
candidates recommended by the faculty of the School of Management and ap-
proved by the President and Trustees of the University. A candidate's entire 
course of work and conduct in the program are considered. Each candidate 
must 
1. Satisfactorily complete the prescribed core courses and elective courses as 
outlined in the curriculum 
2. Complete ten of the required sixteen courses in residence at the School 
3. Complete the computer requirement · 
4. Complete all requirements for the degree within six years of the date of first 
registration 
5. Have a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.7 in MBA course work 
based on the following grading system: A (4.0), A - (3.7), B+ (3.3), B (3.0), 
B- (2.7), C+ (2.3), C (2.0), C- (1.7), F (0). 
6. Have a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.7 in all Boston Univer-
sity course work taken while registered in the School of Management and 
approved for MBA degree · credit . The grade point average is calculated as 
described a_bove . 
HONORS 
A student graduates with high honors if his or her cumulative grade point average 
in MBA course work is 3.7 or higher . A degree with honors is granted to the 
student who achieves a minimum cumulative grade point average of at least 3.3. 
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Beta Gamma Sigma 
Beta Gamma Sigma, the honor society of the School , is recognized by the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business in the United States. Its 
purpose is to encourage and reward outstanding scholarly accomplishments . 
Members are selected during their final semester on the basis of scholarship 
demonstrated throughout the program. 
DBA Program 
Doctoral students may accelerate their programs through summer study , transfer 
of credit, and waiver of courses. For further information , students should contact 
the Doctoral Program Office, Room 302 A, 704 Commonwealth Avenue durir1g 
their first semester of study . 
ADVANCED STANDING 
Students may petition for transfer of credit for any of the ten MBA core courses 
and for one course toward their major or minor area requirements. Those who 
are not gran.ted transfer of credit for MBA core courses are required to enroll in 
the course -or pass a waiver examination . Waiver examinations for MBA core 
courses are administered through the Graduate Program Office. However, stu-
dents should contact the Doctoral Program Office prior to registering for any 
waiver examinations . A student with a strong background in any of the four 
foundation courses may demonstrate competency by examination in lieu of 
enrolling in the course. In these cases, a student must pass the final examination 
given in the course. Although it is possible to apply for advanced standing and/or 
demonstrate competence via examination in various areas, each student must 
enroll in a minimum of eight courses at Boston University. 
Time Limitation 
Candidates must complete all requirements for the OBA degree within eight 
years. 
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
The Doctoral Committee annually reviews the progress of all students in the 
program. To remain in good standing, a student must maintain a B+ average 
with no more than one Incomplete grade. Students who are not in good academic 
standing are allowed one semester to correct their status. Failure to do so may 
result in dismissal from the program. 
MBA/OBA REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates who wish to earn an MBA degree while pursuing doctoral study 
should follow the procedure designated in the application requirements. 
MBA/OBA students must complete the ten MBA core courses, the computer 
requirement, and six additional courses before they are eligible for receipt of 
the · MBA degree. A minimum of ten of these courses (excluding the computer 
requirement) must be completed at Boston University School of Management. 
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Admissions Information 
MBA Program 
The Master of Business Administration degree program is open to qualified men 
and women who have earned a bachelor 's degree from a fully accredited college 
or university in this country or abroad. No particular undergraduate course of 
study is requ ired for admission to the program. However , each successful ap-
plicant must provide evidence of significant quantitative ability . 
The Admissions Committee, composed of reperesentatives of the faculty and 
administrative staff , evaluates application credentials and makes decisions re-
garding admission to the program. Emphasis is placed on the applicant's dem-
onstrated scholastic ability , intellectual capacity for graduate study in manage-
ment, maturity , previous work experience, and career potential as a manager . 
Admissions Timetable 
Admission is granted for September and January of each academic year . For 
September admission, application credentials must be submitted by Ma~ 1_ for 
full-time study and by August 1 for part-time study. For January adm1ss1on, 
application credentials for both full-time and part -time study must be submitted 
by December 1. 
The Admissions Committee meets on a continuing basis to review completed 
applications and render prompt admission decisions . Because commitment of all 
seats in the entering class may occur prior to the end of the admission period, 
applicants are urged to submit a completed application as early as possible to 
insure timely consideration by the Committee. 
Candidates accepted for September admission may choose to begin the pro-
gram of study during the preceding summer. Candidates may elect to defer 
matriculation for up to one calendar year. 
Application Requirements 
The Admissions Committee requires each applicant to submit the following : 
1. A completed application for admission form . Application form s may be ob-
tained by writing to the Office of Admissions, Boston University School of 
Management, Room 133, 685 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston , Massachusetts 
02215. 
2. A non-refundable applkation fee of $25.00 (make check payable to Boston 
University). 
3. Official transcript of your academic record from each of the colleges you 
have attended. College seniors should have transcripts sent as soon as grades 
for the first term of the senior year are available. A final transcript will be 
required of seniors, after they have been admitted to the MBA Program, in 
order to certify completion of undergraduate degree requirements. 
4. Three letters of evaluation written by persons who have known the applicant 
well recently, preferably professors and /or employers. 
5. Official results of the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GM AT). The 
GMAT provides the Admissions Committee with a standardized measure of 
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aptitude for graduate study in management. The test contains questions 
designed to measure the ability to read, comprehend, and reason logically 
with both verbal and quantitative material . It does not measure knowledge 
in specific subject matter. The test is administered in January, March, July, 
and October or November of each year at numerous locations in the United 
States and abroad. The test should be taken in advance of the stated appli-
cation deadlines. The GMAT Bulletin of Information and Registration Form 
can be obtained from the Educational Testing Service, Box 966, Princeton, 
New Jersey 08540. 
Foreign Students 
An applicant who is not a citizen of the United States must submit (in addition 
to the materials previously listed) a Foreign Student Data Form. This form must 
be submitted by every foreign student who does not hold a permanent resident 
(immigrant) visa in the United States. Since scholarship funds are not available 
to foreign students, this form is needed to confirm that the student has the 
necessary financial support to meet all expenses for the duration of MBA study. 
The student's visa may not be issued without this information. 
Also , the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is required of all foreign 
student applicants whose native language is not English and who have not re-
ceived a major portion of their education at institutions where English is the 
language of instruction. 
The TOEFL test is offered every year in September, November, February, April , 
and May . The Bulletin of Information and Registration Form for the TOEFL can 
be obtained from the Educational Testing Service, Box 899, Princeton, New Jersey 
08540, U.S.A. These are also available at American embassies and consulates, 
offices of the United States Information Service, United States educational com -
missions, and foundations and bi-national centers abroad. 
Interviews 
GENERAL MBA PROGRAM 
Group Information Sessions 
Applicants residing in the area or planning to visit Boston are encouraged to 
attend one of the group information sessions regularly conducted throughout 
the year . To reserve a seat at one of these sessions, contact Boston University 
School of Management , MBA Program, Office of Admissions, Room 133, 685 
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215, 617/353-2670. 
Personal Interviews 
Personal interviews for the purpose of evaluating applicants are not conducted. 
However, after attending a group information session applicants with further 
questions may schedule an appointment with the Office of Admissions . 
MBA WITH CONCENTRATION IN HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT 
Group information sessions for applicants interested in study for the MBA degree 
with a concentration in health care management are held regularly . Prospective 
applicants are urged to attend one of these sessions . After attending a group 
information session, if necessary , applicants may schedule a personal interview . 
To reserve a seat at a group information session contact the Health Care Man-
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agement Office, 704 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215, 
617/353-2730. 
MBA WITH CONCENTRATION IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT 
For applicants interested in study for the MBA degree with a concentration in 
Public Management , personal interviews are recommended but not required. If 
an applicant wishes to discuss specific aspects of the program, he or she may 
contact Boston University School of Management, Public Management Office, 
212 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 02215, 617/353-2312. 
Transfer Students 
If an applicant is currently a candidate for the MBA degree at another institution 
and wishes to transfer his or her degree candidacy to the School of Management , 
the same credentials required of all applicants to the MBA program must be 
presented . 
TRANSFER OF CREDIT 
Following acceptance, petitions for the transfer of credit for specific courses may 
be submitted for consideration by the faculty. Candidates who wish to petition 
for transfer of credit must do so within their first semester of study . 
Transfer of credit for courses completed in an MBA program accredited by the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) may be granted 
for the core/required courses . In transferring core courses for credit, careful 
matching by course content will be required to insure that related core course 
areas of the MBA program of study are satisfied. 
Each course submitted for consideration by the faculty for possible transfer of 
elective credit must clearly evidence a level of academic content deemed appro-
priate to the MBA program of study. 
DBA Program 
The Doctor of Business Administration program accepts applications from men 
and women who hold baccalaureate or advanced degrees from accredited col-
leges or universiti~s. No specific course of study is required for admission; 
however, it is expected that each applicant will present evidence of quantitative 
ability, as well as a strong interest in research . The DBA Admissions Committee 
is comprised of representatives of the School 's faculty. _ The Committee, in con-
junction with the appropriate department, makes admission decisions. 
Applicants who wish to earn the MBA degree while pursuing doctoral study 
must submit a letter expressing this intent with the DBA application for admis-
sion. Such applicants will be reviewed both by the DBA Admissions Committee 
and the MBA Admissions Committee. 
Admissions Timetable and Application Requirements 
Admission to the DBA program is granted in September of each academic year. 
Applicants for full-time study must submit application materials by Febru~r~ 15. 
Applicants for part-time study must submit materials by May 15. The Adm1ss1~ns 
Committee requires that each applicant for admission present the following 
materials for evaluation : 
1. Completed application form and application fee. Application forms may be 
obtained by writing to the Doctoral Program Office, Boston University School 
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of Management, 704 Commonwealth Avenue, Room 302, Boston, Massachu-
setts 02215. 
2. Official transcripts of all previous academic work completed at undergraduate 
and graduate colleges and universities 
3. Three letters of evaluation, preferably from former professors and/or em-
ployers 
4. Official report of Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) results . (For 
a ~escription of GMAT, see item five under MBA Program-Application Re-
qwrements.) 
Personal interviews are not required. However, if an applicant wishes to talk with 
an administrative officer or specific faculty member, he or she may contact the 
Doctoral Program Office . 
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Financial Information 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition, fees, and residence hall charges must be paid in full at the time of 
registration. If financing has not been arranged through other sources, students 
may inquire about financing through a payment plan, but this should be done 
well in advance of the start of the academic year (see following section on 
Deferred Payment). 
Invoices are mailed to the permanent address on record for pre-registered 
students. Students who are not pre-registered must settle their semester bills 
during on-campus registration before the start of classes. Payments for a student 's 
semester bill made in advance of registration should be directed to the Office of 
the Comptroller, 881 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215 at 
least two weeks prior to the start of classes. 
Deposits are credited to the student 's account for application to the semester 
bill. 
The University accepts Master Charge and VISA/Bank Americard for the pay-
ment of tuition and fees up to the extent of the card's unused credit limit. 
Checks must be made payable to Boston University. 
No student may withdraw in good standing unless all current obligations to 
the University are paid. 
The University assumes no liability for failure to provide educational or related 
services arising from or due to causes beyond the reasonable control of the 
University. The University will, however, exert reasonable efforts to provide 
comparable or substantially equivalent services, but its inability to do so shall 
not subject it to liability. The Trustees of the University reserve the right to 
change tuition rates or fees at their discretion whenever it is deemed advisable. 
First Second 
FULL-TIME STUDENTS Semester Semester Total 
Tuition (12-18 credits) $2,757.50 $2,757.50 $5,515.00 
Additional charge of $172.00 per credit 
for any excess registration 
George Sherman Union Bui)ding Fee $30.00 $30.00 $60.00 
MBA Student Activity Fee $15.00 $15.00 $30.00 
Full-time students in Schools and Colleges under the four-course system are 
charged full tuition and fees if they are enrolled for three to four courses. (Credit-
hour system, 12 to 18 credits.) Students permitted to register for more than the 
equivalent of 18 credit hours will be assessed at the part-time credit hour rate for 
hours in excess of 18. Honor students with a cumulative grade point average of 
3.7 and students requiring a fifth course for graduation may obtain special per-
mission to be exempt from these overload charges from the office of the dean 
of the School or College in which the student is enrolled. 
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PART-TIME STUDENTS 
Registration Fee . ... .. ... . .. .. ............ . .. per semester $20.00 
Tuition (½-11½ credits) ....... .. ........ . .... .. per credit $172.00 
Student Activity Fee .. . . . .... ... .. ....... . .... per semester $7.50 
Continuing Student Fee .... . . .. . .. ..... ..... .. . per semester $344.00 
DOCTORAL CONTINUING STUDENT FEE (FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME 
STUDENTS) 
Doctoral candidates who have completed all program course requirements must 
register as continuing students each subsequent regular semester until all re-
quirements for the degree have been completed . Payment of a continuing stu-
dent fee (one-half the cost of one 4-credit course) entitles the student to access 
to and use of the libraries , research laboratorie s, academic staff , and other 
academic facilities for the purpose of completing such requirements as exami-
nations and dissertation work . A student who fails to register in any given se-
mester and who has not been granted an official leave of absence , will be charged 
the continuing student fee. 
Service Charges 
Application Fee for admission . ... . ...... . ......... .. .. .. . . $25.00 
Medical insurance (optional for U.S. citizens) . ....... .. . .... . .. $90.00 
Part-t ime students are eligible to purchase medical insurance. For information , 
contact the Office of the Comptroller . 
Medical insurance (mandatory for international students) .. . .... ... $100.00 
For further information, contact the International Student Office. A folder on 
medical insurance is mailed to all students by the Student Health Services . The 
insurance premium is subject to change. 
Late Registration Fee ($10 for part-time students) ..... . . ...... ... $25.00 
Late Payment Fee ($10 for part-time students) ...... . . . ... ... .. . $25.00 
Transcript . . . ............... . . .. ... . ......... . .. . ..... $2.00 
Transcripts ordered at one time in excess of 10 will be $1.00 each for those 
· after the first 10. The fee must accompany the transcript order . 
Lab Fee-Computer Requirement Course . .. . ........ . ..... . .. $70.00 
Reissue of any picture 1.0. cards ($1 for reissue of other 1.0 . cards) .... $5.00 
The student is charged at actual cost for any breakage or damage to University 
property. Library fines are charged by the University Librarian. 
All fees are nonrefundable . 
Housing 
Very few University dormitory and apartment units are available for graduate 
students . For information on University housing , please contact the Housing 
Office , 19 Deerfield Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02215. 617/353-3511. 
Below are average monthly rates for privately owned unfurnished apartments 
in the Boston University area. Usually, no utilities are included in the rental fee . 
Studios: $200-$280.00 
One bedroom : $280.00-$360.00 
Two bedroom : $360.00-$600.00 
NOTE : Students interested in University housing (residence halls) should con-
tact the Housing Office . 
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Deferred Payment 
Part-time students interested in a deferred payment plan in which tuition is paid 
in three monthly installments should inquire in the MBA Program s Office . 
Course-Load Reduction and Refund 
Students who reduce their course load (but remain registered) during the first 
five weeks of the fall or spring semesters will have their accounts adjusted for 
the difference between the original and reassessed tuition charge. 
Withdrawals 
Students who find it necessary to withdraw completely from the University (both 
full and part time) must file an Official Withdrawal Form with their dean's office 
within five days of the withdrawal. Mere absence from classes does not reduce 
a student 's financial obligation nor guarantee that a final grade will not be 
recorded. 
Upon receipt of the Official Withdrawal Form, the Office of the Univer sity 
Registrar will adjust the student's account as follows: 
SEMESTER I • 1980-1981 
Prior to the start of classes (before September 4) Tuition and Fees ..... 100% 
During the first two weeks of classes (September 4-17) Tuition only .. . .. 80% 
During the third week of classes (September 18-24) Tuition only ....... 60% 
During the fourth week of classes (September 25-October 1) Tuition only .40% 
During the fifth week of classes (October 2-8) Tuition only . . ... .... .. 20% 
After the fifth week of classes (from October 9) Tuition and Fees ....... 0% 
SEMESTER II • 1980-1981 
Prior to the start of classes (before January 19) Tuition and Fees ....... 100% 
During the first two weeks of classes (January 19-February 1) Tuition only 80% 
During the third week of classes (February 2-8) Tuition only ........ .. 60% 
During the fourth week of classes (February 9-15) Tuition only ... . .... 40% 
During the fifth week of classes (February 16--,22) Tuition only . . . ... .. . 20% 
After the fifth week of classes (from February 23) Tuition and Fees . . . . . . 0% 
Refunds 
A credit balance (overpayment) resulting from withdrawal , cash payment, and/or 
other adjustment may be refunded upon presentation of appropriate documen-
tation to the Financial Aid Officer in the School of Management (Rm. 133). 
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Financial Aid Information 
MBA Programs 
The School attempts to make it financially possible for every U.S. citizen and 
permanent resident to attend the MBA program . However, given the nature of 
the program and our limited resources, the School finds it appropriate that MBA 
candidates be expected to use their own funds (savings, family grants or loans) 
to the extent that this is possible . The Office of Financial Aid can be of assistance 
to students in obtaining loans and, if eligible, work-study or assistantships. For 
those candidates whose total funds are inadequate, application may be made for 
one of the limited number of available MBA scholarships. 
Since scholarship funds are limited, the School is unable to consider financial 
. assistance requests from foreign students during their .study in the MBA program . 
The United States Immigration and Naturalization Service regulations do not 
permit international students to work, either full time or part time , during their 
academic studies unless the student can demonstrate that unforeseen circum-
stances have arisen making it necessary for him or her to meet expenses. Such 
permission is rarely granted. 
Inquiries regarding financial aid may be addressed to the Financial Aid Officer, 
MBA Program , Office of Financial Aid, Room 133, 685 Commonwealth Avenue , 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215. 
Guaranteed Student Loan Program 
A guaranteed student loan is a low-interest educational loan for which the stu-
dent, rather than his or her parents, is responsible. Since these loans are available 
to all students at reasonable cost, regardless of need, the School of Management 
expects MBA candidates to take advantage of this program before making appli-
cation for other forms of financial assistance. 
A full-time graduate student is eligible to borrow as much as $5,000 per aca-
demic year. If enrolled on a half-time basis, as much as $2,500 per academic year 
may be borrowed. Individual lending institutions may, however, impose their 
own dollar limits on these loans. Depending on the amount of the loan, the 
repayment period can extend for a period not to exceed ten years. Interest is 
currently 7% and does not begin to accrue until repayment begins, i.e., nine 
months after a student graduates or ceases to maintain at least half-time enroll-
ment status (minimum of 6 credits per semester). 
Guaranteed student loans are available at participating banks in the student's 
state of permanent residence. Students unsuccessful in obtaining a loan from a 
homestate bank may inquire about a Boston University Federally Insured Student 
Loan . The extent of the University 's lending ability is determined by the availa-
bility of loan funds and continued federal lending authorization . 
Work-Study Program 
Work-Study is a federally-funded program designed to promote part-time and 
summer employment , particularly for those students with great financial need . 
The University Work-Study _ Office assists in placing students _in jobs at the Uni-
versity and in off-campus , non-profit organizations. 
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If interested in applying for Work-Study , a candidate may request a Work-
Study application from the Financial Aid Officer and must file a GAPSFAS form. 
MBA Scholarships 
The School of Management award s a limited number of MBA Scholarships to 
both full-time and part-time students on the basis of scholar ship and financial 
need. · 
To apply, an applicant must submit a completed MBA Scholarship application 
and file a GAPSFAS form . The GAPSFAS and MBA Scholar ship applications must-
be received by the School no later than March 15 for September applicants and 
November 1 for January applicants . Since a scholarship award is made onl y after 
a candidate has been accepted for admi ssion , scholar ship appli cant s are strongly 
encouraged to submit applications for admission to the MBA program well in 
advance of scholarship deadlines . 
Public Health Service Traineeships 
Public Health Servic e Traineeship s are available in limited numb ers to entering 
and continuing stud ent s concentrating in Health Care Manag ement. Train ee-
ships, which can provide for full tuition , fees , and stipend , are awarded on the 
basis of financial need and merit . These awards are available for either full-time 
or part-time study. The pool of applicants for traineeship s consist s of those 
Health Care Management students who have filed an MBA Scholar ship applica-
tion and GAPSFAS form . 
Current federal prioriti es give an advantage to students who have previously 
received a post-baccalaureate degree or have three year 's work experienc e in 
health service s. 
""The awarding of Public Health Service Trainee ships is conting ent upon the 
continued receipt of fed eral fund s. 
GAPSFAS (Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid 
Service) 
MBA candidates applying for the Work-Study Program or MBA Scholar ship must 
file a GAPSFAS form for the appropriate academic year . The parent s' portion of 
the GAPSFAS must be completed to apply for MBA Scholarship s. Copies of this 
form may be obtained from financial aid officers of undergraduate in stitutions, 
from the School of Management , MBA Program, Office of Financial Aid , or from 
the Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service , Box 2614, Princeton , 
New Jersey 08541. The processing and forwarding of the GAPSFAS form to the 
School takes from four to six weeks . Therefore , it is imperative that an applicant 
submit a complete GAPSFAS form to Princeton well in advance of the March 15 
and November 1 deadlines for consideration for a Work -Study award and /or a 
MBA Scholarship. 
Research Assistantships 
The faculty selects a limited number of matriculating full-time students to serve 
as research assistants for the academic year. Selection is based on previous 
academic and work experience . 
Second-year candidates, enrolled full time , must appl y fo r available assistant-
ship positions prior to April 1. Application f<;>rms may be obtained from the 
Office of Financial Aid , Room 133, 685 Commonwealth Avenue. 
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OBA Program 
DBA Scholarships 
The Doctoral Program awards OBA Scholarships to entering and continuing stu-
dents on the basis of scholarship and financial need. Only full-time students may 
apply for these awards . Applicants for OBA Scholarships must file a Graduate and 
Professional School Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS) form entitled " Application 
for Financial Aid for the Academic Year 1981-82. " These forms may be obtained 
from financial aid officers in undergraduate and graduate institutions, from the 
School of Management, or from the Graduate and Professional School Financial 
Aid Service , Box 2614, Princeton , New Jersey 08540. The processing arid forward-
ing of the GAPSFAS form to the School tpkes from four to six weeks. Therefore 
it is imperative that OBA scholarship applicants submit the GAPSFAS form t~ 
Princeton well in advance of application deadlines. 
Research Assistantships 
See Research Assistantships listed under MBA Program . OBA students interested 
in research assistantships should contact the Doctoral Program Office for appli-
cations and further information. Applications for research assistantships must be 
submitted to the Doctoral Program Office prior to February 15. 
Teaching Assistantships 
A limited number of teaching assistantships are available to full-time OBA stu-
dents. Awards are based upon previous academic and teaching experience . 
Assistants receive a stipend of $3,650 for the academic year. Applications for 
teaching assistantships must be submitted to the Doctoral Program Office prior 
to February 15. 
Guaranteed Student Loan Program 
See description under MBA Program. 
Work-Study Program 
See description under MBA Program. 
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Student Affairs 
As the register of entering students in this bulletin indicates, the graduate pro-
grams of the School of Management attract a diversified student body. The 
register gives the students ' names, the colleges and universities they attended, 
and their majors. Over 150 undergraduate colleges are represented in the Sep-
tember group and over 100 in the January group . 
MBA Association 
The MBA Association is the focal point for MBA student activity within the School 
of Management. The association is administered by the MBA Council, which is 
elected annually by the student body . 
The council's activities have become quite varied. The group sponsors publi-
cation of Management Matrix, a School newsletter, and together with the Office 
of Career Planning and Placement, it publishes Recruiting Boston University 
MBAs. Copies of this book · containing the resumes of graduating students are 
distributed to approximately 1500 employers. 
Each semester the council conducts an evaluation of courses for use by stu-
dents, faculty, and administrators. The council also hosts social activities such as 
a student-faculty cocktail party, a picnic, and a reception for new students . 
Finally, throughout the year the council sponsors symposia and guest speakers 
on topics of current interest and importance to management students . 
Health Care Management Student Association 
The Health Care Management Student Association is the focus of collective 
actions by and on behalf of the health care management students. The associa-
tion's activities are managed by an elected council. 
In recent years the association has conducted orientations and inaugurated 
special tutorial sessions in mathematics for entering students. Twice yearly, they 
sponsor parties which include faculty and alumni of the Health Care Management 
program. 
The Health Management Forum provides an opportunity for the exchange of 
ideas among health care management students, faculty , and health managers in 
the Boston area. The forum is sponsored jointly by the association and the Health 
Care Management program. 
Management Women's Association (MWA) 
MWA is an organization focusing on the role of women in management . This 
groups hosts activities for both men and women MBA students. Recently spon -
sored events have included a Women in Management symposium, a guest lecture 
series, and several career seminars. 
MBA Case ~tudy Room 
The case study room , equipped with study tables for case discussions or individ-
ual study, is available for the exclusive use of MBA students. 
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MBA Lounge 
The lounge is both a meeting place and information center for MBA students. 
Located in the lounge are the MBA student mail files, which provide a means for 
MBA students to receive messages from faculty, administrators, and other MBA 
students. Current information and announcements are posted on the lounge 
bulletin boards. In addition, the lounge is a place for students to get together 
before or after class for coffee and relaxation. 
Health Care Management Reference Room 
The reference room is a convenient repository for a wide variety of materials of 
use to health management students in academic work and in employment. 
DBA Association 
The DBA Association is a student organization for School of Management'doctoral 
students. The association sponsors academic events which complement doctoral 
study as well as social activities. 
DBA Lounge 
The DBA lounge, located at 704 Commonwealth Avenue, is available for quiet 
study and seminars . Mailboxes for each student are located outside the lounge 
and provide a means by which students receive communications from faculty, 
administrators, and other DBA students. A small library of academic and profes-
sional journals is housed in the lounge. 
The Career Planning and Placement Office 
The Career Planning and Placement Office offers a full range of services to 
degree candidates. Although this office does not place students with companies, 
it facilitates , the recruiting process by helping students with career planning, 
resume writing , and job-search skills. Every year, major companies and nonprofit 
organizations recruit at the School through the office's interviewing arrange-
ments. 
Forums and seminars for special groups are sponsored by the Career Planning 
and Placement Office with many of the School's clubs and associations. Last year, 
career exploration seminars were held with the Third World Management As-
sociation, the Accounting Club, and the American Marketing Association, among 
others. 
The office also sponsors the Career Adviser Program (CAP) which involves 
more than one hundred alumni who have volunteered to serve as advisers to 
MBA students at Boston University. CAP participants meet with interested stu-
dents to discuss the specifics of a job or career within a particular management 
field. 
Alumni Associations 
The MBA Alumni Association seeks to foster the graduate's professional growth 
while providin •g a social setting for continuing relationships with classmates and 
other alumni working in related fields. A number of educational, professional, 
and social programs are conducted for the benefit of the alumni. In turn, the 
alumni are involved with helping the School in many of its academic and profes-
sional tasks. 
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The Health Care Management Alumni Association provides a series of oppor-
tunities to expand the professional horizons of alumni and provides an oppor-
tunity for alumni socialization. Beyond periodic topical evening meetings, the 
Association holds an annual luncheon at the New England Hospital Assembly 
and sponsors a distinguished forum open to the entire assembly . 
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Course Descriptions 
The School's course numbering system is shown below : 
700-799 MBA core courses 
800---899 Electives 
900-999 Doctoral foundation courses, major area doctoral research seminars , 
directed studies, and doctoral electives 
MBA Core Courses 
All courses listed below carry 4 semester credits unless otherwise noted. Prereq. denotes 
prerequisite . 
GSM AC 710. Financial and Managerial Accounting . Data accumulation, accounting prin-
ciples , financial statements, funds/cash flow , income taxation, cost analysis , budgeting and 
control, and selected current issues in accounting. 
GSM ME 711. The Economic Environment. Enables th_e prospective manager to understand 
the economic enyironment within which the enterprise operates . Focuses on evaluating 
present and forecasting future levels of economic performance. Pervasive economic is-
sues-their impact on the enterprise and policies for their control. 
GSM OB 714 . Human Behavior in Organizations. Application of behavior science theory 
and research findings to help the line manager understand and change human behavior in 
complex organizations. Includes individual motivation , perception, communication, small 
group dynamics , intergroup conflict, organization structure, role of future manager. 
GSM QM 715. Quantitative Methods. Concepts of probability , statistics, and decision 
making under uncertainty. Data analysis centers on problems of hypothesis testing , esti -
mation and linear regression analysis . 
GSM HA 716. Introduction to Health Care Delivery Systems. For health care management 
concentrator s. Planning, organization, financing, and location of health services . Health 
systems in other industrialized societies, review of development of modern medicine and 
its impact on the health care processes, past and present health-related legislation . 
GSM PM 717. Public Management, I-The External Environment. For public management 
concentrators . Relationships between public manager and major " constituencies " includ -
ing political chief executive , legislative body , press , special interest groups , official s of 
other agencies or jurisdictions , and internal bureaucracy . Extensive use of case studies to 
examine nature of power in political settings. 
GSM Fl 721. Financial Management . Prereq .: GSM AC 710 and GSM QM 715. Major issues 
in managing the inflow and outflow of funds from point of view of the chief financial 
executive . Includes financial analysis , foreca sting financial needs, sources of funds, and 
efficient allocation of funds within the enterprise . 
GSM MK 723. Marketing Management. Prereq. : GSM AC 710, GSM QM 715. Provide s 
basic marketing knowledge and develops analytical , decision-making skills. Marketing 
tools , issues, programs, and institutions and their relationship to other management func-
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t ions. Consumer behavior , promotional tools, pricing, distribut ion channels , product pol-
icy. Marketing organization , control , and information systems . 
GSM OM 725. Operations Management. Prereq .: GSM QM 715. Focuses on the design 
and control of manufacturing and service systems. Top ics include process analysis , capacity 
planning , forecasting , simulation, scheduling , inventory analysis , quality control , material 
requirements planning, work design , and tec_hnology . 
GSM HA 726 . Management of Health Care Facilities. For health care management con-
centrators . Prereq .: GSM HA 716. Organizational structure s and finan ci ng of health care 
institutions : hospitals , long-term care , ambulatory services. Organizations and interrela -
tionship of professional and support element s in health care settings . Regulation and 
accred itat ion, labor relations , community relations , and financial management. 
GSM PM 727. Public Management, II-Internal Resources. For public management con-
centrators . Prereq . : GSM PM 717. Organizational resources available to publ ic managers , 
routine s governing their employment , and constraints on their use. Funds : sources , allo-
cation, budgeting procedures , expenditure controls , reporting, and accountability . Person-
nel: classification and position control, employee selection and removal , collective bar-
gaining, patronage, merit system . 
GSM ME 729 . Economic Decision Analysis. Prereq.: GSM QM 715. Application of eco-
nomic principles to the solution of decision problems in profit-oriented or .nonprofit 
institutions . Optimization procedures integrate concepts and tools from managerial eco-
nomics and quantitative methods. Decision problems relate to demand, production , cost , 
market structure, and price. 
GSM HA 733. Health Care Marketing. For health care management concentrators in lieu 
of GSM MK 723. Prereq.: GSM AC 710, GSM HA 726, GSM ME 729. Principles of marketing 
applied to health care delivery and related organizations. Consumer behavior and devel-
opment of marketing mix, product policy , and market strategy appropriate to the specific 
situations of various health care institutions . 
GSM MG 739. Management Policy, I. Prereq. : first half of program. Introduction to the 
formulation of corporate strategy and the job of the general manager. Emphasis on the 
economic , social , and political influences on strategy . Focus on single business enterprises. 
GSM MG 742. Management Policy, II . Prereq . : first half of program and GSM MG 739. 
Examination of the formulation of strategy in complex, multi-business enterprises. Appli-
cation of corporate planning tools. Analysis of the general manager's tasks as implementer 
of corl(>orate strategy . 
GSM QM 700. The Computer Requi, ement. A balanced, noncredit introduction to com-
puter systems and programming with FORTRAN. Develops sound conceptual and tech-
nological base for understanding the role and capabilities of the computer and facilitates 
the use of computer systems in the solution of classroom and real-world problems. 
Doctoral Foundation Courses 
All courses below carry 4 semester credits unless noted otherwise. Prereq. denotes prereq-
uisite. 
GSM QM 915. Research Methodology. Prereq. : GSM QM 715. Of particular interest to 
research worker s in the behavioral, social, industrial, and phy sical sciences . Applied mul-
tivariate analysis . Regression and analysis of variance, analysis of covariance , experimental 
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design, factor analysis, canonical analysis, discriminant models, and multidimensional scal-
ing and clustering. 
*GSM QM 916. Quantitative Methods. Prereq .: GSM ME 729. Principal functional areas 
of mathematical programming: large-scale linear programming; network optimization ; 
dynamic programming; integer , nonlinear, and stochastic programming. Emphasis on for-
mulation of appropriate and useful mathematical models for complex decision problems . 
GSM OB 914. Organizational Behavior. Prereq.: GSM OB 714. Research methodologies 
in the social sciences . Data collection, analysis, and interpretation. Strategies of research, 
managerial problem solving, publication norms, levels of analysis in social research . 
GSM ME 911. Economics. Prereq. : GSM ME 711. Economy-wide econometric models and 
the use of input-output techniques in disaggregating macroeconomic forecasts of output 
and prices to the industry level. Student construction of small industry and firm models of 
demand, costs , and market share . 
Electives 
All courses listed below carry 4 semester credits unless noted otherwise. 
Prereq. denotes prerequisite . 
Courses marked with an asterisk are MBA electives which are approved for DBA credit . 
GSM AC 800. Accounting Principles and Problems. Prereq . : GSM AC 710. Not open to 
students with SMG AC 347, 348, or equivalent . Theoretical and practical issues concerning 
asset valuation and income determination , primarily from perspective of preparer / 
practitioner : accounting treatment of marketable securities , inventories, depreciable and 
intangible assets, debt and equity security transactions, pension plans. 
GSM AC 801 . Issues in Accounting and Financial Reporting. Prereq .: GSM AC 710. Examines 
current accounting and reporting issues from the perspective of the user/analyst of cor-
porate financial reports . Topics include institutional framework, disclosure issues, account-
ing for inflation , foreign currency , business combinations , leases, and analysis of financial 
statements. 
GSM AC 802. Management Control Systems. Prereq. : first half of the program or consent 
of the instructor. Role of management control in different types of organizations, respon-
sibility centers , transfer pricing , strategic planning process, linkage between planning and 
budgeting, and appraisal of performance . Discussions focus on alternative ways to achieve 
congruence between the goals of individual managers in organizational sub-units and the 
organization as a whole. · 
GSM AC 803. Tax Accounting and Planning. Prereq . : GSM AC 710. Taxation business 
planning and decision making; different taxpaying entities and effect of federal income ; 
the estate and gift tax structure. Includes alternative forms of organization , business pur-
pose, substance over form and tax research. 
GSM AC 804. Auditing Issues and Problems. Prereq .: GSM AC 710; not open to students 
with GSM AC 465 or its equivalent. Role, theory, and techniques of auditing ; emphasis on 
audit function performed by independent CPA. Includes philosophy of auditing, profes-
sional ethics , internal control, audit programs , legal liability, statistical sampling, electronic 
data processing systems, and standards of reporting . 
GSM AC 805. Accounting Information Systems. Prereq.: GSM AC 710. Accounting systems 
as an important component of the overall information system of the organization . Includes 
historical perspective, responsibility accounting systems, profitability accounting systems, 
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accou~ting for operations, file design and data sharing, maintenance of audit trails, ad hoc 
analysis. 
*GSM AC 806. Finandal Accounting Theory. Prereq .: GSM AC 800 or GSM AC 801 or 
consent of the instructor. The nature of financial accounting with emphasis on cur;ent 
accounting issues and controversies. Attention is given to the degree to which generally 
accepted accounting principles have changed throughout the years, and the extent of 
consistency in the application of such principles . 
GSM AC 807. The International Dimensions of Accounting. Prereq.: GSM AC 710. Multi-
national dimensions of accounting: accounting for foreign currency translation and infla-
tion, transnational financial reporting and disclosure , financial planning and control for 
multinational operations, multinational taxation and transfer pricing , current issues and 
developments. · 
*GSM AC 808. Seminar in Planning and Control. Prereq.: first half of program or consent 
of the instructor . An interdisciplinary-accounting/control, policy, organizational behav-
ior-framework for exploring the role of planning and control in different types of organ-
izations . Students identify different schools of thought on planning and control and explore 
the reasons behind such differences . 
GSM AC 918. Research Seminar: Accounting, I. For DBA accounting majors and minors. 
The focus of GSM AC 918 is financial accounting . The seminar develops familiarity with 
classic works and research strategies such as a priori, behavioral, and security-based , and 
requires students to demonstrate competence in conducting accounting research. 
GSM AC 919. Research Seminar: Accounting, II. For DBA accounting majors and minors . 
Through a critical examination of recently published research in managerial accounting, 
students are able to identify fruitful areas for additional research . They also develop an 
understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of various research methods that can be 
applied to managerial accounting problems. 
GSM AC 920. Seminar in Accounting Thought. For DBA accounting majors and minors . 
Examines classic works in accounting theory ; landmark pronouncements in financial re-
porting ; and a variety of conceptual, institutional, and regulatory issues in accounting and 
financial reporting . 
*GSM Fl 820. Advanced Topics in Financial Management. Prereq .: GSM Fl 721, GSM QM 
715. In-depth analysis of financial considerations relating to corporate growth. Introduc-
tion : setting of financial or corporate goals in terms of maximizing shareholders' equity. 
Following sections : relationships among dividend policy, debt levels, capital costs, return 
on investment, and growth. 
GSM Fl 821. Seminar in Finai;icial Management. Prereq.: GSM Fl 721 and GSM QM 715. 
In-depth exploration of problem areas in financial management. Topics each year depend 
on current developments and interest of participants . 
*GSM Fl 822. Money and Capital Markets. Prereq .: GSM Fl 721 and GSM QM 715. Specific 
money and capital markets and specific institutional portfolio problems. Market topics 
include determinants of supply and demand , interest-rate behavior, and forecasting tech-
niques . Institutional issues involve portfolio problems and policies, regulatory factors, and 
unique institutional features . Prior course work in macroeconomics is recommended. 
*GSM Fl 823. Investments. Prereq. : GSM Fl 721. Speculative markets including organized 
security markets and exchanges, definitions of securities, relevant tax law, and sources of 
investment information. Principles of stock and bond valuation and security price behavior. 
Problems and models associated with portfolio analysis and management. 
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GSM Fl 824. Portfolio Management and Models. Prereq .: GSM Fl 721 and GSM Fl 823 or 
equivalent . Decision-making process of institutional portfolio management . Institutional 
setting develops a framework for the manager's decision-making process . Portfolio man-
agement, specific portfolio selection models, and recent literature in security price re-
search. 
GSM Fl 825. Management of Commercial Banks and Thrift Institutions. Prereq .: GSM Fl 
721. Contemporary problems and practices of managing banks and thrift institutions . 
Includes decisions about profitability, asset management, liability management, growth, 
sources of funds, and resource allocation. Aspects of regulation, branch location, corporate 
banking services, international banking, and multibanking holding companies. 
GSM Fl 826. Investment Banking. Prereq.: GSM Fl 721. Issues associated with policy, 
strategy , and administration of investment banking firms. Includes issuance of securities, 
service function of investment bankers, pricing a negotiated issue of common stock or 
competiti ,ve bid issue, and meeting capital requirements of : securities firm . 
GSM Fl 918. Research Seminar: Finance, I. Prereq .: GSM Fl 820, GSM Fl 822, GSM Fl 823. 
For DBA finance majors and minors . Designed to provide students with a solid background 
in modern financial theory through critical analysis of journal literature. 
GSM Fl ~19. Research Seminar: Finance, II. Prereq.: GSM Fl 918. For DBA finance majors 
and minors. Focuses on the relevance of modern financial theory to applied problems . 
GSM HA 831. Ambulatory Care Management. Prereq.: first half of program . Organization 
and management of contemporary forms of ambulatory care, from individual fee-for-service 
practice to comprehensive prepaid services. Enrolled and nonenrolled populations, mixes 
of clinicians, internal systems, quality and cost control, forms of ownership and control , 
developing new services . 
GSM HA 832. Health Planning. Prereq. : first half of program. Theory and practice of 
health planning. Organization and operation of contemporary structures for health plan-
ning. Modes of involvement of components of the health industry and the public , pro-
spective and reactive planning, implementation of plans. 
GSM HA 833. Hospital Management. Prereq .: first half of program . Roles and functions 
of contemporary hospitals. Organization and management of functions, personnel utili-
zation, facilities design, labor-capital substitutions, care levels, nonacute inpatient care, 
medical staff relationships, quality assurance, outcome criteria, alternative forms of own-
ership and control, external relationships , fiscal and regulatory programs . 
GSM HA 834. Chronic Disease and Long-Term Care Management. Prereq .: first half of 
program. Social , political , epidemiological , and service dimensions of chronic disease and 
long-term care in the United States. Issues include chronic illness determinants, economics 
of long-term care, quality of care, aging, and the present system of long-term care services. 
Course develops a framework for the assessment of the current approach to the long-term 
care problem and alternative approaches . Explores the nuances of long-term care delivery 
and the problem of managerial decision-making in that environment . 
GSM HA 891. Law and Health Care Administration. Prereq. : GSM HA 726. Aspects of 
English common law and U.S. constitutional development which apply to the use of power 
by the state in health care practice. Rights and responsibilities of individuals and institutions 
in health care. 
GSM HA 892. Economics of Health Service. Prereq .: GSM HA 726, GSM ME 729. Appli-
cation of economic analysis to the problems of production, pricing , and distribution in the 
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health care industry . Special attention to the hospital, physician behavior, insurance, and 
health planning . 
GSM HA 893. Operations Management in Health Institutions. Prereq. : GSM HA 726, GSM 
OM 725. Structured approach to analysis of operational problems in health care settings. 
Applications include forecasting , inpatient and outpatient scheduling, staffing, bed allo-
cations , inventory analyses, facility location , HMO planning. 
GSM HA 894. Public Policy for Health Services. Prereq .: GSM HA 726. Development, 
implementation, impact of public policy for health . History of U.S. health policy , trade 
association behavior, consumer and community involvement, tools and structures for 
formulation of public policy for health, and impact of alternative styles of policy formulation 
and implementation. 
GSM HA 895. Accounting and Control in Nonprofit Organizations. Prereq.: first half of 
program. Open to all MBA Candidates . Examines financial accounting principles, fund 
accounting , and analysis of financial reports , as well as management accounting and control 
techniques, including cost finding, reimbursement, budgeting, and performance evaluation 
pertinent to health care and other nonprofit and public sector organizations . 
GSM HA 896. Financial Management Under Cost-Based Reimbursement. Prereq.: first half 
of program . Open to all MBA candidates . Examines issues related to organizations , such 
as health care providers, whose revenues derive from cost-based reimbursement. The 
special operating environment and incentives faced by such organizations whether not-for-
profit or for-profit . Analysis of this environment ; development of approaches to financial 
management in such environments. 
GSM IM 830. The Manager in the Wo~ld Economy. Prereq. : first half of program. Environ-
mental and institutional factors including theories of international trade and financl! (com-
parative prices and costs, international payments and foreign exchange markets , economic 
integration , trade policy), international public economic institutions, international capital 
movements and foreign direct investment, comparative management practice. 
GSM IM 831. International Business Management. Prereq. : first half of program . Patterns 
and problems of multinational corporate operations in industrialized and less-developed 
countries . Environmental and institutional constraints and pressures on the MNC (harmo-
nizing corporate goals with host and home government policies). Alternative strategic 
responses in ownership , management, and control. 
GSM IM 832. Seminar in International Business. Prereq . : GSM IM 830 or 831. Patterns of 
conflict and accommodation between nation states and multinational enterprises . Economic 
and political - aspects of recent government regulations . Impact of new regulations on 
strategy and objectives of multinational enterprises. Class discussion of issues raised by 
recent books . 
GSM IS 880. Management Information Systems. Prereq. : computer requirement. Intro-
duction to the technology, management, and organizational role of management infor-
mation systems. Includes computer and data processing technology with emphasis on 
comparative computer architecture, comparative programming languages , hardware and 
software selection and acquisition, .and operating systems. 
GSM IS 883. Database Management. Prereq.: computer requirement. Study of the effec-
tive management of data in relation to management information systems. Topics include 
data base management systems (DBMS), programming in a DBMS environment, data 
administration , data dictionaries, and database design . 
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GSM IS 884. Design of Decision Support Systems. Prereq.: computer requirement . Design 
of computer-based interactive systems to assist in making nonstructured decisions. Em-
phasizes rationale for design , interface characteristics, and data structures necessary for 
supporting managers. Management game to study nonstructured decision making. 
GSM ME 810. Economics of Labor Relations. Prereq.: GSM ME 711 or GSM ME 729. Labor 
relations field. Includes American labor movement, economics of labor market, wages 
under collective bargaining, law of collective bargaining, union structure and government , 
practices and procedures of collect ive bargaining , and industrial relations systems in other 
countries. 
GSM ME 811. Economics Forecasting. Prereq . : GSM QM 715, GSM ME 711. Application 
of econometric forecasting techniques to businE:!SS forecasting problems. Student develops 
forecasting model on topic of choice. Beginning with regression analysis , a series of 
techniques for building, refining , evaluating , and using a quantitative forecasting model. 
GSM MG 830. Business and the Law. Prereq .: first half of program . Government regula-
tion of the competitive process and its impact on decision making by the businessman . 
Regulation of monopolies and oligopolies, restrictions upon concerted action by compet-
itors, mergers, buyer-seller and franchisor-franchisee relationships , protection of intellec-
tual property , and consumer protection . 
GSM MG 832. The Middle Manager. Prereq .: first half of program . Examines problems of 
decision making and implementation in the kind of managerial jobs students may expect 
to occupy early in their careers. Emphasizes "operating," rather than "strategic" issues. 
Case method , using situations drawn from both the public and private sectors. 
GSM MG 839. The Management of Small Businesses. Prereq .: first half of program . De-
signed for MBA students who are considering starting or joining a small business. Focus 
is on the development of a business plan for a new venture or restructuring of a small 
bus iness. · 
GSM MG 918. Research Seminar: Management Policy, I. For DBA management policy 
majors and minors . Focuses on devising analytical strategies for researching issues affecting 
t he corporate public policy environment. 
GSM MG 919. Research Seminar: Management Policy, II. For DBA management policy 
majors and minors. Investigates internal strategy formulation ,. implementation, organiza-
tional structure , and other significant issues in management. 
GSM MK 851. Mass Distribution and Retail Management. Prereq.: GSM AC 710, GSM Fl 
721, GSM MK 723. Evolution of distributive organizations in face of changing patterns of 
consumer behavior and technology . Focuses on strategy and tactics for retail distributors , 
especially mass merchandisers . Buying , merchandising and promotion, inventory control , 
and store operations for specific classes of retailers . 
*GSM MK 852. Marketing Research. Prereq . : GSM MK 723, GSM QM 715. Marketing 
research applied to profit and nonprofit institutions . Role of marketing research , its design 
and execution , and the statistical analysis of relationships from managerial viewpoint . 
Students demonstrate competence in methodology and research. 
GSM MK 853. Comparative and International Marketing. Prereq. : GSM MK 723. Interre -
lationship of marketing institutions and operations with environmental factors in various 
societies. Environmental factors stressed include geography, culture, politics, and econom -
ics. Transnati_onal marketing including international trade concepts, world marketing pat-
terns, marketing organization, and international marketing. 
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GSM MK 854. Product Strategy and Management. Prereq .: GSM MK 723. Emphasizes the 
proces~ of new product development, the development and management of product 
strategies, and the management of the product mix in the multiproduct firm. Topics include 
identification and screening of new product opportunities, evaluation of product perform-
ance, segmenting the product market , development of a multiproduct information system, 
diversification and simplification of the product line, and the management of innovation . 
GSM MK 856. Behavioral Science and Marketing. Prereq . : GSM MK 723. Motivations and 
influences leading to consumption of consumer and industrial goods and services. Behav-
ioral science theories and their application in such marketing activities as price, product 
development, branding , promotion , retail-site selection, and relations among channel 
members. Case studies . 
GSM MK 857. Developing Marketing Strategies. Prereq .: GSM MK 723 and consent of 
instructor . Involves student teams in development of a comprehensive marketing program 
for a cooperating business or nonprofit organization. Students identify pertinent marketing 
problems and opportunities for the " client " organization, assess that organization's re-
sources , and develop a viable marketing program. 
GSM MK 859. lndust~ial Marketing Strategies. Prereq .: GSM MK 723. Cases and problems 
in industrial marketing. Nature of industrial buying process , demand estimation and mar-
keting planning for industrial products , and development of marketing mix for industrial 
products . Particular attention to selling function, sales program, and role 9f sales manager. 
GSM MK 860. Advertising Management: Prereq .: GSM MK 723. Marketing situations in 
which advertising is an important component of total marketing effort . Includes defining 
the specific role of advertising in relation to total marketing effort ; selecting appropriate 
target audiences; and media , budgeting, pretesting , and measuring advertising effective-
ness. 
GSM MK 918. Research Seminar: Marketing, I. For DBA marketing majors and minors . 
Designed to familiarize students with classic and current research in marketing and related 
disciplines and to develop research skills. 
GSM MK 919. Research Seminar: Marketing, II. For DBA marketing majors and minors . 
Emphasizes the development of research skills and their application to the solution of real-
world marketing problems . 
GSM OB 840. Organization Consulting. Prereq .: GSM OB 714. Develops skills in consult-
ing. How organizational change is facilitated, utilizing the most recently-developed tech-
niques from the behavior sciences . Each member of the course serves on a team acting as 
a consultant to a "client" line manager in an ongoing organization . 
GSM OB 841. The Managem~nt of Human Resources. Prereq .: GSM OB 714. Taught from 
a line- manager's viewpoint and includes acquiring human resources-planning, recruit-
ment, selection; utilization-training , career planning and performance appraisal ; reward-
ing-compensation and benefits ; other human resource issues-EEO , safety , health , and 
labor relations . 
GSM OB 842. Organizational Design. Prereq .: GSM OB 714. Presents a framework and 
methodology for the practicing manager to analyze and design the most effective structural 
and administrative arrangements for organizations in both the public and private sectors . 
Emphasis given to organizational designs for rapidly changing markets and technologies . 
GSM OB 843. Self Assessment and Career Development. Prereq. : GSM OB 714. Under-
standing the managerial life cycle and determining the fit between the person and the 
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organization . Use of psychological instruments and self analytic descriptions are used to 
generate inferences about the self in relation to alternative career paths. 
GSM OB 844. The Management of Organizational Change. Prereq .: GSM OB 714. Assumes 
private and public sector managers are responsible for improving organizational effective -
ness and the quality of working life . Analyzes how managers can achieve both goals 
through planned and systematic organization change and surmount the resistance which 
inevitably hampers achievement . 
GSM OB 918. Research Seminar: Organizational Behavior, I. For OBA organizational be-
havior majors and minors. Focus on the causes and consequences of productivity and 
satisfaction in the work environment . 
GSM OB 919. Research Seminar: Organizational Behavior, II. For OBA organizational be-
havior majors and minors. The study of organizational theory and structure, emphasizing 
macro issues in organizational behavior. 
GSM OB 920. Applied Management Theory and Research in Organizational Behavior. For 
OBA organizational behavior majors and minors. Investigates current and poteritial man-
agement applications for research i'n organizational behavior. 
GSM OM 870. Management of Technology. Prereq.: GSM OM 725, GSM ME 729. Role of 
technological change in improving productivity and in developing new products/services . 
Management of research and development . Introduction of new technology to organiza-
tions and process of technology transfer . Technology assessment and forecasting. Contexts 
include manufacturing, services, public agencies, and hospitals. 
GSM OM 872. Purchasing and Business Logistics. · Prereq.: GSM OM 725. Focus on plan-
ning, organizing, and controlling the following activities: the make or buy decision, cor-
porate purchasing strategies, setting customer service levels, inventory analysis, facility 
location, storage and material handling, and selection of the transportation mode . 
GSM OM 873. Seminar: Operations Management Approaches to Public Sector 
Problems. Prereq . : GSM OM 725. A field experience course in which students strengthen 
analytic skills by dealing with the operational problems in a selected public service delivery 
system. An in-depth , first-hand investigation of the role of the management 
scientist/operations analyst in program design, implementation and evaluation . 
GSM OM 874. Seminar in Operations Management. Prereq.: GSM OM 725. Selected op-
erations management topics of special interest to current students and teaching staff. 
Typical topics: capacity additions, international production, experience and learning 
curves , technological forecasting, integrated inventory and production scheduling systems, 
and industrial dynamics studies. 
GSM OM 877. Service Operations Management. Prereq.: GSM OM 725. Highlights the 
operating problems of service industries. Issues include service objectives and the estab-
lishment of standards, the service delivery system, capacity planning , multi-site operations, 
and service organization control. Operations examined typically include resort area oper-
ations, restaurants, lodgings, retailing , airlines, and other examples from both public and 
private sectors . 
GSM OM 878. Operations Planning and Control. Prereq. : GSM OM 725. Examines the 
scheduling and control of resource allocations in operating systems, ranging from high 
volume assembly lines, to intermittent production systems, to one-of-a-kind projects. 
Topics include learning curves, network analyses, inventories, resource leveling, and ma-
terials requirements planning . Both ma'nufacturing and service systems are explored. 
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GSM OM 918. Research Seminar: Operations Management, I. For OBA operations man-
~gen:ien! majors and minors. Focus on issu_es with significant strategic and competitive 
1mphcat1ons for the management of productive organizations . 
GSM OM 919. Research Seminar: Operations Management, II. For OBA operations ' man-
agement majors and minors . Tactical issues studied, with emphasis on modeling techniques 
which are particularly useful in operations management applications . 
GSM QM 860. Management Science. Prereq.: GSM QM 715, GSM ME 729. Techniques of 
abstraction, modeling, and analysis for the solution of decision-making problems . Material 
is selected from the principal management science disciplines including mathematical , 
programming, game theory, queueing theory, simulation, decision theory, and Markov 
chains. 
GSM QM 881. Models and Methods of Mathematical Programming. (See Doctoral Foun-
dation Course GSM QM 916.) 
GSM QM 885. Decision Analysis. Prereq. : GSM QM 715. Extends the study of statistical 
decision making under uncertainty and under conflict to ensure action consistent with 
personal basic judgments and preferences. Methodology includes decision tree analysis, 
probability theory, utility theory, group decision making, and risk sharing . 
GSM QM 886. Multivariate Analysis. (See Doctoral Foundation Course GSM QM 915.) 
GSM QM 887. Experimental Design and Sampling. Prereq . : GSM QM 715. Two major 
topics: desigri and analysis of experiments, and principles of scientific sampling. Reviews 
various experimental designs, particularly factorial and fractional factorial. 
Directed Study 
Directed Studies require the consent of the instructor, the department chairman , and the 
program director. 
GSM AC 907, 908. Directed Study in Accounting. 
GSM Fl 927, 928. Directed Study in Finance. 
GSM HA 951, 952. Directed Study in Health Care Management. 
GSM IM 937, 938. Directed Study in International Business. 
GSM IS 947, 948. Directed Study in Information Systems. 
GSM ME 917, 918. Directed St.udy in Managerial Economics. 
GSM MG 967, 968. ·Directed Study in Management Policy. 
GSM MK 957, 958. Directed Study in Marketing. 
GSM OB 947, 948. Directed Study in Organizational Behavior. 
GSM OM 977, 978. Directed Study in Operations Management. 
GSM PM 917, 918. Directed Study in Public Management. 
GSM QM 987, 988. Directed Study in Quantitative Methods. 
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Electives In Other Schools and Colleges 
MBA candidates may enroll in selected graduate course offerings of other Schools and 
Colleges within the University , on a space-available basis, with the consent of the instructor 
involved and approval from their Program Director . 
HEALTH MANAGEMENT ELECTIVES IN OTHER SCHOOLS 
A current list of electives in other Schools which are approved for Health Care Management 
students is included in registration materials. Courses approved in the past year were : 
CLA SO 533. Sociology of Medicine. 
CLA SO 534. Sociology of Mental Illness. 
GRS SO 818. Medical Sociology. 
GRS SO 819. Selected Topics in the Sociology of Health and Illness. 
MED PH 711. Epidemiology, I: Introduction to Study of Disease and Health in a Population. 
MED PH 721. Socio-Medical Science. 
MED PH 725 . Issues in Biomedical Ethics. 
MED PH 752. Public Health Law, II: Health Care Policy and Regulations. 
MED PH 851. Public Health Law, Ill : Human Experimentation and the Law. 
MED PH 852. Public Health law, IV: Environmental Health law. 
MED PH 744. Social Issues in Mental Health Care. 
MED PH 754. Children at Risk. 
SSW SW 702. Social Welfare Policy: The Organized Social Welfare System. 
SSW SW 772. Essentials of Community Planning. 
SSW SW 780. Social Welfare Policy: "Social Problems and Social Policy toward the Aged." 
SON NU 808. Social Inequalities. 
GRS PS 887. Community Mental Health Planning. 
UNI MH 801, 802. Introduction to Mental Health Theory and Practice. 
UNI MH 805, 806. Introduction to Mental Health Services Systems and Intervention Strate-
gies. 
UNI MH 807, 808. Integrative Seminar (concurrent with UNI MH 805, 806). 
Students pursuing both the MBA with a concentration in Health Care Manage-
ment and the JD degrees will have certain courses taken in the School of Law 
recognized as electives towards the MBA. 
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The mental health education program provides a core of courses for students 
pursuing a graduate degree leading to clinical practice in mental health. The 
program involves the equivalent of a half-time load for two academic years. For 
students with appropriate backgrounds, integration of the mental health core 
into a MBA program may be possible. Pursuit of the MBA with concentration in 
health care management with inclusion of the mental health education program 
can be accomplished in twenty-four months. 
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Officers of Administration and Faculty 
School of Management 
ADMINISTRATION 
Jo hn R. Silbe r, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. ; LLD. , L.H.D. (hon. ), Presid ent of the Universit y 
Rober t C. Mayfield, B.A., A.M., Ph.D., Provost 
Henry M. Morgan , S.B., S.M., Sc.D ., Dean ad interim ; Associate Professor of Management 
Policy 
Michael E. Lawson, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Dean of the School ; Assistant Professor of 
Economics 
James F. McIntosh, B.S. in B.A., Ed.M., Assistant Dean for Admissions , MBA Program 
Charles G. Strickler , B.A., S.T.B., Ed.M., Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Program 
Kevin J. Clancy , B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Chairman , Doctoral Program Committee ; Associate 
Professor of Marketing 
R. Hopkins Holmberg , A.B., M.H.A., Director , Health Care Management Program; Lecturer 
Diana Stork , A.B., A.M., M.B.A., Acting Director , MBA Programs 
Robert M. Weinberg, B.A., M.B.A., J.D., Director , Public Management Program; Lecturer 
Robert C. Bruce , B.S. in B.A., Director , Career Planning and Placement 
Alison Ruml, B.A., M.L.S., M.B.A., Director, Executive Education 
Linda Edwards, B.A., M.B.A., Assistant Director , Health Care Management Program 
Lynne Morse, B.A., M.Ed., Assistant Director, Career Planning and Placement 
Lisa Zankman , B.A., Assistant Director, Public Management Program 
FACULTY 
The following list neces sarily reflects the 1979..aG faculty because of early publication 
deadl ines for the bulletin. 
John W. Aber, Associate Professor of Fi-
nance ; S.B., Penn sylvania State Univer-
sity; M.B.A., Columbia University ; 
D.B.A., Harvard University 
David J. Ashton , Professor of International 
Business; Department Chairman-F i-
nance/Economics ; B.S., M.A., Tufts Uni-
versity ; M.B.A., Boston University ; 
Ph.D., Tufts University 
Lloyd S. Baird, Associate Professor of Or-
ganizational Behavior ; B.S., Utah State 
University ; M.B.A., Ph.D., Michigan 
State University 
Allen E. Beckwith, Professor Emeritus of 
Marketing ; S.B., Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology; M.B.A., Harvard Univer-
sity; L.H.D., Boston University. 
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Paul D. Berger, Professor of Business 
Administration; S.B., S.M., Ph.D., Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology 
Christine E. Bishop , Assistant Professor of 
Economics ; A.B.,- Radcliffe College ; 
A.M., Ph.D ., Harvard University 
Zvi Bodie, Associate Professor of Finance ; 
B.A., Brooklyn College ; M.A., Hebrew 
University (Jerusalem) ; Ph.D ., Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology 
David Carson, Professor of Business 
Administration ; A.B., University of Roch-
ester ; A.M., Columbia University ; 
D.B.A., Harvard University 
Aileen Cavanagh, Instructor of Manage-
ment Policy ; A.B., Boston University; 
M.S.B.A., Univers ity of Massachusetts 
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Yu Sang Chang, Professor of Production 
and Operations Management ; Depart -
ment Chairman-Operations Manage-
ment ; B.S. in B.A., M.B.A., D.B.A., 
Washington University 
Martin P. Charns , Associate Professor of 
Organizational Behavior ; B.S., Case In-
stitute of Technology ; M.B.A., D.B.A., 
Harvard University 
Kevin J. Clancy , Associate Professor of Mar-
keting ; Chairman-Doctoral Committee ; 
B.A., M.A., City University of New York; 
Ph.D ., New York University 
Roberta N. Clarke, Assistant Professor of 
Marketing; B.S., Tufts University ; 
M.B.A., D.B.A., Harvard University 
Ronald C. Curhan, Professo r of Marketing ; 
Department Chairman-Marketing ; B.S., 
Carnegie Institute of Technology ; 
M.B.A., D.B.A., Harvard University 
Stanley M. Davis, Professor of Manage -
ment ; B.A., Brandeis University ; M.A., 
Ph.D ., Washington University 
Robert B. Dickie , Assistant Professor of 
Management Policy ; B.A. , Yale Univer-
sity; J.D., University of California-
Berkeley 
"Colin S. Diver, Associate Professor of 
Law; B.A., Amherst College; LLB ., Har-
vard University 
•Peter B. Doeringer , Professor of Econom -
ics ; A.B., A.M. , Ph.D., Harvard Univer-
sity 
Francis S. Doody , Professor of Economics ; 
A.B., Tufts University ; A.M., Ph.D., Har-
vard Univers ity 
•Philip Friedman , Associate Professor of 
Economics ; B.B.A., City College of New 
York; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
Mart in L. Gosman, Associate Professor of 
Accounting ; B.B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D ., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin ; C.P.A, 
Anil K. Gupta, Assistant Professor of Man-
agement Policy ; B. Tech ., Indian Insti-
tute of Technology; MBA, Indian Insti-
tute of Management 
Samuel C. Hanna , Professor of Business 
Administration ; S.B., Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology ; A.M., Boston Uni-
versity ; Ph.D ., University of Pittsburgh 
Jerome D. Herniter, Professor of Manage-
ment ; B.S., City University of New York, 
City College ; Ph.D., Columbia Univer-
sity 
• Joint Appointm ent 
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R. Hopkins Holmberg, Lecturer ; Director-
Health Care Management Program ; A.B., 
Dartmouth College; M.H.A., University 
of Minnesota 
•Shane J. Hunt , Professor of Economics; 
B.S., University of Miami ; M.A., Ph.D., 
Yale University 
Beverly K. Kahn, Assistant Professor of 
Management Information Systems; B.A., 
M.S., Ph.D ., Univers ity of Michigan 
Alex Kane, Assistant Professor of Finance ; 
B.A., M.B.A., Hebrew University (Jerusa-
lem); D.B.A., New York University 
*Alexander S. Kelso, Assistant Professor of 
Finance/Economics; B.A., Princeton Uni-
versity ; M.Sc. , University of London 
Andrew P. Kerr, Lecturer in Management 
Policy ; B.S., Tufts University; M.B.A., 
Harvard University 
Stephen K. Kwan, Assistant Professor of 
Management Information Systems; B.S., 
M.S., University of Oregon 
Duncan G. LaBay, Assistant Professor of 
Marketing; B.S., M.A., Tufts University ; 
B.A., University of Southern Maine 
George H. Labovitz, Associate Professor of 
Organizational Behavior and Manage-
ment; B.S., Boston University ; M.B.A., 
Boston College; Ph.D., Ohio State Unj-
versity 
Michael E. Lawson, Assistant Professor of 
Economics ; Associate Dean of the 
School ; B.A., M.A., California State Uni-
versity , long Beach ; Ph.D., University of 
Iowa 
Richard B. Lea, Associate Professor of Ac-
counting ; B.S., Unive rsity of Minnesota ; 
M.B.A., Univer sity of California , Berke-
ley; Ph.D., University of Minnesota 
Gerald C. Leader , Associate Professor of 
Organizational Behavior; Department 
Chairman-Organizational Behavior; 
8.5., Iowa State Univer sity; M.B.A., 
D.B.A., Harvard University 
Melanie L. Lenard , Associate Professor of 
Management Science ; B.S., University of 
Rochester ; M.S., Sc.D., Columbia Uni-
versity 
Greta M. ljung , Assistant Professor of 
Quantitative Methods ; M.S., Abo Aka-
demi, Finland ; M.S., Ph.D., Univer sity of 
Wisconsin , Madison 
Michael J. Maggard , Associate Professor of 
Operations Management ; B.S., Kansas 
State University ; M.S., University of Mis-
souri; Ph.D., University of Californ ia, 
Los Angeles 
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Albert A. Marcotte, Associate Professor of 
Management Science ; B.S., M.S ., 
M .B.A. , Northeastern University ; Ph.D ., 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
John Martin, Assistant Professor of Market-
ing ; B.Econ., University of Western Aus-
tralia; M.B .A. , University of California, 
Los Angeles 
Donald G. McBrien , Associate Professor of 
Mathematics ; A.B.1 Brown University ; 
Ed.M., Boston University 
David S. McClain , Assistant Professor of Fi-
nance and Economics; A.B .1 University 
of Kansas; Ph.D., Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology 
Dennis W . McLeavey , Visit ing Associate 
Professor of Operations Management ; 
B.A. , University of Western Ontario ; 
M .B.A. , D.B.A.1 Indiana University 
Philip E. Meyer, Associate Professor of Ac-
counting ; Department Chairman-Ac -
counting ; B.S., University of Maryland; 
M .Acc., Ohio State University; D .B.A., 
University of Maryland ; C.P.A. 1 Mary-
land 
Allen J. Michel, Associate Professor of Fi-
nance ; B.S., Carnegie-Mellon 
University ; M .A., Yale University ; Ph.D. , 
Cornell Universit y 
Robert A. Millen , Assistant Professor of 
Operations Management ; B.S. 1 Rensse-
laer Polytechnic Institute ; M.B .A., Bab-
son College ; Ph.D., University of Cali -
fornia , Los Angeles 
Philip H. Mirvis , Assistant Professor of Be-
havioral Science ; B.A.1 Yale University; 
M.A ., University of Michigan 
Rod F. Monger , Assistant Professor of Ac-
counting ; B.S.1 M.B .A.1 Univers ity of 
Houston 
Henry M . Morgan, Associate Professor of 
Management Policy; Dean ad interim of 
the School; S.B., S.M ., Sc.D.1 Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology 
Ivor P. Morgan, Senior Lecturer of Manage-
ment Policy; B.S., University of Bristol , 
England; M .B.A. , Un iversity of Western 
Ontario 
Edwin A. Murray , Associate Professor of 
Management Policy; A.B ., Yale Univer-
sity ; M .B.A. , D.B.A. , Harvard University 
•K. R. Srinivasa Murthy, Associate Profes-
sor of Economics ; B.S., M.S. , Mysore 
University ; S.M ., Massachusetts Institute 
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of Technology ; D.B.A. , Harvard Univer-
sity 
Richard P. Olsen, Associate Professor of 
Management Policy; B.A. 1 Rutgers-The 
State University of New Jersey; M .B.A.1 
University of Southern Mississipp i; 
D.B.A.1 Harvard University 
Robert F. Pearse, Professor of Behavioral 
Science; A.B., Olivet College ; A.M ., 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 
Donald A. Pease, Professor of Behavioral 
Science; B.S., Ed.M ., Tufts Univers ity ; · 
Ed.D., Harvard University 
Joseph S. Pliskin , Visiting Associate Profes-
sor of Quantitative Methods; B.Sc., He-
brew University (Jerusalem); S.M ., 
Ph.D., Harvard Univer sity 
Alonzo L. Plough, Assistant Professor of 
Operations and Health Care Manage-
ment; B.A. 1 St. Olaf College; M.A ., 
M .P.H., Yale University ; Ph.D ., Cornell 
University 
James E. Post, Associate Professor of Man-
agement Policy; B.S., St. Bonaventure 
Univer sity ; M .B.A., Ph.D., State Univer-
sity of New York, Buffalo ; J.D. 1 Villanova 
University 
Samuel Rabino , Assistant Professor of Mar-
keting ; B.A. 1 Hebrew University (Jerusa-
lem) ; M.B .A. 1 Ph.D., New York Univer-
sity 
K. K. Raman, Assistant Professor of Ac-
counting ; B.A., University of Calcutta; 
M .B.A., Indian Institute of Management ; 
D.B.A., Indiana University 
Sushila Rao, Assistant Professor of Market-
ing ; B.S., M.S ., Osmania University ; 
M.B.A ., Indian Institute of Management ; 
D.B.A., Indiana Univers ity 
Mary Lou Roberts, Associate Professor of 
Marketing ; B.S., Texas Women 's Univer -
sity ; M .B.A., North Texas State Univer-
sity ; Ph.D., University of Michigan 
Leonard Rosenthal, Assistant Professor of 
Finance and Economics ; B.A. 1 M.B.A. , 
Ph.D ., City University of New York 
Stephen R. Rosenthal , Associate Professor 
of Public Management ; B.S., Brown Uni-
versity; M.S ., Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology ; Ph.D., University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley 
John R. Russell, Professor of Management 
Policy; Department Chairman-Manage -
ment Policy ; B.M .E., Cornell University; 
M .B.A., D.B.A. , Harvard University 
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William F. Samuelson , Assistant Professor 
of Economics ; A.B., Ph.D., Harvard Uni-
versity 
Herbert L. Schuette, Assistant Professor of 
Operations Management ; B.B.A., 
M.B.A. , University of Michigan 
Jules J. Schwartz, Professor of Manage-
ment ; B.M.E., M .B.A.1 University of Del-
aware ; D.B.A., Harvard University 
Israel M . Shaked, Instructor of 
Finance/Economics ; B.A.1 M.B .A., He-
brew University (Jerusalem) 
Robert W. Sherburne, Professor Emeritus 
of Accounting ; B.B.A. , Northeastern 
University; M .B.A., Boston University ; 
C.P.A., Massachusetts ; L.H.D. 1 Boston 
University 
Michael Shwartz , Assistant Professor of 
Health Care Management and Manage -
ment Science ; B.A., Johns Hopkins Uni -
versity; M.B.A ., Univers ity of Californ ia, 
Berkeley ; Ph.D., University of Michigan 
Donald R. Simon s, Associate Professor of 
Accounting ; B.S.B.A.1 Marquette Univer-
sity ; M .B.A., Ph.D ., University of Wis-
consin 
Myron B. Slovin , Associate Professor of Fi-
nance /Economic s; B.A. 1 University of 
Michigan; M.A., Ph.D., Princeton Uni-
versity 
Israel Spiegler, Assistant Professor of Man-
agement Information Systems ; B.A., Uni-
versity of Judaism; B.Sc., California State 
University , Los Angele s; M.Sc ., Ph.D. , 
Univers ity of California , Los Angeles 
William 0. Stratton , Associate Professor of 
Accounting ; B.A. , Florida State Univer-
sity; M.B.A ., Boston Univer sity ; Ph.D ., 
Claremont Graduate School ; C.M .A. 
Marie E. Sushka, Associate Professor of Fi-
nance /Economic s; B.A., Sweet Briar Col -
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lege; M.A. , Ph.D. , Georgetown Univer-
sity 
Chris A. Theodore , Professor of Business 
Administration; M .A., University of Ath-
ens (Greece) ; A.M ., Ph.D., Boston Uni-
versity 
Barbara L. Toffler , Assistant Professor of 
Organizational Behavior ; B.A., Columbia 
University ; M .A., Ph.D., Yale University 
Stephen Tomczyk , Assistant Professor of 
Accounting ; B.S.1 M.B .A., University of 
Detroit ; D.B.A., University of Kentucky ; 
C.M .A. 
Richard R. Towle , Associate Professor of 
Accounting ; B.S. in B.A. 1 Boston Univer-
sity; C.P.A. 1 New York , Massachusetts 
Srinivasan Umapathy , Assistant Professor 
of Accounting ; B.Tech., Ind ian Institute 
of Technology ; M .B.A., Indian Institute 
of Management 
Thomas P. Vaughan, Instructor in Health 
Care Management ; B.S.B.A., M.B.A. , 
Wayne State University 
Robert M. Weinberg , Lecturer ; Director-
Public Management Program ; B.A., 
Wooster College ; M .B.A. 1 J.D., Harvard 
University 
Ulf P. Welam , Associa te Professor of Oper-
ations Management ; M.B .A. , Gothen-
burg School of Economics and Business 
Administration (Sweden); M .S., Ph.D., 
Carnegie-Mellon Uni versity 
Lawrence H. Wortzel , Professor of Market-
ing ; B.S., Rutgers-The State Univer sity 
of New Jersey; M .B.A.1 D.B.A. , Harvard 
University 
Gerald A. Zeisel , Associate Professor of Ac-
counting ; B.B.A.1 M .B.A., City College 
of New York; Ph.D., Ohio State Univer-
sity ; C.P.A. 1 New York 
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Register of Students 
Entering MBA Class • September 1979 
Name 
Ackerman, Sally A . 
Adair , Fred l. , Jr. 
Adler , Joel 
Ako-Asare , Kojo 
Alexand er, Stanley J. 
Alpert , William N. 
Ammlung , Frank H. 
Anderson , Russell C. 
Appleton , Allen E. 
Atkinson , Judy A. 
Auerbach , Glenda f . 
Aurilio , Robert A. 
Avery, Jonathan S. 
Baker 1 Eileen M . 
Bang, Marilyn I. 
Barnes, Herbert H. 
Barry , William J. 
Becella , Arlene F. 
Beddingfield , Barbara A. 
Bellll, Abderrahmane 
Ben•Cnaan , Jonathan 
Bender , Paul L. 
Benhaddad , Nacer E. 
Bennett , Georgeanne H. 
Benson , Jane M. 
Beschen, David M. 
Biagi, Ana Mar ia 
Bidwell, Denni s P. 
Bidwell , Theodore H. 
Bishow , Laurel S. 
Blanchard , Marion E. 
Blanchard , Paul M . 
Bott , Wilma F. 
Boufford , Martha A. 
Bowman, Christopher P. 
Brantley , Paul F. 
Braun, Rosalea B. 
Brewerton , Nancy L. 
Brody , Diane E. 
Brown , Kendra-Ann N. 
Buckley , Joseph P. 
Bunker , Susan E. 
Buono , Jane M . 
Burke , Nan E. 
Burton , Teren ce T. 
Cabot , Paul C., Ill 
Cades , Sandy 5. 
Campbell , M . Carol 
Campbell , Peter A . 
Caplan , James H. 
Carhart , Diane M. 
Carroll , Katherine M. 
Caruso , John 0 . 
Casal, Karen 
Castagna , Frank F. 
Chadwick, Dale 
Chagnon , Louis C. 
Chan, May M . 
Chatani , Kimiharu 
•Graduat e degree 
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Institution 
Boston University• 
Harvard College 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology• 
Major 
Occupational Therapy 
English & American Literature 
Endocrinology 
Boston University• Economics 
Boston College• Counseling Psychology 
Rutgers University Education 
Rutger s University Mathematics 
Manchester College Chem istry & Psychology 
Sarah Lawrence Coll ege Philosophy 
Boston Univers ity Psychology 
Northeast ern University• Curriculum 
Boston University Medical Science 
Nasson College Psychology 
Simmons College• Library Science 
Simmons College Mathematics & Hi story 
University of Southern California• Systems Management 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Architecture 
Boston University Business Administration 
Denison University Spanish 
Boston University• Engineering 
Hebrew Univer sity Economics 
Goshen College Psychology 
Boston Universit y• Engineering 
Universit y of California at Geophysics 
Berkeley . 
Carnegie-Mellon Un iversity 
Loras College 
Universidad lberoamericana 
Harvard Univers ity• 
Colby College 
Bryant College 
Northeastern University 
Stonehill College 
Scripps College 
Brigham Young University 
Boston University• 
Cornell University 
Johnson State College 
Rutgers University 
Simmons College 
Simmons College• 
Merrima ck College 
Stanford University 
Merrimack College 
State Univer sity of New York at 
Buffalo 
Uni versi ty of New Haven• 
Wh ittier Coll ege 
University of Pennsylvania 
Dickinson Colleg e 
Brown University 
Boston Uni versity • 
University of Connecticut 
Univer sity of Massachusett s 
Boston Univers ity 
Merrimack College 
Univer sity of Notre Dame 
Endicott College 
Suffolk University• 
University of California at 
Berkele y 
State Univer sity of New York at 
Albany 
Business & English 
Liberal Art s 
Finance 
Adm inistration & Planning 
Economics 
Management 
Mathematics 
Marketing 
Literature 
Geography 
Educational Media 
Communications 
History 
Business Administration 
Communications 
Psychiatric Social Work 
Mathematics 
Psychology 
Chemistry 
Political Science 
Industrial Engineering 
Biology & Anthropology 
Accounting 
Economics 
Art History 
Manufacturing Engineerin g 
Accounting 
Socio logy 
Management 
Accounting 
Psychology 
Business Administrati o n 
Law 
Accounting 
Accounting 
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Chen , Francis W . Harvard Univer sity• Immunology 
Chr istensen , Ann N. University of New Hampshir e Economics 
Christian , David M . Boston Coll ege Psychology 
Ciccio , Dennis R. University of Rhode Island Engineering 
Cicero, Deborah R. Georg etown Univ ersity• Law 
Cirome , Lorr ie A. Regis College Social Work 
Clark , Virg inia St. Lawrence Un iversity Political Science 
Cof fman , Geoffrey J. Tufts Univ ersity Economics & Math emat ics 
Cohen , Robert Boston Un iversity • Special Education 
Colombino , Charles F. Salem State Colleg e• Counseling 
Conforti , Susan D. Boston Univ ersity French 
Cooke , Kim M . Wellesley Colleg e Geology 
Coombs , David K. Washington State Uviv ersity English 
Corbett , Susan E. Cornell Univer sity Economics 
Corrigan , Terrenc e P. Univ ersity of Notre Dame English 
Costello , Judith M . Mt. Holyok e Coll ege Psychology 
Cox, Robin K. University of Vermont Mathematic s 
Craig , Kevin W . Colgate University Bio logy 
Cullen , Elaine L. Syracuse Univ ersity• Guidance & Coun seling 
Cumming s, Robert J. Babson College Finance 
Cunningham , Jean E. Indiana Univ ersity Acco unting 
Dani s, Robert H. Uni versity of Massachu setts Economics 
Davis, Elizabeth J. Skidmore College Business 
Della Piana, Anthon y J. Harvard Colleg e Economics 
DeLoca, Joyce A. Bryant Co llege Secretarial 
Deluty, Ann L. Tufts Universi ty Art Education 
De Mart ino , Rita F. Boston College Biology & Psychology 
De Posson , Alexandre Universite Catholique de Louvain Economics 
Dinsmore , Robert a Harvard Univer sity• Health Policy & Management 
Donovan , Joseph J. University of Nebraska• Economi cs 
Donovan , Patrick J. U.S. Military Academy Engineeri ng 
Donovan , W . Michael Bowdoin College Government & Legal Studie s 
Dowd, Kevin M . Boston Univer sity Political Science 
Doyle , Patricia A . Trinity College Sociology 
Drennen , Dorothy Framingham State College• Elementary Education 
Dresser , Thomas B. Simmons College• Elementary Education 
Duket, Mary L. William Smith College Sociology 
Dunham, Donald N. Northeastern University Business & Transportat ion 
Dunton , James R. University of Virginia Music 
Durlacher, Stanley H. Washington University Mechanical Engineering 
Dytewski, JoeM. University of Pennsylvania Accounti ng & Finance 
EalOn, Deborah G. California State Univer sity at San Psychology 
Diego 
Eberhardt, Apri l E. Kirkland College Anthropology & French 
Ecclestone , Gretchen H. Tufts Univer sity Occupational Therapy & German 
Egan, John F. Assumption College English 
Elhs, Frederick L. Lafayette College Economics 
Elnbinder, Joel R. Colgate University Econom ics 
Elovitz , William D . Brandeis University Sociology 
Emrich, Kathleen J. Wellesley College English 
Eubank, Sandra K. Boston University Marketing 
Evan,, Susan F. Pennsylvania State University liberal Arts 
Fedorka, Julie M. Allegheny Co llege English & Psychology 
Feeney, James F. Massachusetts Institute of Civi l Engineeri ng 
Technology 
Feltham, Karen L. University of New Hampshire Psychology 
Fenton , Mart in A . Boston College Biology 
Ferg, Gail J, Drexel Un iversity• Biomedical Science 
Fleisher, Carol J. Univers ity of New Hampshire Finance 
Riegel, Kathleen Smith College Philosoph y 
Fothergill, Mary E. Columbia Univer sity• Economics 
Fowkes, Robert 5. San Jose ~tate University Business Administration 
Freeman , Linda C. University of Pennsylvania• Psychological Services 
Freihofer , Eleonor e State Univer sity o f New Yo rk at German 
Albany 
Friedman , Howard S. Boston University Business Administration 
Frohman , Lynn A. University o f Pennsylvani a Biology 
Caman , Barrie A. University of Pittsburgh• Urban & Regional Planning 
Gandelman, Ediss R. Boston Univ ersity• Counseling 
Gandhi, Leena Sydenham College Accou ntancy & Auditing 
Gentes, Gai l M . Wells College America n Studies 
Georgiades, John P. Ecole Polytechnique Civil Engineering 
Glarman, Scott N. Connecticut College Government 
Gin sberg , David I. Kenyon College Psychology 
Clazer , Sue K. Brandeis Un iver sity Politics 
Goldberg, Lynda F. Boston Univer sity• Education 
•craduat e degree 
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Gome z Malagon , Jose F. 
Goschalk , Anthony M . 
Gott schalk , Ellen H. 
Gove rman, Barnet 
Grant , Phillip B. 
Gregori an, Armen 
Grettum , Robert S. 
Griffe y, Karen A. 
Haas, Audr ey G. 
Halligan , Sidn ey J. 
Hamasaki, Destin e L. 
Harrin gton, Arlene A. 
Hartman , Beulah M . 
Hatch, Patricia A. 
Hayden, George F. 
Heaton, Nancy J. 
Hedlund , Diane S. 
Henry , Arthur J. 
Herb st , Pamela J. 
Hill , John E. 
Hill , Richard B. 
Hillm an, Philip L. 
Heiberg, Stephen A. 
Holden, Stephen D . 
Hoopes , Elizabeth S. 
Horner , Robe rt D. 
Hryniewicz, Carol A. 
Hsu, Richard Y. C. 
Humm el , Jeffr y B. 
Hun t , Donald D. 
Ill es, Elizabeth F. 
-Ismail, Zakaria B. 
Jackson, James M . 
Jako b, Steven 
Janes, Dale 
Jazayeri, Behzad 
Jedrey, Christ opher M . 
Jedrey, Mich elin e E. 
Jo hnson, Frank E. 
Johnson, Willi am N. 
Jones, Kathl een G. 
Joseph , Ronald M . 
Joyce, Susan P. 
Kalus, Joseph 
Kanavich, Joan M . 
Kashdan, M itchell E. 
Kaufman, M ichael B. 
Kelih er , Kathleen R. 
Kelly, Cynth ia A. 
Kelly, Eugene G. 
Kelly , M ichael A. 
Kerri gan , Paul J. 
Kimura, Loren T. 
Kirkup , Cynthia M. 
Klepper, W illiam A. 
Knight, Suzanne M . 
Ko, Jae-Hak 
Koehler, Scott H. 
Kof man, Mindy F. 
Kolln escher, Yael 
Kramer, Douglas E. 
Kunhardt , Bradl ey W. 
Laband, Andr ew M . 
lander s, Sheila A. 
Landesman, Susan R. 
Lanigan , Patricia A. 
Lapinsohn , Judith B. 
Lapman, Mark C. 
Lauritano, Mark 
• Graduat e degree 
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Escuela Superior De lngenieria Electronic s 
Mecan ica y Electrica 
Qu een Mary Colle ge• 
Johannes-Gutenb erg Univer sitat 
Boston Co llege 
University of Pe'1nsylvania• 
Bentl ey Co llege· 
Boston Univers ity• 
Kirkl and Colle ge 
Bosto n Un iversity . 
University of North ern Iowa 
University of Californi a at 
Berkeley 
Brow n Univer sity 
Barnard Co llege 
Mercy College of Detroit 
University of New Hampshir e 
Connecticut Co llege 
Brown University 
Syracuse Uni versity 
University of Massachusetts 
University of Denver• 
Bosto n University• 
Roosevelt Unive rsity 
Massachusetts Institu te of 
Technology 
Bosto n Colle ge 
Mt. Holyoke College 
Boston Un iversity• 
Simmons College 
Fu Jen Cathol ic University 
All egheny College 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology• 
Computer Science 
Russian & English 
Economics 
English literatu re 
Accounting 
Business Admini strati on 
lit erature 
Psychology 
Physics 
Socio logy 
Economics 
Histo ry 
Me dical Research Sciences 
Biologi cal Science 
Physics 
Archaeology 
Radio & TV 
Economics 
Int ernati onal Relati ons 
law 
Chemist ry 
Management 
Mathematics 
Polit ical Science & History 
Taxation 
Mathematics 
English 
Economi cs 
Civil Engineerin g 
Education Q ueens College of the City 
University of New York 
Univers ity of Malaya Appli ed Economics 
State University of New York at Math emati cs 
Albany 
Oakland University 
Boston University• 
Massachusett s Instit ute of 
Technology• 
Chemistry 
l aw 
Chemical Engineering 
Harvard University• History 
Simmon s College• Library Science 
O klahoma Bapt ist Un iversity Psychology 
Stanfo rd Univers ity• Com puter Engineering 
North eastern University• Psycho logy 
Universi ty of Massachusetts• Histo f')'. 
University of Nebraska Education 
Case Western Reserve University• Systems Engineering 
Wellesley College Socio logy 
New York Inst itut e of Technology Accounti ng 
Washington Uni versity• Social Policy & .Adm inist_ration 
Mia mi Univers ity Home Econ omics & Business 
Not re Dame of Maryland History 
University of Massachusett s Electrical Engineerin g 
Coll ege of th e Ho ly Cross Economics 
University of Massachusett s History 
North western University Eco nomics 
Framin gham State College Psychology 
Saint Bonaventur e Un iversity Account ing 
University of Minn esota Biological Scien ce 
University of Conn ecticut Economics . . . 
Cornell University Operations Research & Indu strial Engmeenng 
Simmons College Publications 
Boston University Psychology 
Boston University• Educat ion 
Cornell University Psycholo gy 
Tuft s University Biology & Psycholo gy 
Tufts University Economi cs 
Boston University American Stud ies 
Boston University• Communi ty Health 
Tulane University Psycholog y & Mass Commun ication s 
Harvard University• History 
Co lby Colle ge Ecor:tomics & Environmental Studi es 
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Lee, David F. 
lee, Sung H. 
Leff, Susan W . 
Lesuer, Robert C. 
Lister, Rochelle H . 
Loewenstein , Grace E. 
Lofvers, Lorri A. 
Logan, Jennifer M . 
long , Michael J. 
Lonnberg , Donald R. 
Lorigan , Michael 
Lovejoy , Wendy A. 
Lukasik, Charle s P. 
MacDonald , Barbara J. 
MacKenzie , Dougla s S. 
MacKinnon, John H. 
Madan , Molly 
Madfis , Marjor ie J. 
Maher , Katherine L. 
Maher , Roland l. 
Maloney, Gerard L. 
Margoli s, Arlene M . 
Martin, Andrea D. 
Martin , Diana C. 
Martz , lee G. 
Massey, Joseph 
Matsumoto , Morihiro 
Mattison , Edward M . 
Matz, laura E. 
May, Kathryn M . 
McAndrew , Megan 
McAuliffe , James F. 
McCarthy , Sharon l . 
McGinn , Paul 0 . 
Mclaughlin , Roberta J. 
Mead, Michael E. 
Meinsen , Kurt C. 
Menard , Elizabeth M. 
Menkes, Peter K. 
Meyers, Andrew L. 
Michaels , Eileen T. 
Miller , Ellen B. 
MIiier , Ellen E. 
Mlrrer , Candy l. 
Morey , John J. 
Morrall , David D. 
Morris, Jeremiah F. 
Morrissey, William J. 
Mortimer , Steven H. 
Murphy, Kay M . 
Murphy , Lesley 
Neilson , Harvey B. 
Neumann , Barbara J. 
Newsome, Karen J. 
Nichol s, Eileen V. 
O' Brien, Matthew D. 
O'Donnell , Edward F. 
O 'Donnell , Martin F. 
Okorie, Boniface A. 
Olejniczak, Catherine A. 
O'Neill , Annmarie 
Onipede , Olaperi 
O'Riordan, Lynn M . 
Orvis , Nancy J. 
O 'Sullivan , Daniel F. 
Paglia, Paul J. 
Palka, Daniel M . 
Palmer, Gary R. 
Paul, Mary Anne E. 
•Graduate degree 
Oberlin College Biology 
Boston University• Manufactur ing Engineering 
Princeton University• Art History 
Stanford University• Civil Engineering 
Wheaton Coll ege English 
Case Western Reserve Univer sity• Public Health Nutrit ion 
Cornell University Consumer Education & Resource Management 
University of Vermont Business Adm inist ration 
Pennsylvania State University History & Russian 
Northeastern University Finance 
University of Massachusetts Business Finance 
Boston College Accounting 
Colb y Coll ege Economic s & Government 
Univ ersity of Wi sconsin Physical Medicine 
Colorad o College Environmental Studies 
United States Naval Academy Engineering 
Un iversity of North Carolina Economics 
University of New Hampshire Community Development 
Dartmouth College Mathematics 
Boston University Accounting 
Massachusetts Institute of Civil Engineering 
Technology 
University of Wisconsin at 
Madison 
Univer sity of Michigan 
Simmons College 
Dartmouth College 
Millersville State College 
The University of Tokyo 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology• 
Tufts Univer sity 
Ohio State Univer sity • 
University of Connecticut 
Tufts University 
Northeastern University 
Southeastern Massachusetts 
University 
Finance & Marketing 
Political Science 
English literatu re 
Fine Arts 
Mathematics 
Economics 
Physics 
Drama 
German 
English 
English 
Business 
Political Science 
Salem State College Education 
State University of New York at Political Science 
Albany' . 
Yale Univers ity 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
Syracuse Univer sity 
American University• 
University of Massachusetts 
Brown University 
Tuft s University• 
University of Ar izona• 
Boston Univer sity 
Univ ersity of Massachusetts 
Georgetown Univ ersity• 
Boston College• 
Bates College 
University of Minnesota 
Wheaton Colleae 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Wellesley College 
Suffolk University 
Stanford University 
University of Notre Dame 
ProvideQce College 
University of Massachusetts 
Northeastern University• 
University of Wiscons in 
Clark University 
Bentley College 
Northeast ern Univ ersity 
Smith College 
Northeastern Un iversity 
Syracuse Un iversity 
Massachusetts Institut e of 
Technology 
Tufts University 
Dartmouth College 
Molecular Biophysics & Biochemistry 
Psychology 
Industrial Design 
Student Personnel 
Management 
Political Science 
Art History 
Rehabilitat ion 
Finance 
legal Studies 
law 
Counseling Psychology 
Economics 
Social Welfare 
Government 
Electrical Engin~ering 
American History 
Finance 
Economics 
Preprofessional Science 
Business Adm inistration 
Sociology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Social Work 
Economics 
Computer Management Science 
Marketing 
Biolog ical Sciences 
Accounting 
Industrial Design 
Comput er Science 
Economics & Political Science 
Geograph y 
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Payne, David D. Rutgers University Political Science Starks, Keith M. Tufts University Mechanical Engineering 
Perry, Rebecca L. Boston University Sociology Stecyk, Michele A. Boston College Finance 
Philipps, Elizabeth N . Boston University English Stevens, Jonathan M . University of Pennsylvania English 
Pierce, Ede V. Hobart College Sociology Stirling , Christine A. long Island University Mathematics 
Platek, June M . State University of New York at Accounting Stolper , Albert C. Northwestern University Business Administration 
Buffalo Stone, Ben S. Boston University Biology 
Plato , Priscilla D. Western Michigan University• American History Swearingen, Charles W. Yale University• Medicine 
Plazak, Kathryn f . Marietta College English Taggart, Anne L. Washington State University Bacteriology & Public Health 
Pletan, Ernest M. University of North Dakota English & Political Science Taggart, Jeffrey M . University of Massachusetts Hotel & Restaurant Administration 
Polak, Josef J. Economic Institution of Higher Work Management Taske, Howard 0 . Maryland University Economics 
learning at Prague Taylor , James H. Williams College Psychology 
Poor, Roger L. Dartmouth College Geography Taylor , Robert M. Southwestern University Economics & Business 
Powell , D. Scott Ohio Wesleyan University Mathematics & Economics Test, Jack A. Stanford University• Computer Engineering 
Prince , Donna P. Boston University Elementary Education Thomas-Moore , Gar N. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute• Philosophy 
Pugliese, James C. State University of New York at Chemistry Ting , Peter Columbia University Electrical Engirieering 
Oswego Tompkins , Sheila A. Buffalo State College• learning and Behavior Disorders 
Puffer, Susan G. University of Louisville Mathematics Toombs , Alvin E. University of Missouri Mathematics 
Purcell , Daniel A. Georgetown University Economics Towle , Steven J. Boston University Marketing & Finance 
Rader, Nancy W. Harvard University• Guidance & School Psychology Tran , Minh-Trang H. University of California at Biology 
Rafter, Karen L. Georgetown University Arabic Berkeley 
Rathjen, Ellen V. Brown University Psychology Trial, Ronald L. St. Mary 's University Philosophy 
Ratoff, Deborah M . Boston University Communicatlons Trimble , Pamela 5. Boston University Journalism 
Reade, Barbara A. University of Massachusetts English Tsui , Garrick Tufts University Economics 
Reich, Mark E. Carnegie-Mellon University• Electrical Engineering Vajrabhaya , Tiraphot University of Melbourne Commerce 
Rice, Michael C. University of Massachusetts at Mechanical Engineering Vandegrift , Judith D. University of California at Los Early Childhood Development 
Amherst Angeles• 
Richards, Kevin C. University of Lowell Psychology Vanderzalm , Bastian, Jr. Andover Newton School of Counseling 
Richardson , Bruce M . Boston College Speech & Communications Theology• 
Riley, Thomas P . . Colby College English Vogt , Susan L. Brown University Art History 
Robbins, laura 0. Skidmore College Mathematics Voiland , Douglas E. Suffolk University Accounting 
Roberts, Mary E. Boston University Public Relations Wagner , Margaret 0. Tufts University Fine Arts 
Robertson , Eloise Columbia University Nursing Walcott, Laura J. Colgate University Economics 
Rockefeller, Godfrey A., Jr. Tufts University Psychology Waller , Allen D. Tufts University Civil Engineering 
Rodgers, Allan S. University of Massachusetts at Japanese Wang, Rowena P. University of Torontp Commerce & Finance 
Amherst Ware , Paul A. Northeastern University• Engineering Management 
Rollfs, Edward H. Northeastern University Political Science Waskom , Alison 0 . Northeastern University History 
Rollins, Helen T. San Francisco Art Institute Photography Wasserman , Frederick E. University of Maryland• Zoology 
Roman, Michael J. Northeastern University Mathematics Webster , Clifford S. Bowdoin College Economics 
Ross, Matthew A. Cornell Un iversity Economics Weeks , Katherine R. Dartmouth College Music 
Rudov, Marc H. University of Pittsburgh Electrical Engineering Weisberg , Carol Boston University• Elementary Education 
Russell, Jane 8 . College of Wooster English & Philosophy Wengrofsky , Beth R. Brooklyn College Economics 
Rutherford , Agalia A. Boston University• Biochemistry Wenzel, Mark W. University of Wisconsin Bacteriology 
Ryan, Michael J. Allegheny College Psychology West , Robert N. Bentley College Accounting 
Sagan, Barbara M . Columbia University• Elementary Education Whitburn , Kevin D. University of Adelaid e• Chemistry 
Saif, Mariana Welles ley College Economics White, Keith D. Providence College Health Administration 
Salinas, Carlos A. Boston University• Economics Whitman , Karen J. Brandeis University Biology 
Saunders, Holly S. Wheaton College Russian Area Studies Wilbur , Ronnie B. University of Illinois• linguistics 
Savchick , Cathy A. University of New Hampshire Business Administration Willard, Constance M . University of California at Los History 
Sayers, John J. Merrimack College Political Science Angeles• 
Schireson , )ill F. University of California at Sociology Williams , Paulette L. Eastern Michigan University• Counseling 
Berkeley Williams , Stuart J. McGill University Mathematics 
Schmelz , Steven J. Bates College Economics Wilson, Helen S. Southern Connecticut College Psychology 
Schwenker , Carolyn J. University of Pennsylvania• City Planning Wilson , Marilyn B. University of Rhode Island Zoology 
Sciacca, Anthony J. Boston University Economics Winkelmann , Dirk T. Virginia Polytechnic Institute Finance 
Scianna, Russell W. Boston University• Law Withee , John K. University of Maine Business Administration 
Scott , Deborah W . Vassar College Mathematics Woerner, Joachim R. University of Connecticut Marketing 
Scricco, Pamela M . University of Massachusetts Education Wojcik , Stephen A. Northeastern University Pyschology 
Sejpal, Deepak A. Sudenham College Accounting Woloschuk , Karen A. Lake forest College Russian & Soviet Studies 
Selig, Stanley H. Cornell University Agricultural Economics Wong, Norine Y. Boston University Economics 
Serrell , Susan B. Boston University Philosophy & Government Woolf, Marjorie L. University of Massachusetts Business & Finance 
Shannahan, Cornelius K. Cornell University Mechanical Engineering Works , Benjamin C. Yale College History 
Sharp, Wade S. West Virginia University Marketing Wright , Stephen f . Babson College Management 
Sheehan, Eileen F. Bentley College Computer Systems Yarjan, Sevan M. University of California at Los Public Health 
Silbert , Gerald D. Tufts University English 
Yee, Elizabeth A. 
Angeles 
Silvergleid, Arlene P. Simmons College Chemistry & Biology Yale University Psychology 
Silverman, Arthur M . Syracuse University Marketing Yoshizawa , James A. Tufts University Mathematics 
Sinisgalli, Peter F. Cornell University Business Zagarella , Bernadette V. Boston University International Relations 
Slate , Jan M. Boston University• Education Zarcadoolas, Elizabeth Colgate University Biology 
Smith , Deborah H. Skidmore College Nursing Zarny , Seth P. Cornell University Labor Relations 
Solie , John E. University of Chicago• Music Zea, Marni University of Massachusetts at Philosophy 
Solomon, Marc E. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Chemistry Boston 
Sommer, Kim L. Wellesley College Art H'istory Zimmerman , Diane L. University of Massachusetts• Counseling & Human Relations 
Spelfogel , Carol R. Brandeis University Compute r Science 
Spidalette , Louis W. Marquette University Sociology & Social Work 
Stahl, Donald L. Gordon-Conwell Seminary• Human Relations 
Stam, Peter J. George Washington University Urban Affairs 
•Graduate degree •Graduate degree 
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Entering MBA Class • January 1980 Kent, Ile ne 8. Franklin & Marshall Colle~e Business Administration Kem, Kathryn C. Northeastern University• Physiology 
Kim, Ki•Hyup University of Iowa• Organic Chemistry 
Name Institution Major Kite, Lynn S. Boston University• Psychology 
Aldrich , William P. Colby College American History Korelitz , Theodore H. Northeastern University• Chemical Engineering 
Alexander , Lucy M . Smith College German & Music Kosan, Alan S. Emory University• law 
Allen , Gene M. University of New Hampshire Economics Kumar , Ramachandran C. College of Engineering at Madras Electronics & Communications 
Alphin , Albert Boston University Applied Music Lanoue, Ronald A. University of Wisconsin at English 
Barlow, Heather J. Mount Holyoke College Art History Madison• 
Barry, Jane T. St. Lawrence University History Lawrence, Edward J. Boston University Finance & Marketing 
Bauer, Marjorie University of Pennsylvania• Social Work Lennon, John J. University of Massachusetts Mechanical Engineering 
Berns, Neil 0 . Wesleyan University Philosophy Levenstein , Alissa C. Brandeis University General Science 
Binin , Barbara S. University of Michigan Speech Pathology Levine, Anne L. Boston University• Counseling 
Borger, John H. University of Massachusetts English Lewis, Jerome M. Boston University• Chemistry 
Bliss, Cheryl Case Western Reserve University• Nutrition Linsky, Robert N. Boston University• Computer Engineering 
Bloom, Gordon l. Case Western Reserve University• Systems Engineering Lombard, Peter A. Harvard College History 
Boivert, Jean M. Boston University General Engineering MacMillan, Donna L. University of Rhode Island Medical Technology 
Boynton-Taylor , Amy S. Middlebury College English & Sociology Maholchic, Michael P. State University of New York at EconolTlics 
Boynton ~Taylor , David D . Middlebury College Chemistry & Music Albany 
Brehm , Karen A. Boston University Art History Mahoney , James P. New England School of Law• law 
Busteed , Anne l. Boston University Business Studies Malecha, Michael L. University of Utah Finance 
Cacciola, James G. Boston University• Medicine Marrah , Robert G. University of Rhode Island Business 
Calhoun , Mary E. Wellesley College Biological Studies May, Michele D. University of Michigan Accounting 
canavan , Susanne F. Smith College English Mayo, Brian T. Cornell University Electrical Engineering 
Carlough , Judith M . Boston University Broadcast Journalism McIntosh, Stephen M. Bucknell University• Psychology 
Carlson , Svea J. Middlebury College Mathematics McKines , Charlotte O . Kent State University Medica l Technology 
Carr , Jorie A. Rollins College Biology McMahon , Richard Northeastern University Chemistry 
Caton , Jean R. Framingham State University• Nutrition Meals, Sarah F. University of Colorado English 
Chait , Ann W. Cornell University Human Development & Education Messing , Karen R. Michigan State University• French 
Cohn , Yaakov Z. Boston University Psychology Michel, Richard P. Clark University Philosophy 
Comerford, Paul D. Bowdoin College Economics Miller, Marc 0. Boston University Orga nizational Behavior 
Conger , Gary 8. Wesleyan University Social Studies Moriarty , Michele T. Bentley College Management 
Crary, Miner A. Tufts University• Early Education Moss, Nico le Wesleyan University Psychology 
Dawson, James D. Brown University Mathematica l Economics Nakagawa, Makoto Kyoto University Economics 
Delaney, Mark H. General Motors Institute Engineeri ng Nussbaum, Steven M . Washington University Politica l Science 
DeSimone , Paul A. Tufts University English literature O'Brien, David C. Georgetown University General Business 
Diaz, Hector R. University of Puerto Rico Civil/Environmental Engineering Ostrowski, Jane J. University of California at History 
Dickinson, Ann M . Boston University• Art History Berkeley 
Dougrey , James M. Northeastern University• Health Science Park, Yong M . Seoul National University Business Administration 
Dunn, Thomas F. Williams College Psychology Patton, David L. University of Maine Mechanical Engineering 
Earley, Jeanne E. University of Lowell Management Paull, Elliot M. Cornell University Industria l Engineering 
Ehrlich , Carol V. Cornell University Nursing Peck, William N. New York University . English 
Eldridge, Mungen A. Boston University Engineering Perrault , Susan L. University of Maine Nursing 
Emanuel , Judith Boston College Sociology Perry, Patricia S. University of Maine Business Administration 
Epstein, David I. University of Wisconsin at Electrical Engineering Peterson, Glynn K. University •of Minnesota Food & Nutrition 
Madison• Phillips, Raymond J. Indiana University• Instructional Technology 
Euston, Karen J. University of Wisconsin at Urban Affairs Pierce, Pamela C. Boston College Social Science 
Madiso n Pintsopoulos , James A. Villanova University Mathematics 
Falzone, Karen A. Fairfield University Economics Podbela, Joseph W. Boston University Marketing 
Fargo, Charles H. Hobart College History Riley, Joseph J. St. Francis College Accounting 
Feurzeig, Nannette B. University of Chicago• Social Sciences Rolicki , Monica L. Boston College History & Germanic Studies 
Fitzgerald, Sandra M . Tufts University• Public Health Rooney, Joan M. Emmanuel College• French 
Fleischmann, Ruth S. Brandeis University Politics Rosania, Joan M . Temple University English 
Flynn, Kevin R. Boston College Accounting Rosenfield , Keith P. University of Massachusetts liberal Arts 
Flynn, Neil E. University of Massachusetts • Finance Rossman, Michael P. Suffolk University• law 
Forman , Daniel M . Brown University Applied Mat hemat ics Rudolph , Betsy E. University of Rochester Sociology 
Fraser, Stephen C. Co lgate University Social Relations Ruiz, Claudia Universidad de los Andes Industrial Engineering 
Gannon, Robert M . Tufts University Chemical Engineering Sable, Gary M. Temple University Accounti ng 
Gent , Timothy 8. Dartmouth College Mathematics Samuels, Locke W . University of Virginia History 
Goetz , Wendelin University of Michigan at Mechanical Engineering & Computer Aided Design Santos, Sharon L. University of Lowell Mathematics 
Ann Arbor• Seliger, Mary C. Towson State University Mass Communications 
Gordon , Stephen J., Jr. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Management Shaw, John F. University of Washington• Social Work 
Gregory , Roger S. Boston University Politica l Science Shelton , Robert J. Universi!)' of Virginia Electrical Engineering 
Harding, Judith P. Dickinson College Mathematics & French Smith , Mary E. Rider College Psychology 
Hardy , Mara S. University of Massachusetts English Smith , Robert S., Jr. University of Vermont Business Administration 
Havumaki , Bruce R. Brandeis University Sociology Steeger, Kurt H. Quinnipiac College Information Systems 
Herbst , Robert J. University of Massachusetts Economics Steiner , Anne L. Boston University• English Education 
Hollister , Thomas J. Amherst College Economics & Engineering Thompson , Madison F. Northeastern University Health-Science 
Hubbard , Christopher F. Michigan Technologica l Electrical Engineering Thuma, Richard R., Ill Northeastern University Civil Engineering · 
University Tipps, Steven W. Tufts University English 
Huff , Maggie A. Windham College English Trapani, Denise A. Boston College Philosophy & Sociology 
Hyde , Barbara A. Tufts University Sociology Tucker, Robert F. University of Massachusetts Mechanical Engineering 
Jamison, Ellen E. Tufts University Mechanical Engineering Turnbull, Walter Columbia University• Writing 
Jordan, Veronica G. Oxford University• Cell Biology Tuttle, Douglas J. Lafayette College Civil Engineering 
Kadish, Susan E. Boston University• Reading Twine , Michal S. Sweet Briar College Art History 
Kam pion , Helen C. Boston University Marketing & Finance Van Bennekom, Frederick C. Bowdoin College History 
•Graduate degree 
•Graduate degree 
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Vaughan, Steven C. 
Volski, Molly 
Walsh, Joanne 
Wanstreet, Joanne M. 
Weeks, Victorio A.J. 
Weller, Benjamin D. 
Wentzler , Hanno D. 
White, Marian H. 
White, Mary B. 
Wh itkin , Robert D. 
Williams, Brian A. 
Wilson, Ann M. 
Winbigler, Kristen A. 
Winston , Susan R. 
Yeh, Ruby 
Yi, Ramon 
Young, Bruce A. 
Zagraniczny, Richard C. 
Northeastern University Biology 
Syracuse University Mathematics 
University of Dayton Social Work 
case Western Reserve University• Health Sciences Librarianship 
University of Liberia Management 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute Accounting 
Boston University Finance 
Vassar College History 
College of the Virgin Islands Accounting 
Long Island University Sociology 
College of the Holy Cross Political Science 
Simmons College• Library Science 
Wesleyan University Speech 
Tufts University' Child Psychology 
University of Michigan Business Admini stration 
Harvard College East Asian Studies 
Colby College Government 
University of Southern California• Chemistry 
Entering DBA Class • September 1979 
• 
Name 
Chando·r, Karen K. 
Chin, Louis 
Elan, Don 
Garceau, Linda R. 
Hamilton, John R. 
Hanson, Robert 
Harris, Judith A. 
Klaus, Peter G. 
Lee, Young Ki 
Lief, Lila E. 
Lloyd, David W. 
Mandelbaum , Jack 
Pant, Laurie A. 
Taske, Howard D. 
Thompson, Newton H., Ill 
Torres, Carlos J. 
•Graduate degree 
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Institution 
Wellesley College 
Babson College• 
Tufts University• 
Hebrew University 
Tel Aviv University• 
University of Hartford• 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Harvard University• 
Boston University• 
University of Wisconsin 
Boston University• 
University of Erlangen 
Seoul National University 
Boston University• 
New York University• 
Gettysburg College 
University of New Hampshire• 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
Babson College 
College of New Rochelle 
Emory University• 
Boston University• 
University of Maryland 
Washington and lee University 
Columbia University• 
Babson College 
Arthur D. Little Management 
Institute• 
Major 
Economics 
Business Administration 
Chemical Engineering 
Economics 
Operations Research 
Accounting 
Physics 
Business Administration 
Business Administration 
Business Administration 
Business Administration 
Business Administration 
Electrical Engineering 
Business Administrat ion 
Business Administration 
History 
Business Administration 
Mathematics 
Business Administration 
English 
Education 
Business Administration 
Economics 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Finance 
Management 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY BULLETIN 
The University 
Boston University's Schools and Colleges line the south bank of the Charles 
River, a short distance from downtown Boston. Bordering the Charles River and 
Commonwealth Avenue, the University offers both the convenience and stimu-
lation of a modern urban campus and the tranquility of nearby parks and river 
esplanades. The University provides its students with the advantages of a large 
contemporary educational complex while maintaining many of the traditional 
priorities of the liberal arts college . By granting its students access to the wide 
variety of courses offered within the institution, Boston University takes maxi-
mum advantage of its size and the range of its resources. By organizing its 
student body and faculty into sixteen Schools and Colleges, the University main-
tains its human scale and sense of academic purpose. Boston University has long 
been devoted to the education of the total individual and continues to stress the 
virtues of liberal arts education in each of its undergraduate programs. The 
University is also responsive to the occupational needs of its students and the 
increasingly specialized demands they will face in the contemporary world . The 
University has launched innovative programs in science, engineering, and other 
technical fields ; in nursing, health care, communications, management , and 
education ; it has pioneered numerous interdisciplinary programs, the team 
method of teaching in its two-year college (the College of Basic Studies), the six-
year Liberal Arts-Medical Education and the seven-year Liberal Arts-Dental Edu-
cation Programs, and the innovative Program in Artisanry. 
The University's sixty-three-acre Charles River campus provides ample space 
for its libraries and laboratories, gymnasiums and student centers, classrooms, 
and residential units . Quiet quadrangles adjoin contemporary classroom and 
dormitory buildings, next to which stand traditional gothic structures and the 
urban bow-fronted town houses of Boston's Back Bay. The large new dormitories 
offer a variety of opportunities for social exchange as well as cultural, intellectual, 
and academic activities . The town houses provide administrative office space and 
also serve as dormitories for groups of twenty to thirty students . Some of these 
small dormitories are organized around students ' common interests in Spanish , 
French, Russian, classics, and music. Across town is the Boston University Med-
ical Center, an impressive massing of contemporary buildings, which cpntains 
the School of Medicine, the Henry M . Goldman School of Graduate Dentistry, 
and the affiliated University Hospital. 
Boston is the state capital of Massachusetts and the largest city in New England, 
a city which has had incalculable influence on the nature and growth of American 
democratic; institutions. Boston is the home of patriots and poets, of scholars 
and writers, of the most outspoken of Abolitionists and early feminists . Hemmed 
in by its greatest resource, the sea, Boston's downtown area has remained 
unusually compact. Boston is thus a great walking city , with streets that lure the 
pedestrian . Home of almost three million people, the Boston metropolitan area 
centers around a livable , manageable, comprehensible city which offers a de-
lightful and extensive system of open space and riverside parks. 
The city's unusually rich cultural life is accessible in many ways to Boston 
University students . They may visit the Museum of Fine Arts without charge ; the 
Boston University Celebrity Series of concerts , recitals, and dance performances 
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is available to them at discounted prices, as are productions at . the Boston 
University Theatre. Concerts by members of the School of Music faculty and by 
students are offered frequently, usually free of charge. Countless other enter-
tainment opportunities are within easy reach of the campus . 
From the days of the Clipper Ship and the China Trade, ~hen the city was first 
designated the " Hub of the Universe," to the present-day renaissance of its 
center city , Boston has been-and promises to continue to be-one of the 
leading citie s in the world and an unrivaled center of learning. There are ap-
proximately sixty colleges and universities here, with over 200,000 full-time stu-
dents, or one student for every fourteen citizens , a ratio unequalled by any other 
major city in the world . The student who comes to Boston University enters a 
coherent, dynamic , intellectual community, a community nurtured and sustained 
by its young people . 
Confirming the intention of its charter of 1869, Boston University has always 
been free of racial or religious discrimination in the admission of students and 
the hiring of faculty. Boston University was the first university to' open all its 
departments to female students, and it has the distinction of graduating the 
country's first woman Ph.D. The School of Medicine was the first coeducational 
medical school. For the past decade , the student body has been divided almost 
evenly between men and women , and the University has attracted a sizeable and 
growing number of distinguished women faculty members. 
An urban institution from its inception, Boston University has always recog-
nized that its future is indissolubly linked with the future of its city . Convinced , 
too, that its students must appraise realistically and take responsibility for the 
• problems of the modern world, the University has long fostered programs to 
promote the well-being of Boston's citizens and to upgrade the city 's environ-
ment. This policy of energetic involvement has produced a social concern pro-
gram which involves students in working with the aged and visiting hospitals and 
p·risons, a public defender program in Roxbury; aid to community groups with 
management problems, and aid to the elderly in preparing their tax returns. 
There are tutorial programs for disadvantaged children , new concentrations in 
urban and environmental engineering, and new techniques in the delivery of 
health care and preventive medicine . In addition, · more than 1,000 students 
annually participate in the work of approximately 140 Boston non-profit organi-
zations in social service, legal aid, hospital work , and so on . 
Today the highest priority of the University is the recruitment and retention of 
teacher-scholars, individuals who are fundamentally dedicated to the teaching of 
undergraduates while maintaining their commitment to original scholarship . 
Boston University has more than 130,000 alumni living throughout the world. 
The lives and meaningful social contributions of these men and women-teach -
ers, nurses, lawyers , dentists, journalists , business people, legislators, musicians, 
actresses and actors, writers, occupational and physical therapists , engineers , 
doctors , and others-are the true testaments to the lasting value of ecucation at 
Boston University . 
History of the University 
Boston University is an independent , nonsectarian, urban university . The Uni-
versity traces its origins back to 1839, to the action taken at a gather ing of lay and 
ministerial delegates of the methodist Episcopal Church , repre senting each New 
England state, who were dedicated to the improvement of theological training. 
Incorporated by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 1869, Boston University 
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dedicated itself to promoting learning , virtue , and piety in the liberal arts. Within 
five years of the founding of its first College , the School of Theology of Boston 
University , six additional Schools had been created : Law, Music, Oratory , Liberal 
Arts, Medicine, and the Graduate School " of All Sciences ." 
The original buildings of the University were scattered throughout central 
Boston. As the University grew with its city , it moved west to Copley Square , 
where it remained through the early part of the twentieth century. In the 1930s 
Boston University began relocating on the site of the Charles River campus. 
Today, fourte en of the sixteen School s and Colleges are located along the banks 
of the Charles . 
Accreditation 
Boston University has two types of accreditation : one covering the University as 
a whole , and the other covering the programs of the individual Schools and 
Colleges. 
The University as a whole is accredited by the New England Association of 
Schools and Colleges, one of six nationally recognized regional accrediting agen-
cies. Accrediting associations of individual Schools and Colleges are listed below : 
The School for the Arts 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (education majors in art , music, 
or theatre) 
School of Education 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
Conference of Executives of American School s for the Deaf (graduate program in teaching 
the deaf) · 
College of Engineering 
Engineer 's Council for Professional Development (undergraduate programs in aerospace , 
manufacturing, and systems engineering) 
Graduate School (Arts and Sciences) 
American Psychological Association 
Henry M. Goldman School of Graduate Dentistry 
Commission on Accreditation of Dental and Dental Auxiliary Educational Programs of the 
American Dental Association 
School of law 
American Bar Association 
Association of American Law Schools (Charter Member) 
College of liberal Arts 
Committee on Professional Training of American Chemical Society 
School of Management 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business 
Accrediting Commiss ion on Education for Health Services Administration 
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School of Medicine 
Liaison Committee on Medical Education (Joint Committee of the American Medical As-
sociation and the Association of American Medical Colleges) 
The School of Music of the School for the Arts 
National Association of Schools of Music 
Metropolitan College 
Council on Social Work Education 
School of Nursing 
National League for Nursing 
Board of Registration in Nursing of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
School of Public Communication (public relations and journalism-news editorial program) 
American Council on Education for Journalism 
·Sargent College of Allied Health Professions 
American Physical Therapy Association (physical therapy programs) 
American Speech , Language, and Hearing Associat ion (speech pathology and audiology 
programs ) 
Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Associat ion in collaboration with 
the American Occupational Therapy Association (occupational therapy programs) 
Council on Rehabilitation Education (graduate program , M.S . in rehabilitation counseling ) 
Libraries and Laboratories 
LIBRARIES 
All of the libraries in the Univer sity are open to all member s of the University 
community. 
Central service is provided at the Mugar Memorial Library , at 771 Common-
wealth Avenue , which owns some 1,280,000 volumes . The main book collections 
are on open shelves, with reference services, principal card catalogs , and current 
periodicals on the first floor . The library maintains an exten sive collection of 
materials in microform, an audio listening area, and an excellent rare book and 
manuscript room. Exhibits from the collection of rare materials are regularly 
di splayed throughout the library . 
The libraries of the Medical Center , 80 East Concord Street ; the School of Law, 
765 Commonwealth Avenue ; and the School of Theo _lo~y, 745 Commonwealth 
Avenue contain professional and other specialized collections . 
The central University Information Center is located in the foyer of the first 
floor of the Mugar Memorial Librar y building . 
Special Collections, Mugar Library 
Special Collections in the Mugar Memorial Library include the Rare Book Col-
lection of rich holdings extending from the sixteenth through the twentieth 
centur ies, with strong emphasis on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English 
and Ameri can literature: Dicken s, D. H. Lawrence , George Bernard Shaw, H . G. 
Well s, Galsworthy , Longfellow , Howells , Stowe , Holmes, Whittier , Emerson, and 
Whitman. An extensive collection of Americana for the Colonial period , the 
Lincoln Collection, the Pascal Collection , the Anderson Poetry Collection , the 
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Militar,: History Collections , the History of Nursing Archives, the Franz Liszt 
Collection, and the Book Arts Collection are also housed here . The Twentieth -
Centui:r Arch'.ves holds the personal papers of some 800 public figures in liter-
ature, 1ourna~1sm, theatr~, film, music , politics, diplomacy , and .the popular arts 
such as Martm Luther King , Jr., Bette Davis , Alistair Cooke, and Heinrich Boll. 
LABORATORIES 
The _University provides laboratories for research and training in disciplines 
ranging from the physical sciences to the dramatic arts . On the Charles River 
Cam~us are the science laboratories for biology, chemistry , health sciences , 
physics , ~nd the engineering laboratories . On the main campus, too, are the 
lab?rato~1es for the humanitie s, languages, mental health , nursing, psychology, 
social sc1e~ces,_ and the performing arts , as well as a computing center. The 
~oston University Theatre , a full -sized professionally equipped facility on Hun-
t1~gton Avenue, serves as a workshop for the dramatic arts. Expanded med ical 
science laboratory facilities are at the Medical Center Campus. 
Student Union 
The George Sherman Union 
This ~odern co'.1'plex is the center of campus life for students , faculty, staff , 
alumni, and their guests . Whether it be to avail oneself of the food facilities · 
browse in the Unive~sity Bookstore, bowl, play billiards or other table games i~ 
the games area, or simply relax , anyone affiliated with the University is invited 
to make use of these extensive facilities . 
University-sponsord groups and organizations are able to reserve conference 
rooms for meetings and seminars as well as tables for the dissemination of 
informational literature. Films, lectures, art exhibits , and recitals are held fre-
quently in the George Sherman Union. 
Other facilities of the Union are a ballroom, conference auditorium , dining 
areas, TV rooms, the Program Resource Office , student organizational offices , 
the Union Information Center , and a branch of the Commonwealth Bank and 
Trust Company . 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
The Army Reserve Officers ' Training Program is available to Boston University 
st~dents through a cooperative arrangement with the - Department of Military 
Science at Northeastern University . . 
The Reserve Officers' Training Corps of th e United States Army exists for the 
~urpose of_ developing officer-leaders . The mission of ROTC is to have ready, in 
t1m~ of national emergency, a corps of educated , trained military leaders for our 
nation . 
The program of instruction consists of a Basic Course and an Advanced Course . 
!he Ba~ic Course , taken during the freshman and sophomore years, includes 
instruction_ comm~n ~o all branc_hes of the Army . The Advanced Course is pre-
sented during the Junior and senior years, and its graduates receive commission s 
as second lieutenants in the U.S. Army Reserve or Regular Army . 
Enrollment in the ROTC Basic Course is voluntary and is open to all students 
who are phy skally qualified. Students may withdraw from the Basic Course at 
any time during their freshman or sophomore year. 
For further info rmation , please contact the Boston University Registrar 's Office 
or the Department of Military Science at Northeastern University , 617-437-2374 . 
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Special Academic Units 
Some organizations and programs of interest are described below. 
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER 
The African Studies Center offers an interdisciplinary African Studies minor, 
coordinates graduate programs in the social sciences, and encourages research 
and teaching on Africa by Boston University faculty. The African Studies Center 
does not grant degrees itself, but Center faculty prepare graduate students for 
careers in teaching, government, and other occupations through degree pro-
grams in anthropology, economics, English, geography, history, law, modern 
language, nursing, political science, and sociology. Research associates from 
various colleges and universities in the Boston area participate in seminars and 
conduct research with assistance from the African Studies Center. The Center 
publishes an historical journal, working papers, and v~lumes in its African Studies 
Series, and it contributes to the support of the extensive research collection of 
the African Studies Library, which occupies the sixth floor of Mugar Memorial 
Library. The Center maintains a collection ,of slides, films, records, and other 
materials to loan to Boston area educators. These and other outreach services, 
such as teacher workshops, may be requested through Jo Sullivan, Outreach 
Coordinator. 
The African Studies minor is open to all undergraduates who meet the follow-
ing requirements: 
1. Six courses chosen from three or more disciplines to constitute a coherent 
program of study and approved by an adviser from the African Studies faculty. 
2. Four of the six courses must be outside the discipline of the student's major. 
3. CLA ID 116, Africa Today, is required. Students · with an unusually good 
preparation in African studies may petition to have this requirement waived. 
4. Three courses must be at the 300 level or above. 
5. A senior proseminar is required. 
6. Students must obtain a grade of C or better in a course if it is to be accepted 
for the minor. 
A list of courses approved for the African Studies minor is available at the 
African Studies Center. 
Of particular interest are. frequent lectures on topics of current interest by 
distinguished visitig journalists, faculty, and government officials. These lectures 
are open to the Boston University community and the public. The African Studies 
Center occupies a large tudor house at 10 Lenox Street. The building provides 
faculty offices , seminar and classrooms, and facilities for lectures and confer-
ences. The Center also sponsors films and symposia, as well as workshops on 
health care delivery in Africa, African economic history, and rural development . 
John Harris, Director; 10 Lenox Street. 
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM 
The Afro-American Studies Program offers graduate courses open to undergrad-
uates leading to a Master of Arts degree . The courses are concerned with the 
historical and cultural background of Afro-Americans and current issues in Amer-
ican society relevant to problems of race. 
The master's degree candidate must hold a bachelor 's degree from an ac-
credited institution with an adequate distribution of work in the social sciences 
and the humanities. An academic average of 2.7 (B-) or higher is required. 
Adelaid Gulliver, Director; 138 Mountfort Street . 
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CENTER FOR APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE 
The Center for Applied Social Science is an interdisciplinary research and training 
center which seeks to relate social science knowledge to the solution of societal 
problems. Current programs include health and education, science and tech-
nology, and consultation services with an emphasis on strategies for intervention. 
The Center also sponsors workshops and seminars on important areas of applied 
social science . 
With the Departments of Sociology and Psychology, the Center cosponsors 
the programs in applied social science which lead to a Ph.D. in Sociology or 
Psychology. The Center also sponsors a summer institute on evaluation research 
and a workshop series on decision making. Gerald Gordon, Director; 197 Ba; 
State Road. 
CENTER FOR ASIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
The Center for Asian Development Studies concentrates primarily on economics 
and the related social sciences, providing a base for cooperative research p'rojects 
concerning development problems in south and southeast Asia. Although the 
Center does not offer a degree program in Asian development studies, the 
Department of Economics offer ·s a twelve-course program leading to an M.A. in 
development economics, in which many of the students affiliated with the Center 
are enrolled. The Center sponsors visiting Asian scholars and a seminar series 
dealing with current political and socio-economic issues in Asia which is open to 
the entire University. Gustav Papanek, Interim Director; 264 Bay State Road. 
CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE 
The Cardiovascular Institute is a broad-based multidisciplinary center designed 
to develop and encourage cardiovascular research; to promote educational pro-
grams in the University, clinical and community settings; and to coordinate 
cardiovascular activities within the University. The Institute assists in formulating 
research projects, developing grant applications, providing information on 
sources of funding, and reviewing critically grant and contract proposals in the 
cadiovascular area. Aram. V Chobanian, M.D., Director; 80 E. Concord Street, 
Medical Center Campus. 
ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTER 
The Academic Computing Center is the central computing facility for instructional 
'programs and academic research activities at Boston University. The Center 
supports large-scale general purpose time-sharing under VPS, an operating sys-
tem developed at Boston University. VPS provides an environment under which 
standard IBM programming languages and applications packages can be run 
using interactive terminals. Batch processing facilities are supported by VPS and 
by the IBM OS/VSI system. VPS and OS/VSI are run concurrently on an IBM 
370/168 using the virtual machine facilities of VM /370. 
The Center provides laboratory facilities for classes, computer demonstrations 
for faculty and student groups, and facilities whereby users may prepare their 
own jobs and submit them for processing. Approximately sixty terminals are 
available for general use by the students and faculty of Boston University . 
The Center is open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. User 
areas for terminals, keypunches, and batch job submission are located in the 
asement of 111 Cummington Street. Computer operations and access to use( 
areas are provided seven days per week beginning at 8:00 a.m . Monday through 
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Friday , 9:00 a.m. Saturday, and noon on Sunday , Anatol W. Holt, Director ; 
111 Cummington Street . 
CENTER FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
The Center for Criminal Justice is concerned with research of major problems in 
the field of crim inal justice including problems in law enforcement , correctional 
reform, and legal representation of criminal defendants . Research is conducted 
by both professional staff and law and social science students. 209 Bay State 
Road. 
CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL AND APPLIED DYNAMICS 
The Center for Computational and Applied Dynamics is devoted to research and 
teaching in various branches of mechanics and dynamics: fluid dynamics, struc-
tural dynamics, thermodynamics, continuum mechanics and systems dynamics. 
The research activity of the Center falls into three main categories. The first is 
the development of algorithms and general methods of solution for typical prob -
lems in the above areas. The second is the development of numerical solutions 
and general-purpose computer programs for the algorithm of interest. The third 
is the application of the algorithm and the corresponding computer programs to 
specific problems of interest. Applications now under consideration include 
aerodynamics of aircraft , helicopters, and windmills ; aeroelasticity and flutter ; 
and wind effects on buildings. Luigi Morino, Director; 110 Cummington Street . 
INSTITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY 
The Institute for Employment Policy was established under a grant from the 
United States Department of Labor . The Institute conducts courses and research 
related to employment , training , and economic development policy . In addition, 
it serves as a resource center for New England organizations involved in labor 
market development. The Institute has also developed graduate curricular offer-
ings in social science departments of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 
and in the Master of Urban Affairs and Planning program of Metropolitan College . 
Peter Doeringer, Director; 270 Bay State Road. 
THE CENTER FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND ORIENTATION PROGRAM 
The Center offers intensive courses and programs for international students who 
wish to improve their ability to communicate in English or who need to prepare 
themselves academically and culturally for study at an institution of higher learn-
ing in the United States. Dr. Francine B. Stieglitz, Program Director; 730 Com-
monwealth Avenue . 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY-FRANKLIN STITUTE PROJECTS 
The affiliation between Boston University and Franklin Institute began in 1974, 
with the University providing housing, athletic, and library services to students 
of the Institute. Students in Metropolitan College and Franklin Institute may 
cross register in courses. David E. Hollowell , Director; 881 Commonwealth Avenue . 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY GERONTOLOGY CENTER 
The Boston University Gerontology Center 's focus is on research and education 
as it relates to all aspects of the aging process and the health and welfare of older 
persons . The Center, which is University-wide in scope, coordinates efforts to 
promote understanding and professional competence in dealing with the bio-
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logical, sociological, and social aspects of aging . The Center sponsors the Annual 
Summer Institute in Gerontology as well as the Louis Lowy Certificate in Ger-
ontological Studies. R. Knight Steel, M .D ., Director; 730 Commonwealth Avenue . 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY HEALTH POLICY INSTITUTE 
The Boston University Health Policy Institute is linked, through its director, Dr . 
Richard H. Egdahl, the Academic Vice President for Health Affairs, with the 
School of Medicine, the Henry M. Goldman School of Graduate Dentistry, the 
School of Social Work, the School of Nursing, Sargent College of Allied Health 
Professions, and the Gerontology Center. The lnstitute 's offices also house the 
Center for Industry and Health Care, the Center for Educational Development in 
Health, the Center for Primary Health Care , the Boston Area Health Education 
Center, and the Center for African and Middle Eastern Health Programs, as well 
as the Project for Strengthening Health Delivery Systems in Central and West 
Africa. Richard H. Egdahl, M .D., Director; 53 Bay State Road. 
HUMAN ENVIRONMENT INSTITUTE 
The Human Environment Institute works in cooperation with departments and 
organizations within Boston University as well as groups outside of the University 
in sponsoring programs in environmental studies and adventure education. The 
ln~titute operates the University 's Sargent Camp in Peterborough, New Hamp-
shire. Programs are offered throughout the year including winter . Also, in co-
operation with the National Park Service, the Institute offers urban environmental 
studies programs at the Boston National Historical Park in Charlestown, site of 
the famed Constitution . Programs are open to students, faculty, staff, and the 
general public. A limited number of internships are available to students each 
semester . Professor Anton T. Lahnston, Director, 755 Commonwealth Avenue. 
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY CANCER RESEARCH CENTER 
The Cancer Research Center was chartered by the President and Board of Trus-
tees of the University in 1974 for the purpose of focusing and organizing the . 
diverse and scattered cancer-related activities at the Medical Center and the 
Charles River Campus . Its mission is to promote and -encourage basic cancer 
research and clinical investigation, stimulate cancer education and training 
through the curricula and clinical training programs, and reach out to community 
hospitals through the Regional Oncology Program. The Center participates in the 
development of new cancer research programs and sourc~s of funds, the prep-
aration of contract and grant applications and their critical review, advanced 
oncology education through a course presented twice yearly, and regional cancer 
control planning through the R~gional Cancer Control . Committee. Paul H. Black, 
M.D ., Director; 80 East Concord Street, Medical Center Campus. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., CENTER FOR ACADEMIC SERVICES AND MINORITY 
AFFAIRS 
The Martin Luther King, Jr., Center for Academic Services and Minority Affairs is 
an educational planning laboratory which designs and implements educational 
opportunity programs that enhance the quality of academic life for students 
matriculating at Boston University. Specifically, the programs and services include 
an educational planning program in which students can assess and develop their 
basic educational skills ; a tutorial clearinghouse program to assist University 
students who need and request help with their course of studies; a research 
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clearinghouse program for the collection, classification, and dissemination of 
resources that document the economic, political, historical, and social status of 
minority Americans; and a minority affairs program which plans and implements 
cultural programs of special interest to Boston University's minority student 
population . For more information on the Center, call 353-3791. The Reverend 
Ronald L. Carter, Director; 19 Deerfield Stree·t. 
CENTER FOR LATIN-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
The Center for Latin-American Development Studies offers a progam of research 
and teaching with a primary emphasis on economics and comparative develop-
ment. The Center offers a two-year program leading to a master's degree in Latin-
American development studies . In addition, the Department of Economics offers 
a twelve-course program leading to an M.A . in development economics, which 
is taken by many students affiliated with the Cent r. Paul Rosenstein-Rodan, 
Director; 745 Commonwealth Avenue. 
GEORGE K. MAKECHNIE INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE CENTER 
The George K. Makechnie Instructional Resource Center serves as a media li-
brary, media service, and production facility for Sargent College of Allied Health 
Professions. Students and faculty of Boston University, community health prac-
titioners, and more than 400 institutions throughout the country use the library 
materials for student self-instruction, classroom teaching, and in-service training. 
Anyone with interests in the basic health sciences, psychology, sociology, patient 
care, occupational therapy, physical therapy, rehabilitation counseling, nutrition, 
and speech pathology and audiology will find an abundance of unique materials . 
in the library . The collection consists of audio and video tapes, slide programs 
with synchronized audiotape ; films, and multimedia packages. A card catalog is 
available from cross reference in the Center. Printed catalogs are available upon 
request. Judy N. Chiswell, Director; University Road. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER 
The Medical Center joins and consolidates the resources and activities of the 
Boston University School of Medicine, Henry M. Goldman School of Graduate 
Dentistry, and University Hospital. It purpose is to promote and maintain better 
health in contemporary society. Dr . Richard H. Egdahl, Academic Vice President 
for Health Affairs and Director; 720 Harrison Avenue. 
THE MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The Mental Health Education Pr.ogram has been created to enhance the training 
of mental health professionals by offering a core curriculum with an interdisci-
plinary educational approach. Students and faculty are drawn from a number of 
different disciplines from the University at large. Graduate students registered in 
all mental-health-related Schools and Colleges at Boston University are eligible 
for this program. Jane O'Hern, Dirctor; 745 Commonwealth Avenue. 
CENTER FOR THE PHILOSOPHY AND HISTORY OF SCIENCE 
The Center is devoted to research, academic programs, scholarly conferences, 
public education, and publications in the philosophy and history of the sciences . 
Programs include the Boston University Colloquium for the Philosophy of Sci-
ence, the Institute for Relativity Studies, the Boston University Logic Colloquium, 
and international exchange programs involving a wide range of visiting professo;s 
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from many foreign countries. Publications derived from the Colloquium and 
ot~er work of the Center are published in Boston Studies in the Philosophy of 
Science . Robert S. Cohen, Chairman; 111 Cummington Street. 
INSTITUTE FOR PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
Th~ Institute for Philosophy and Religion is a joint venture of the Department of 
Phrlos?phy, . the Department of Religion, and the School of Theology. It was 
established m 1969-70 to explore major issues in philosophy ·, theology, religion, 
~nd the hum~nities through lectures, colloquia, research projects, and pliblica-
t1o~s. It_ publishes Boston University Studies in Philosophy and Religion with the 
~niv~rs1ty of Notre Dame Press. A seminar based on the Institute lecture program 
1s av~ilable for graduate course credit in the Division of Theological and Religious 
Studies. Leroy S. Rouner, Director; 745 Commonwealth Avenue . 
CENTER FOR POLYMER STUDIES 
The Center is devoted to research, academic programs , special conferences of 
scholars , and a range of publications in the area of polymer studies . Each year, 
a series of public seminars brings speakers from over twenty countries to the 
Boston University campus. Theoretical areas of study include the application of 
modern statistical mechanical techniques to the elucidation of the structural 
prope~ties of polymer materials. Experimental work includes a substantive pro-
~ram m the study of polymers of biological and medical significance, with par-
ticular attention paid to liquid crystalline and membrane biomaterials. Courses 
and seminars in polymer studies and in biophysics are offered at both graduate 
and undergraduate levels in the College of Liberal Arts and in the School of 
~edic _ine-. :?~ Center also sponsors a series of international exchange programs 
mvolvmg v~s1tmg professors from all over the world. H. Eugene Stanley, Director; 
111 Cummington Street . 
Administrative Policies Relating to Federal Guidelines 
VETERANS' INFORMATION 
Students eligible for veterans' benefits should contact the Boston University 
Office of Veterans Affairs , 881 Commonwealth Avenue, second floor, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02215; phone 353-2390. 
The University, in cooperation with the Veterans Administration, operates 
numerous veterans' benefits programs including the Veterans Educational As-
sistance Program, Veterans Work-Study, Chapter 31 Rehabilitation Program, Vet-
erans Deferred Payment, Veterans Emergency Loan Program, Veterans Tutorial 
Program, and a Two-Bank Rej.ection Loan Assistance Program . The University also 
assists eligible veterans in receiving benefits accrued under the World War II and 
Korean War G.I. Bills , the Vietnam-era G.I. Bill, the 1976 Veterans Educational 
and Employment Assistance Act , and the 1977 G.I. Bill Improvement Act. 
According to V.A. regulations, Boston University is required to state University 
~tandards for academic progress; minimum satisfactory grades; conditions for 
interruption of Progress, conditions for reentrance, the institution's policy re-
garding conduct, and conditions for dismissal. Please refer to the appropriate 
section of this bulletin regarding these matters . 
Records of a veteran's progress at the University are maintained at the School 
or College of enrollment, the Office of the University Registrar, and the Office 
of Veterans Affairs. In determining ~satisfactory progress toward degree comple-
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tion, factors such as faculty comments about class participation , fulfilling course 
requirements , and attendance are considered , as are the grades a veteran re-
ceives . This is standard procedure unless there are mitigating circumstances 
involved. All incomplete grade s must be turned into academic mark s within one 
semester , or the veteran mu st reimburse the V .A . for the amount of benefit s 
received for the course . For further information concerning V.A . rules , as well 
as to receive data about th e 1977 act , please contact the Boston University Office 
of Veterans Affairs listed above . ' 
PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION 
Under the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act , Boston 
University students have the right to inspect certain educational records kept by 
the University concerning them , to request correction of any inaccurate infor-
mation , and to file complaints concerning any misleading information contained 
therein . Parents of dependent students may in spect their son or daughter 's 
academic record after establishing proof of that dependency . 
In order to comply with the law , the University limits disclosure of records 
without the student 's consent by restricting access only to those authorized and 
who have a legitimate need for the data. The University also safeguards against 
third-party redisclosure of personally identifiable information. 
Procedures for exercising rights under the act are advertised through the 
annual notification of rights printed on the registration form and sent to sup-
porting parents through the mail. Copies of the University 's Compliance Manual 
and appropriate forms for obtaining access to University-held records are avail-
able at each School and College office . 
For further information contact the appropriate school or college office or the 
Associate Registrar at the University Access Office, 881 Commonwealth Avenue; 
phone: 617/353-3609. · 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY 
Boston University policy prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, 
national or ethnic origin, religion, sex, age, handicap , and veteran status. This 
policy extends to all rights , privileges, programs , and activities , including admis-
sions , employment , financial assistance, educational and athletic programs, and 
is required by Federal law, including Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 
1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Vietnam Era Veterans 
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, and the regulations thereunder. Inquiries 
regarding the application of these laws to Boston University should be addressed 
to the Director of the Office of Equal Opportunity , 19 Deerfield Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02215 (617/353-4471), or to the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs , Department of Labor . 
STUDENT RETENTION 
In accordance with the Education Amendments of 1976, Section 493A, information 
regarding student retention at Boston Univers ity is available on request from the 
Office of the Registrar, 881 Commonwealth Avenue . 
SALARY AND EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 
As required by 45 C.F.R. Section 177.64 of the Federal regulations governing the 
Guaranteed Student Loan Program , information from a survey conducted by 
Boston University concerning general income figures of recent Boston University 
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graduates is available on request at the Reception Desk in the Office of Admis-
sions , 121 Bay State Road. 
GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE UNDER TITLE IX 
University policy and federal law prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, creed , religion, ethnic origin, age, sex, or physical disability. · 
When a student has reason to believe that his or her rights have been denied 
b~ r~ason of discrimination on the basis of race, color, creed , religion, ethnic 
or~gin, age,. sex, or physical disability , he or she may file in writing a formal 
grie~ance with ~he Dean of Student Life. The statement should be as specific as 
possible regardmg the action which precipitated the grievance: date, place , and 
people involved ; efforts made to settle the matter informally ; and the remedy 
sought. 
The Dean of Student Life shall forward a copy of the statement to the appro-
pr_iate individual within one week of the reciept of the statement . If a complaint 
raises an academic question , it will be forwarded to the dean of the appropriate 
School or College ; if the statement arises from a nonacademic unit , it will be 
forwarded to the administrative head of that unit. 
The person(s) whose actions (or inactions) are the subject of the grievance will 
be given a copy of the statement by his or her dean or administrative head , and 
shall_ h~ve an opportunity to respond to the grievance in writing . 
Within two weeks after receipt of the statement , the dean or administrative 
head shall seek to meet with all concerned parties. He or she may receive both 
oral and written presentations and may make independent inquiry . 
Within one week after such a meeting, the dean or administrative head will 
make a decison as to the merits of the student 's statement and the appropriate 
resolution of the grievance. Copies of that decision will be sent to the student, 
the department and /or the person(s) whose actions are the subject of the griev-
ance, the Dean of Student Life, and the Provost. 
In the event that the student is not satisfied with the resolution of the griev-
ance, appeal may be made to the Dean of Student Life , and from there to the 
Provost. 
A record of all formal grievances will be kept on file in the office of the Dean 
of Student Life. Copies of all written statements, letters, etc. relating to a griev-
ance should be sent to the Office of Student Life. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Programs 
within the University 
School for the Arts 
The School for the Arts has three divisions : the School of Visual Arts, the School 
of Music, and the School of Theatre Arts . The Schools · provide their students 
with intensive training in preparation for professional careers in their chosen 
fields. This training is augmented by courses in the liberal arts and other cultural 
and aesthetic studies which provide opportunity for wider learning, scholarship, 
and research . 
In the School of Visual Arts of the School for the Arts , undergraduate and 
graduate degrees of Bachelor of Fine Arts and Master of Fine Arts are granted 
with majors in painting , graphic design , sculpture , and art education . In addition, 
the Master of Fine Arts is granted with a major in studio teaching. 
In the School of Music of the School for the Arts, undergraduate and graduate 
degree s of Bachelor of Music and Master of Music are granted with majors in 
performance (voice , piano, organ, harpsichord, string, wind, brass, percussion, 
guitar-lute or harp), theory or composition , music education, and history and 
literature of music. In addition, the Doctor of Musical Arts is granted with majors 
in performance , composition, and music education. 
In the School of Theatre Arts, the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree is granted upon 
completion of the undergraduate programs in performance, production, scenic 
design , costume design , or technical/lighting design. The Master of Fine Arts 
degree is granted upon completion of graduate programs in directing, scenic 
design, costume design, technical / lighting design , or theatre education . Gerald 
J. Gross, Dean ad interim ; 855 Commonwealth Avenue. 
College of Basic Studies 
The College of Basic Studies offers a two-year general _ education core curriculum 
taught through a team system of instruction. The College program is oriented to 
students whose traditional admissions credentials such as scholastic aptitude 
scores and high school grade averages may make them ineligible for direct 
admission into the University's four-year liberal arts and professional programs. 
The College of Basic Studies has received national recognition for originating 
the team system of instruction, now widely adapted to all levels of education 
throughout the country . The percentage of its students continuing into junior-
year programs is twice the national average for two-year academic programs, and 
the percentage of its students continuing at Boston University who receive the 
baccalaureate degree is far above the national average for college graduates who 
have transferred from two-year collegiate programs. 
The success of the College of Basic Studies is attributable to its personal and 
humanistic method of instruction through the team system which the College 
pioneered. A freshman faculty team consists of five instructors-one from each 
division of the College : science , social science , humanities, rhetoric , psychology 
and counseling-who work together as an academic group for the year. These 
five faculty members are responsible for a team of approximately 120 students 
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who . are divided !nto four discussion sections. The sophomore faculty team 
consists of three instructors-one each from the science , social science and 
humanities divisions-teaching a similar size group of students who add a'four-
credit ~lectiv~ each semester to the required courses. All students in the College 
of Bas~c Studies are required by University policy to complete satisfactorily the 
prescribed two-year program of general education prior to consideration for 
continuation into the junior year of any of the University 's four-year Schools and 
Colleges. Students may enter the program in September or January. Brendan F. 
Gilbane , Dean; 871 Commonwealth Avenue. 
School of Education 
Undergraduate programs of study are offered for the Bachelor of Science (B.S.) 
degree. Students in the School of Education take advantage of the University 's 
vast resources through cross-registration for courses in a number of other 
Schoo_ls ~nd College _s. Intensive academic course work is stressed, yet there is 
a continuing emphasis upon edcuation 's practical role , and students are expected 
to apply_ what they learn in_ schools, hospitals, museums , community agencies, 
and business . The School 1s proud of its educational position, for it links the 
basic arts and sciences with the practicing professions . The School of Education 
has pi~neered advances in reading research , in special education, and in physical 
education . The faculty 's research activities and their involvement with a multitude 
of local and national agencies create opportunities for the skilled student to work 
with his or her teachers in a variety- of settings. 
Programs of study are offered for the Master of Education (Ed.M.) degree, the 
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study (C.A .G.S.), and the Doctor of Education 
(Ed.D .) degree . Professional specialization is available through the programs of 
the School 's divisio~s -of Instructional Development ; Reading and Language De-
velopment ; Huma_rnst1c, Developmental, and Organizational Studies; Special and 
Counselor Education; and Continuing Education and Special Programs. Paul B. 
Warren , Dean ad interim; 765 Commonwealth Avenue. 
College of Engineering 
The College of Engineering offers programs of study to prepare men and women 
for positions in industry and gove"rnment as engineers. The programs serve also 
as a technological foundation for the study of law , education, business , medicine , 
and other ~rofessions , _as w~II as a preparation for graduate study in engineering 
and the se1ences. Engineering at Boston University emphasizes those general 
prin~iple : and procedures commonly accepted by a broad spectrum of engi-
neering fields. The degree offered is the Bachelor of Science with a major in an 
engine~rin~ specialty . The C~llege of Engineering regards its purpo se as twofold : 
to provide its students with a fine liberal arts education along with an intensive 
expertise in the engineering sciences . 
An elective major provides specialization and design experience. Elective ma-
jors a~e aeros~ace ~ngineering , bio~edic~I engineering, computer engineering , 
elect~1cal en?inee _ring , general engineering, manufacturing engineering, me-
chanical eng1~een~g, and systems_ engineering. The baccalaureate degrees in 
aerosp~ce engineering : ma~ufacturing engineering, and systems engineering are 
accredited by the Engineers Council for Professional Development (E.C.P.D.) . 
The engineering programs at Boston University permit qualified students to 
transfer into the College of Engineering at the junior level after completing a 
two-year liberal arts program with appropriate mathematical and natural science 
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courses . Graduates of two-year community colleges will find this transfer pro-
gram particularly attractive, as will liberal arts students desiring an engineering 
baccalaureate degree. Selected summer courses are offered to facilitate transfer 
into the College . 
One-year Master of Science or Master of Engineering degrees are offered in 
aero space engineering , computer engineering , electrical engineering , engineer-
ing , manufacturing engineering , systems engineering , and applied mechanics . 
The Master of Science in engineering, an interdisciplinary degree , is awarded for 
individually conce ived programs which involve interdepartmental study . Master 
of Science in engineering programs are offered in biomedical engineering, en-
vironmental engineering , operations research , systems analysis, applied mathe-
matics , engineering-economic systems, and physical electronics . The Master of 
Engineering in manufacturing program may be coordinated with the School of 
Management offerings to permit a st udent to earn both the M .Eng. and the 
M.B.A . in two academic years and the intervening summer. This coordinated 
program requires admission to both the College of Engineering and the School 
of Management before beginning either program . Louis Padulo , Dean ; 110 Cum-
mington Street . 
Graduate School (Arts and Sciences) 
Programs are offered in the arts and sciences leading to the Master of Arts (M .A .) 
and Doctor of Philo sophy (Ph.D.) degrees. M .A . programs generally require one 
to three years of study. Ph.D. programs for those holding a master's degree 
usually require five years. In certain departments the credit requirements for the 
master's and doctoral schedules may be combined to provide a seven-year doc-
toral program without the intervening M .A. Concentrations are available in the 
following fields : Afro-American studies (M.A . only), American and New England 
studies, anthropology , applied anthropology (M .A. only) , archaeology , art his-
tory, astronomy (M .A . only) , astronomy-and-physics, biochemistry (interdepart-
mental), biology , chemistry , classical studies , creative writing (M .A . only) , de-
velopment economics (M.A . only) , economics , English, geography , geology, 
history , interdisciplinary studies (Ph.D. only ), Latin-American development stud -
ies (M.A. only) , mathematics (and statistics) , medical and dental sciences (anat-
omy , biochemistry , microbiology , pathology , pharmacology , physiology), mod-
ern languages and literatures (French language and literature , Hispanic language 
and literatures , and contemporary Hispanic language and civilization-M .A. 
only), music , philosophy, physics , physics and astronomy, political economy 
(M.A . only ), political science , preservation studies (M.A. only) , psychology , so-
ciology , study of language behavior (Ph.D. only) , teaching of chemistry (M .A . 
only), teaching of college chemistry (M .A. only) , and theological and religious 
studies . In addition, various opportunities for advanced study focus on an area 
within a field . For example , students in the social science s may spe~ialize in 
African studies or Latin-American development studies. A unique opportunity for 
research training in the marine sciences is available at the Marine Biological 
Laboratories and the New England Aquarium as part of the Boston University 
Marine Program . A part-time program offers the M.A. in international relations 
to U.S. government military and civilian personnel in Brussels, Berlin, and Hei-
delberg . The dual-degree program , Master of Arts in Economics/Master of Busi-
ness Administration , is offered in conjunction with the School of Management. 
Students in the Graduate School may cross-register into courses at Boston Col-
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lege, Brandeis University , and Tufts University. Geoffrey Bannister, Dean ; 705 
Commonwealth Avenue . 
Henry M. Goldman School of Graduate Dentistry 
A four-year predoctoral program leads to the Doctor of Dental Medicine (D.M.D.) 
degree . A seven-year liberal arts-dental education program leading to B.A . and 
D .M .D . degrees is given in cooperation with the College of Liberal Arts. Post-
doctoral education in the specialized branches of dentistry is offered leading to 
the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study (C.A .G.S.), the Master of Science in 
Dentistry (M .S.D .), the Master of Science (M .S.) in nutritional sciences, the 
Doctor of Science in Dentistry (D .S.D.) , and the Doctor of Science (D .S.) in oral 
biology and in nutritional sciences . A program leading to a Master of Science 
(M._S.) in dental public health is offered to qualified dental hygienists , dental 
assistants , and dental technologists. A dental assistant program is also offered , 
leading to a Certificate . A Ph.D. program is offered in conjunction with the 
Gra~ua~e School ~ivision of Medical and Dental Sciences . The program for 
continuing education offers short , intensive courses of interest to the general 
dental practitioner and the specialist in all phases of dental science. Spencer N . 
Frankl , Dean ; 100 East Newton Street. 
School of Law 
The mode~n high-rise facilities of the School of Law contain classrooms, court -
r~oms , office~ for faculty and admin istration, and the main Law School Library, 
with a collection of 147,000 volumes. The School of Law has fifty-two full-time 
faculty and a part-time specialized faculty of thirty-five . The School of Law, which 
celebrated its one hundredth anniversary in 1972, is accredited by the American 
Bar Association and is a charter member of the Association of American Law 
Schools,- The curri _culum requires ~he student to complete three academic years 
of_ full _-t1me study _m order to qualify for the Juris Doctor (J.D .) degree. Acceler-
ation 1s not permitted . Neither part-time nor summer sessions are offered . First-
year students may enroll only in September. The first year consists of 30 semester 
credits of required courses, a required writing seminar, and an appellate moot 
c?~~ program . With the exception of a required course in professional respon-
s1b1hty,. and an advanced writing requirement which must be completed for 
graduation , the second- and third-year curriculum is entirely elective and in-
cludes a number of clinical programs. 
The School of Law offers a joint degree program in_ conjunction with the 
Graduate School of Design at Harvard University leading to a law degree (J.D.) 
from Boston University and a Master of City Planning (M.C.P .) from Harvard 
~niversity. In addit!on to the _ Juris Doctor program, the School offers a special-
ized program leading to the degree of Master of Laws in Taxation. William 
Schwartz, Dean ad interim; 765 Commomyealth Avenue . 
College of Liberal Arts 
The College of Liberal Arts provides courses of instruction and research contri-
butions in most branches of the natural sciences, humanities, and social sciences. 
· l_n addition to the nineteen departments organized along traditional disciplinary 
Imes, the College has several interdisciplinary centers , and together the depart-
ments and centers offer more than fifty different fields of concentration for 
undergraduate degree students. Boston University has a long and proud tradition 
of excellence in arts and sciences. Within this broad tradition, the College of 
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Liberal Arts emphasizes the need to develop the most basic critical distinctions 
and principles of the intellectual tradition as prerequisites to further professional 
development , and as the basic cornerstones of a lifetime of intellectual growth, 
personal development, and constructive societal involvemen~ . . 
Courses are offered in the following areas : African studies, · Afro -American 
studies American and New England studies, African languages, anthropology , 
Arabic ,'Asian languages, archaeology, art history, astronomy, biology, chemistry, 
Chinese classical studies, computer science, economics, English, French, ge-
ography'. geology, German, Greek, Hebrew, history, inter?iscipli~ary st~dies, 
Italian, Latin, linguistics, marine science, mathematics, . music, Persian, philoso-
phy, physics, political science, Portuguese, psychology, ~eligion, Russian, S~rbo-
Croatian, sociology, Spanish, statistics, women's studies. Geoffrey Bannister, 
Dean; 725 Commonwealth Avenue . 
School of Management 
The School of Management offers degree programs at both the underg~aduate 
and graduate levels . The programs are designed to ~ee~ the ever-growin? de-
mand for effectively trained management personnel in virtually every setting-
large corporations, small business, governm:nt, and n~nprofi~ institutio~s. 
The School's Bachelor of Science in Business Admin1strat1on (B.S. in B.A.) 
curriculum has be~n developed to respond to the career objectives of ev~ry 
undergraduate student-whether the individual 's plans include empl _oyme~t im-
mediately upon graduation or graduate study in the various professional fields . 
It offers a balanced education combining study in the liberal arts and manage-
ment to create a core of managerial skills and concepts which are applicable to 
both business and nonbusiness settings. The program offers a wide range of 
electives, insuring the maximum flexibility and pers~>naliz~tion of the st~dent's 
evolving inter~sts . Optional concentrations _are availabl_e in ? broad van~ty of 
career-oriented disciplines such as accounting, marketing, finance, and inter-
national management. . 
The Master of Business Administration (M .B.A.) degree program Is offered on 
both a full- and part-time basis to men and women seeking positions of leadership 
in the management of business and public sector ins!itutions. The pr~gr?m 
emphasizes the disciplines of economics, behavioral science, and _ qua~tItat1ve 
methods, and their application in the functional areas of accounting, finance, 
marketing, and operations. Elective courses ma_y be chosen to _facilit~te concen-
tration in one field of study or to gain exposure in several areas including courses 
given by other graduate schools within the University. The Sc~ool offers the 
M.B.A . degree with concentrations in both health care and pubhc management 
as well as an M .B.A./M.Eng. degree (with the College of Engineering) for students 
seeking specialized study in those fields . The Doctor of Business Ad_ministration 
(D.B .A.) degree program is designed to prepare students for the rapidly expand-
ing fields of professional research and consulting in industry, government,_ ~nd 
nonprofit corporations . The program emphasizes the development an~ ut1hza-
tion of a variety of analytical tools and research methods. Concentrations are 
offered in the areas of accounting, finance, management policy, marketing, 
operations management, and organizational behavior. Henry M. Morgan, Dean 
ad interim; 685 Commonwealth Avenue . 
School of Medicine 
The School offers a four-year program leading to the Doctor of Medicine (M.D .) 
degree. Applicants must be graduates of an approved college of arts and sciences. 
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The six-year liberal arts-medical education program leading to the B.A. and M.D. 
degrees is given in cooperation with the College of Liberal Arts. The eight-year 
modular medical integrated curriculum (MMEDIC) leading to the B.A. and M.D. 
degrees is also offered in cooperation with the College of Liberal Arts. A part-
time evening program leading to the Master in Public Health (M .P.H.) degree is 
offered . Approved graduate programs in medicine for the M.A . and Ph.D. de-
grees are available through the Division of Medical and Dental Sciences of the 
Graduate School. A combined M.D.-Ph .D. degree program is also available. John 
I. Sandson, Dean; 80 East Concord Street . 
Metropolitan College 
Metropolitan College is designed to serve the needs of adults who are unable to 
attend a full day-time schedule of classes. The College has combined the Uni-
versity's standards of excellence with an academic program that is responsive to 
its students ' interests and commitments. The College awards both undergraduate 
and graduate degrees. 
The quality, flexibility , and scope of the curricula attract students with a broad 
range of educational needs. Students attend Metropolitan College in order to : 
(1) earn an undergraduate or a graduate degree , (2) earn credits to transfer both 
within and outside Boston University, (3) fulfill prerequisites for graduate or 
professional school, (4) take courses for professional proficiency and advance-
ment, (5) take courses for personal enrichment. 
The Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S .) degree is offered with the following 
areas of specialization : business administration , computer studies, criminal jus-
tice, and dental assistance . Candidates for the Bachelor of Applied Science 
(B.A.S.) degree are prepared for technically demanding vocations as well as for 
graduate work. Areas of specialization include: accounting, business administra-
tion, computer science , engineering management, interdisciplinary studies , and 
urban affairs. The Bachelor of Liberal Studies (B.L.S.) degree program offers a 
traditional liberal arts education . In addition to the traditional concentrations, it 
offers the following three majors: American history and civilization, social work, 
and the interdisciplinary major. 
The Master of Applied Science in computer science (M .A.S.), the Master of 
Liberal Arts in history (M.L.A.), the Master of Liberal Arts in philosophy (M.L.A.), 
the Master of Liberal Studies (M .L.S.), the Master of Urban Affairs (M .U.A .), and 
the Master of City Planning (M.C.P.) degrees are offered on the graduate level. 
Irwin Price, Dean; 755 Commonwealth Avenue. 
Program in Artisanry 
The Program in Artisanry , in affiliation with the Franklin Institute of Boston , was 
established in January 1975 for the preparation of professional designer/ 
craftsmen . The course of study is designed to prepare craftsmen to establish 
themselves as independent businessmen. Program faculty are professional crafts-
men who have managed their own businesses and , in some cases, maintain 
studios adjacent to those of the University. 
An intensive concentration in studio is at the core of the program. Students 
take majors in Ceramics (pottery) , Metals (jewelry, raising and forging), Textiles 
(weaving, dying and printing, tapestry) , Wood (furniture) . Courses in stringed 
musical instruments are also offered. The degree curriculum includes courses in 
liberal arts and art history, business and management, and studio electives. 
Admission requirements conform with regular University standards for aca-
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demic performance , SAT scores, and recommendations . _In ad~ition, ap_plicants 
must submit a portfolio (15-20 slides of current work) including drawing and 
design examples. Acceptance depends upon a strong portfolio. . . 
· The Program in Artisanry also offers a Certificate of Mastery. This ~rogra~ '.s 
a non-degree option which is individually structured to the student _s spec1f1c 
needs . Admission is highly selective and dependent solely on por_tfolio e_v~lua-
tion . The Certificate Program focuses on intensive studio work with a~d1t1onal 
courses recommended in art history and aesthetics, drawing and design, and 
small business management . . , . 
Since the program is performance based, evaluation o! _the_ students work Is 
made every semester by a faculty committee . Upon venf1cat1on by the faculty 
advisers that the Certificate of Mastery candidate has completed all competency 
requirements, the student submits a proposal for a body of work to be executed 
in the following two semesters. Once completed _a~~ approv~d by the M~stery 
Committee the work is scheduled for final exh1b1t1on and 1ury. Three Jurors 
selected fr~m the nationwide professional craft community determine the award-
ing of the Certificate of Mastery. Earl Powell, Director; 620 Commonwealth Avenue. 
School of Nursing 
The School of Nursing offers a baccalaureate program which prep~res yo~ng 
men and women for professional nursing practice and graduate st~dy in nursing. 
The core curriculum includes two years of liberal arts courses which are prereq-
uisites for the professional nursing courses that follow. The student's _program 
is responsive to the individual's needs and abilities. Private . ~nd public_ health 
agencies in metropolitan Boston and nei~hb?ring c?mmumtIes offer _virtually 
unlimited opportunities for study and practice I_n hospitals and com,mumty agen-
cies and this clinical work is closely supervised by the Schools faculty. By 
stre~sing the conceptual framework of nursing, the School intends to ~romote 
further understanding of the health care needs of individuals, familie_s, ~n_d 
communities . The program is attractive to thos _e_ who have a t~or~ugh sc1ent1f1_c 
background and who have demonstrated qualities of self-mot1vat1on, responsi-
bility, creativity , and a desire to work with ot~ers. . _ 
The master 's program is a two-year academic program. Eight areas of c~ncen 
tration are available from which a candidate may choose the one most su1t_ed to 
his or her goal. The program is designed for completion in four acade~rc se-
mesters of full-time study. Students are admitted to an area of conc~ntratIon of 
their choice in a major field of specialization and also take foundat1~n courses 
identified as core requirements for all master's candidates. Opp_ortumty for ~ol~ 
development is provided through specifically designed tr~c~s in eac_h_ speciali-
zation offering preparation for the teacher, clinical specialist, pract~tIoner,_ or 
administrator role. The course of study leading to the doctorate in nu_rsing 
science (D .N.Sc.) is centered upon the critical and creative study of t~e s~Ience 
of nursing. Emphasis is placed on development,. testing, · and application or 
nursing theory . While the discipline of research Is _stresse?, the g?al of the 
doctoral program is threefold: preparation of leaders in nursing practice, teach-
ing, and research . Linda K. Amos, Dean; 635 Commonwealth Avenue. 
School of Public Communication 
Boston University 's School of Public Communication was founded in 1947 and 
offers both undergraduate and graduate programs . The undergraduate program 
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gives a Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree in the following fields: broadcasting 
and film, journalism, broadcast journalism, public relations, and communica-
tions . Students are guided toward a broad knowledge of the social sciences and 
humanities . The professional courses offer a practical background in the com-
munication field. 
The School offers eleven graduate-level programs leading to a Master of Sci-
ence degree: broadcasting, broadcast administration, broadcast journalism, film, 
journalism, mass communications (day and late hours), public relations (day and 
late hours), and science communication. A dual-degree program leads to an M .S. 
in journalism and an M.A. in Afro-American studies. There is also a summer 
Public Communication Institute . Donis A . Dondis , Dean; 640 Commonwealth 
Avenue. 
Sargent College of Allied Health Professions 
Sargent College prepares men and women for service in professions that focus 
on restoring the disabled to optimal function, preventing disease , and maintain-
ing and enhancing human health. The College offers bachelor's degree, master 's 
degree, and doctoral degree programs in its five departments : Health Sciences, 
Occupational Therapy , Physical Therapy, Rehabilitation Counseling, and Speech 
Pathology and Audiology . 
Since Sargent College began in 1881, it has adhered to the principles of its 
founder, physician Dudley Allen Sargent, that health is more than the absence 
of illness ; it is the attainment of optimum human function. Interdisciplinary 
education of the College enables students in different health fields to prepare 
for roles as collaborating professionals in delivering the best possible health care 
services . 
A liberal education is an essential component of professional education. Sar-
gent College provides an environment that fosters the development of human 
values and promotes harmonious interpersonal relations . Students are encour-
aged to question, to sharpen their critical evaluation skills, and to pursue inde-
pendent research. 
Sargent College offers basic professional and preprofessional programs (Bach-
elor of Science) in health sciences (applied physiology and cardiopulmonary 
technology), occupational therapy, physical therapy , rehabilitation services , and 
speech pathology and audiology . · 
The Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy departments offer two Master 
of Science degree prog b ms. The two-year Basic Professional program for stu-
dents from a variety of undergraduate majors leads to an M.S. in occupational 
therapy or an M.S. in physical therapy. Occupational and physical therapists who 
have two years of experien~e are eligible for the advanced interdisciplinary 
program leading to a Master of Science degree (M.S.). The interdisciplinary 
doctoral program in therapeutic studies (D .Sc.) is a post-master 's degree program 
that prepares occupational and physical therapists for leadership positions in 
practice, research, and teaching. 
The departments of Speech Pathology and Audiology and Rehabilitation Coun-
seling offer Master of Science degree programs that prepare men and women 
for professional certification . Students in speech pathology and audiology can 
focus on learning disabilities or speech pathology and audiology, while students 
in rehabilitation counseling can emphasize rehabilitation of the social offender , 
the emotionally disturbed, the physically disabled, or the drug and/or alcohol 
abuser. For professionals seeking training beyond the master's degree level, both 
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departments offer a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study tC.A .G.S.) and Doc-
tor of Science degree (D.Sc.). 
The Health Sciences department offers a Master of Science degree (M.S.) in 
nutrition for dietitians who have completed a professional internship (or equiv-
alent) and one year of work experience. For those interested in applied anatomy 
and physiology, the department offers a Master of Science degree (M.S.) and a 
Doctor of Science degree (D.Sc.) providing advanced content specialization and 
expertise needed for leadership positions in education, research, and industry . 
David B. Hershenson, Dean; University Road. 
School of Social Work 
The School .of Social Work offers a two-year program in professional social work 
leading to the degree of Master of Social Work (M .S.W.) . The curriculum em-
phasizes a comprehensive approach to social and personal problems and the 
differential use of social work methods . Students with special interests have the 
opportunity to concentrate and develop their competence in one or more of the 
specific social work methods in the second year (casework, group work, com-
munity organization). Students can also elect to concentrate in a substantive area 
such as aging , children and youth, community mental health, and a program in 
human service administration. The School also sponsors a joint degree program 
with the Afro-American Studies Program leading to the M.A. and M .S.W. degrees . 
An undergraduate social work major is offered at Metropolitan College leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of Liberal Studies (B.L.S.); faculty in the program hold 
joint appointments with Metropolitan College and the School of Social Work . 
Curriculum is planned in collaboration with the School of Social Work. Hubert 
E. Jones, Dean ; 264 Bay State Road. 
School of Theology 
Professional education for diverse ministries of the Christian Church and other 
religious work is offered college and university graduates. Degree programs lead 
to the Master of Divinity (M .Div.), Master of Theological Studies (M.T.S .), Master 
of Sacred Music (M.S .M .), Master of Sacred Theology (S.T.M .), Doctor of The-
ology (Th.D .), and Doctor of Ministry (D .Min .). Programs for the M.A . and Ph.D . 
degrees are available through the Division of Theological and Religious Studies 
of the Graduate School. Richard D. Nesmith, Dean ; 745 Commonwealth Avenue . 
University Professors Program 
The University Professors, who are characterized by their outstanding scholarship 
in more than one discipline , teach both undergraduate and graduate courses 
which are open to all students of the university . They also sponsor the University 
Scholars Program through which a limited number of exceptional students may 
seek bachelor's , master 's, or doctoral degrees under the supervision of the 
University Professors. Rodolfo Cardona, Director; 745 Commonwealth Avenue. 
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The University Administration 
President of the University: John R. Silber , B.A.,M .A., Ph.D.; LLD ., L.H.D . (hon .) 
Executive Assistant to the President : Gerald B. Kauvar, B.A.,M.A., Ph .D. 
Assistant to the President : Mary-Jane Hemperley 
Assistant to the President: Samuel McCracken , B.A., M.A. 
Special Assistant to the President : James Doyne Dawson, B.A., M.A. , Ph .D. 
Provost ad interim : Robert C. Mayfield, B.A., A.M., Ph.D. 
Associate Provost : Francis R. Collins , B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Ph .D. 
Associate Provost : Jon Westling , B.A. 
Assistant Provost : Mary-Linda Merriam, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Assistant Provost: Sister M. Madonna Murphy , A.B., M.A., Ph.D ., L.H.D. (hon .) 
Assistant Provost : Simon B. Parker, B.A., B.D. , Ph .D. 
Assistant Provost : Jonathan Richardson , B.S. 
Dean of Student Life: Johan A. Madson , B.A., M.A., Ph .D. 
Academic Vice President for Health Affairs and Director of Boston University Medical Center : 
Richard H. Egdahl , M.D., Ph .D. 
Associate Academic Vice President for Health Affairs : Jeannette V. Haase, B.A., Ph.D . 
Academic Vice President for External Programs: Robert C. Mayfield , B.A., A.M., Ph.D . 
Vice President for Overseas Programs : Dean B. Doner , B.S., M.F.A., Ph.D . 
Vice President for Financial and Business Affairs: Charles W . Smith, C.P .A., F.C.A., A.C.I.S . 
Vice President for University Relations : Daniel J. Finn, B.A., J.D. 
Vice President for Administrative Services : Mary-Jane Hemperley 
Associate Vice President for Administrative Services : David E. Hollowell, B.S., M.Eng. , 
M.B.A. 
Associate Vice President for Management Information Systems: Jeffrey S. Lazarus, B.S., 
M.B.A. 
Vice President for Arts, Publications , and Media : Gerald J. Gross , B.S.S. 
Vice President for Operations : Ernest T. Corvo, B.S. 
Vice President for Development : G. Steven Wilkerson , B.A. 
Vice President for Labor and Public Relations : Robert C. Bergenheim 
University Librarian : John P. Laucus , A.B., M.S.L.S. 
Director of Special Collections , Mugar Memorial Library : Howard B. Gotlieb , B.A. , M.A., 
D.Phil. 
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Highlights of Boston University 
Charles River Campus 
Schools and Colleges 
1. School for the Arts, 855 Comm . Ave. 
2. College of Basic Studies, 871 Comm . Ave. 
3. School of Education, 765 Comm . Ave. 
4. College of Engineering, 110 Cummington St. 
Henry M. Goldman School of Graduate 
Dentistry, 100 E. Newton St. (not on map) 
5. Graduate School, 705 Comm . Ave . 
6. School of Law, 765 Comm . Ave. 
7. College of Liberal Arts, 725 Comm . Ave . 
8. School of Management, 685 Comm. Ave. 
School of Medicine, 80 E. Concord St. 
(not on map) 
9. Metropol _ltan College, 755 Comm . Ave. 
1 o. School of Nursing, 635 Comm . Ave. 
11. School of Public Communication, 
640 Comm . Ave . 
· 12. Sargent College of Allied Health 
Professions, University Rd. 
13. School of Social Work, 264 Bay State Rd. 
14. School of Theology , 745 Comm . Ave. 
15. Program In Artlsanry, 620 Comm . Ave . 
16. Summer Term, 755 Comm . Ave. 
Major Residence Halls 
17. Danielsen Hall, 512 Beacon St. 
18. Myles Standish Hall, 30 Bay State Rd. 
19. Shelton Hall, 91 Bay State Rd. 
20. Towers , 140 Bay State Rd. 
21. Warren Towers, 700 Comm . Ave . 
22 . West Campus, 273-277 Babcock St. 
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Admissions (Undergraduate) Visitors' 
Center, 121 Bay State Rd. 
Career and Personal Development, 
Center for, 19 Deerfield St. 
Cese Athletic Center, 285 Babcock St. 
Comptroller , 881 Comm. Ave. 
Concert Hall, 855 Comm . Ave . 
Financial Assistance , 881 Comm . Ave. 
Gallery, 855 Comm . Ave. 
George Sherman Union, 775 Comm . Ave. 
International Student Office , 775 Comm . Ave . 
Marsh Chapel, 735 Comm . Ave . 
Martin Luther King Center, 19 Deerfield St. 
Morse Auditorium , 602 Comm . Ave . 
Mugar Memorial Library, 771 Comm . Ave . 
President's Office, 147 Bay State Rd. 
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37 . Registrar, 881 Comm . Av~ . 
38. Student Health Services, 881 Comm . Ave . 
39. Student Life Office, 19 Deerfield St. 
Theatre, 264 Huntington Ave. (not on map) 
40 . University Information Center, 
771 Comm . Ave . 
© MBTAStops 
Walking time from 
Kenmore Square to 
West Campus Residence Halls 
is approximately 30 minutes. 
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· The Corporation 
Founders of Boston University 
Lee Claflin 
Associate Founders 
Alden Speare 
Edward H. Dunn 
Roswell R. Robinson 
Chester C. Corbin 
Trustees 
Isaac Rich 
Augu sta E. Corbin 
Charles Hayden 
Anne A. Ramsey 
Albert V. Danielsen 
Jacob Sleeper 
Stephen P. Mugar 
Dewey David Stone 
Harry K. Stone 
Arthur G. B. M etcalf , Chairman 
Gerhard D. Bleicken , Vice Chairman 
Dexter A . Dodge, Vice Chairman 
Richard B. Lombard , Vice Chairman 
John S. Perkins , Secretary and Treasurer 
John R. Silber , President 
Herbert A. Abramson 
C. William Anderson 
Nicholas E. Apalakis 
Christopher A. Barreca 
Ross Barzelay 
Bruce E. Bezanson 
Gerald W. Blakeley, Jr. 
Edward W . Brooke 
Edward G. Carroll 
Elliot H. Cole 
Earle C. Cooley 
John C. Dean 
Honorary Trustees 
Vincent P. Clarke 
Albert V. Danielsen 
J. Newton Esdaile 
Jose A. Ferre 
A. Shirley Gray 
Executive Committee 
Christopher A . Barreca 
Bruce E. Bezanson 
Gerhard D. Bleicken 
Edward G. Carroll 
Earle C. Cooley 
Dexter A . Dodge 
James N. Esdaile, Jr. 
Doris R. Grabosky 
Vartan Gregorian 
George D . Hart 
Robert S. Hinds 
James M . Howell 
Georgiana M. Jagiello 
David I. Kosowsky 
Mary Anne Krupsak 
Robert C. Linnell 
James K. Mathews 
James B. McIntosh 
Alfred L. Mor se 
Stephen P. Mugar 
Thomas A. Pappas 
Norman S. Rabb 
Vartan Gregor ian 
George D. Hart 
James M. Howell 
Robert C. Linnell 
Richard B. Lombard 
James B. McIntosh 
Charles A. Mehos 
Melvin B. Miller 
Joseph S. Mitchell, Jr. 
F. Bradford Morse 
John R. Robinson 
Elihu Rose 
Jacob Saliba 
Laurence S. Sewell, Jr. 
Rollo G. Silver 
Julian M. Sobin 
Peter H . Vermilye 
.Louis I. Rosenfield 
Beatrice Sherman 
Shields Warren 
Esther Ziskind Weitman 
Charles A . Mehos 
Melvin B. Miller 
Joseph S. Mitchell, Jr. 
John R. Robinson 
Jacob Saliba 
Rollo G. Silver 
(Chairman, President, and Treasurer are also members of the Executive Committee.) 
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